


Huayi Office Block Huayi Plant in Shanghai

Huayi Electr ical Apparatus Group Co., Ltd.  (hereinafter referred to as HEAG), was

founded in 1986 with total investment of RMB 40,000.00, and was promoted to a group

company in 1997. HEAG now has become an inter-province, inter-industry enterprise

group comprised of 7 core subsidiaries, 5 joint venture companies and over 100 member

enterprises, which centers on wind power and high voltage apparatus, and diversifies

into areas such as low voltage apparatus, real estate, chemical industry and tertiary

industry. The company is national designated manufacturing enterprise of L.V. & H.V.

switchgear and the key hi- tech enterpr ise l isted in State Torch Project, also ranks

China's Top 500 Private Enterprises, China's Top 500 Enterprises in Machinery Industry,

China's Top 100 Growth Enterprises, China's Top 100 Enterprises in Elec tric Industry,

China's Top 10 Leading Enterprises in Electric Apparatus Manufact uring, etc .. It mainly

produces 252kV and below switchgears, automation distribu tion switches and terminal

devices, high voltage switch components, static energy meters, wind power equipments

and so on. Hereinto, outdoor high voltage vacuum circuit breakers are recommended as

"National Key Promoting New Products" by the former Power Ministry, its market share

in China is above 25% and its production and sales continuously have been No.1 in the

domestic market for seven years. On Feb. 1st, 2007, one of HEAG's core subsidiaries,

Huayi Electric Co., Ltd. successfully got listed on Shanghai Stoc k Exchange, and became

the the first private enterprise listed on the Main Board in Wenzhou city.
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Power Frequency Withstand Test Device

High quality of Huayi's products are powerfully supported by advanced technology
and processing facilities, world-leading automatic producing line, strict craftwork
managing, experienced worker and precise quality control & testing system.
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HEAG Switchgear in Guangzhou university town HEAG circuit breaker in Neikun railway electrification

Tender contract signed by BPDP, Bangladesh and HEAG
As a representative in the field of HV switchgear in China, HEAG continues to engage

in R&D and improvement of  the Outdoor Transmission & Distr ibut ion system, to

concent rate on providing the users a complete integrated program of the Transmission

& Distribution system from planning to service; as well as working out systematic

solutions for power generation and distribution, power controlling and consuming.

HEAG is one of the esteemed enterprises with the most numero us in variety in HV

apparatus field in domestic China by having had the systems of HV & LV complete-set

switchgears, Transmission & Distribution equipments, wind power generator, HV

component equipments, etc.

The outdoor Distribution & Transmission products have played an important role in

those projects as: NeiKun Railway (The first rai lway with automation distribution

network), Handan city network distribution automation project, Xi 'an City Games

Village, Changsha He Long Stadium Centre, etc. As well as some of the products are 

functioning properly in Lhasa at 4500 metres above sea level.
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KYN61-40.5 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYH1-40.5 Model Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear 

KYH1-24 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYN28-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYN28C-7.2/12(J.R)/31.5-40 Armoured Removed AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYN96-12 (AMS) Metal-clad Switchgear

KYN18-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

Mvnex-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KGN -12 Fixed Metal-clad Switchgear

KGN8-12 Fixed Metal-clad Switchgear

XGN66A-12 AC Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

XGN36-12 (DXG-12) AC Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

XGN2-12(G) Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

XGN(W)74-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit 

HXGN11-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit

HXGN15-12L HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit

MNS Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

GCS Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

GCK Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

GGD Low Voltage Switchgear

MCS Intelligent LV Withdrawable Switchgear

Prisma

Blokset

HGBD Fixed-Separated Type Low Voltage Switchgear

HYDJ1 Capacitor Compensate Cabinet

XBKCJ Low Voltage Integrated Distribution Box

XL-21(G) Low Voltage Power Panel

GZD(W) Micro-computer DC Power Supply Panel

HYJ1/S Three Phase Emergency Power Supply(power and illumination) 

HYJ1/P Frequency-conversion Three-phase Emergency Power Supply 

HYDB1 Power Distribution Box (Single Door) 

YB -40.5(12)/0.69 Wind Power Special Compact Substation

YB Series European Style Compact Substation

ZBW Series Combination Compact Substation

YBZ -12 Intelligent Compact Substation

ZXB Series Intelligent Railway Signal Double Power Compact Substation

YB  American Type Compact Substation

DFW-12 Cable Distribution Box

ISO14001 CertificateISO9001 Certificate

Petrochina Membership Certificate

KEMA Certificate

SCHNEIDER Technology And Business Partner
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from Kazakhstan

Verification of LVD & EMC
Compliance
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1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~40 , daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from corrosives, inflammables and vapour.

Summary

Technical specification

Model

KYN61-40.5 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

Ambient condition

-K Y N 61 40.5 2000 31.5-T

Rated short circuit breaking current(kA)
Rated current(A)
Spring operating mechanism
Rated voltage(kV)
Design serial No. 
Indoor
Removable
Metal-clad

/

Item Unit Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated frequency

Rated short circuit breaking current 

4s rated short time withstand current 

Rated short circuit making current (peak)

Rated peak withstand current(peak)

Outline dimension(W D H)

Protection degree

Rated lightning impulse withstand voltage

Main circuit 1min P.F withstand voltage

Auxiliary circuit 1min P.F. withstand voltage

Insulation

level

40.5

50/60

25, 31.5

25, 31.5

63, 80

63, 80

185(across open contacts: 215)

95(across open contacts: 110)

2

1400(1200) 2800 2600

IP3X(compartment IP2X)

kV

A

Hz

kA

kA

kA

kA

kV

kV

kV

mm

Product feature

KYN61-40.5 removable AC metal-clad switchgear (short for switchgear as below)

applies to 40.5kV, 3 phase, AC and 50/60Hz electrical power network for receiving

and distributing power energy and also for control, monitor and protect ion. It

is applicable in general power system and occasions with frequent operation.

The product conforms to GB3906: 3~35kV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear,

IEC60694 & GB/T11022: The common technical clauses of HV Switchgear

and controlgear Standard, DL/T404-1997: Order Technical term of Indoor AC

HV Switchgear and IEC62271-200 1~52kV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear

and controlgear standard.

The switchgear is an assembly unit and the circuit breaker adopts handcart floor model. It owns simply change and well exchange

after equipping with advanced composite insulation vacuum circuit breaker. Lead screw nut propulsion mechanism is installed

in the handcart frame for preventing from fault operating and damaging propulsion mechanism, the handcart can be remove

easily; All of the operation steps can be carried out at closing condition; It is compulsory locking among main swi tch, handcart

and panel door to meet five protection; wide space for connecting several cable in cable cubicle. Earthing switch is used in

earthing and loop short circuit, protection degree of enclosure is IP3X, IP2X under opening condition. 

No.

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

1

ZN85-40.5 VCB Primary Technical Parameters 

 Item  Unit Data

40.5

95

185

50/60

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

4

25, 31.5

63,80

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

80

20

630

400

AC/DC 110/220

10000

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

s

kA

kA

ms

Times

A

A

V

Times

Rated voltage

1min power frequency withstand voltage(virtual value)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage (peak)

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short circuit continuous time

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current

Rated operation sequence

Breaking time

Rated short circuit breaking current breaking times

Single capacitor breaking current

Back to back capacitor bank breaking current

Rated operating voltage

Mechanical life

No.

Structure feature

The switchgear divides  into enclosure and handcart, the enclosure is made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet after p rocessed

by CNC machine and multi-bending, then is assembled with bolts. So it has strong mechanical strength and can guarantee

the neatness and good appearance. It consist of relay compartment, handcar t comp artme nt, c able degre e is IP2X when CB

handcart is on opening and testing position. 

The switchgear is metal-clad removable, main circuit adopts composite insulation processing, emergency spreading to other  parts.

CT and earthing switch are mounted in cable compartment and busbar compartment. The protection degree of enclosure is

IP3X, the protection and large space for several cables. The structural design of new completely insulated VCB or SF6 CB and

spring operating mechanism is integrated console model with such excellence of well exchange and simply change.

KYN61-40.5 Structure Drawing
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KYH1-40.5 Model Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear
Summary 

KYH1-40.5 model Metalclad Centered Metal-enclosed Switchgear (hereinafter

referred to as switchgear) is a new product independently designed and developed

by HEAG group after absorbing international advanced technology. The product

has the outstanding advantages.

The switchgear applies to three phase power system of rated voltage 24~40.5kV

AC 50Hz(or 60Hz) for receiving and distributing power energy, and also for

circuit control, monitor and protection. It can be used in single-busbar system

and single-busbar section system.

1. Environmental ambient temperature: +40 ~-15 , daily average not

    exceed 35 ;

2. Altitude above sea level: not exceed 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average less than 95%, monthly average less than 90%;

4. Saturated vapor pressure: daily average less than 2.2 10-3MPa, monthly

    average less than 1.8 10-3MPa ; 

5. Earthquake intensity: not exceed 8 grade;

6. The envi ronmental  air without flammable, explosive and corrosive materia l;

7. Site without frequent vibration.

Ambient condition

Model

Product feature

1. The enclosure is completely formed by Al-Zn coated steel plate after multiple bending p rocessed by CNC mach ine, then is

    assembled with the bolts, which has strong mechanical strength and effectively ensure the neatness and good appearance.

    The door is painted by the plastic powder and has strong anti-impact and corrosion proof ability. The protection grade of

    enclosure is IP4X.

2. The main circuit breaker is VHY1-40.5 model Solid-sealed Vacuum Circuit Breaker, which is independently designed and

    developed by HEAG group. It has the unique advantages of long life, high reliability, less maintenance and small volume,

    furthermore, it has perfect and reliable anti-misoperation function. Of course, the switchgear can be equipped with other similar

    circuit breakers. 

3. The circuit breaker handcart is centred structure, which inherits the advantage of KYN28 model switchgear. This structure

    avoids the adverse effects for the installation foundation against the movable / fixed contacts, and is convenient for maintenance

    and overhaul.

K  Y  H  1  -  40.5 /  -  - 

Single line diagram number(SLD No.)

Rated short-time withstand current(kA)

Rated current(A)

Rated voltage(V)

Design sequence

Manufacturer code(HEAG)

Removable type

Metalclad Metal-enclosed Switchgear

3

1. Main technical parameters of switchgear

      : The short-circuit capacity of CT shall be separately considered;

      : If installed with Lightening Arrester or the aerial busbar outgoing/incoming, the cubicle depth shall be 2800mm.

2. Main technical parameters of VHY1-40.5 model indoor vacuum circuit breaker table 2

table 1

Technical specification

Rated voltage

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 

Rated 

insulation level

Rated frequency

Rated current 

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated peak withstand current

IAC grade

Kind of operation continuity

Protection grade

Outline dimension (W D H)

Weight

40.5

50 (or 60)

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

BFLR

LSC2B-PM

IP4X(enclosure), IP2X(compartment)

1200 2600 2400

1600

Interphase,  phase to ground 95; between gaps 118

Interphase, phase to ground 185; between gaps 215

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

mm

kg

 Item  Unit Data

Rated voltage

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 

Rated 

insulation level

 Item  Unit Data

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated symmetrical short-circuit breaking current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated operating sequence

Opening time

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Rated out of phase earth fault breaking current

Rated cable charging breaking current

Rated voltage/current of opening operation

Rated voltage/current of closing operation

Rated instantaneous over-current tripping current

Rated voltage of secondary circuit

Rated voltage of motor for energy storage

Rated output power of motor for energy storage 

Time of energy storage

40.5

Interphase and phase to ground 95

Interphase and phase to ground 185

50 (or 60)

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

25, 31.5

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

20~50

20000

E2

27.3

50

DC(AC)220/1.5, DC(AC)110/3

DC(AC)220 /1.5, DC(AC)110/3

5

DC(AC)220, DC(AC)110

DC(AC)220, DC(AC)110

70

12

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

kA

ms

time

grade

kA

A

A

W

s

V/A

V

4



KYH1-40.5 Model Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear
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630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

BFLR

LSC2B-PM

IP4X(enclosure), IP2X(compartment)

1200 2600 2400

1600

Interphase,  phase to ground 95; between gaps 118

Interphase, phase to ground 185; between gaps 215

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

mm

kg

 Item  Unit Data

Rated voltage

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 

Rated 

insulation level

 Item  Unit Data

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated symmetrical short-circuit breaking current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated operating sequence

Opening time

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Rated out of phase earth fault breaking current

Rated cable charging breaking current

Rated voltage/current of opening operation

Rated voltage/current of closing operation

Rated instantaneous over-current tripping current

Rated voltage of secondary circuit

Rated voltage of motor for energy storage

Rated output power of motor for energy storage 

Time of energy storage

40.5

Interphase and phase to ground 95

Interphase and phase to ground 185

50 (or 60)

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

25, 31.5

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

20~50

20000

E2

27.3

50

DC(AC)220/1.5, DC(AC)110/3

DC(AC)220 /1.5, DC(AC)110/3

5

DC(AC)220, DC(AC)110

DC(AC)220, DC(AC)110

70

12

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

kA

ms

time

grade

kA

A

A

W

s

V/A

V
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3. Main technical parameters of JN15-40.5 model earth switch table 3

KYH1-40.5
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A. Busbar compartment                        B. CB compartment                           C. Cable compartment     

D. Instrument compartment                  E. Small busbar compartment

1. Pressure releasing plate

2. Cubicle body

3. Busbar bushing 

4. Insulator

5. Earth switch

6. Interphase insulation plate 

7. Current transformer

8. Earth bar

9. Contact box 

10. Fixed contact arm

11. Shutter mechanism

12. Guide rail                   

13. Circuit breaker

14. Secondary plug

15. Pressure releasing plate of CB compartment

16. Main busbar

17. Branch busbar

18. Pressure releasing plate of busbar compartment  

Structure schematic drawing

Rated voltage

Rated P.F. withstand voltage(1 min)

Rated lightening impulse withstand voltage(peak value)

Interphase centre distance

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated short-circuit making current

Rated peak withstand current

40.5

95

185

280

31.5

80

80

kV

mm

kA

 Item  Unit Data
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Ambient condition

Summary

Model

K   Y   H   1  -  24  /      -  

Rated short circuit breaking current(kA)

Rated current (A)

Primary scheme No .

Rated voltage (kV)

Design serial No .

Indoor

Removable

Metal-clad

Structure feature

KYH1-24 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYH1-24  removable AC metal-clad switchgear(short for panel as below) is

a new product, designed and develo ped by HEAG Group, based o n the

introduction of advanced foreign design and manufacturing technology. The

panel applies to 13.8~24kV, 3phase AC 50Hz or 60Hz network for receiving

and distributing power energy and also for control, monitor and protection. It

can be ar ranged fo r single busbar, single busbar sectionalizing system. It

accords to IEC62271-200 AC Metal Enclosed Switch and Control Equipment

above 1kV and below 52kV IEC60694 St andard Common Clauses  for HV

Switchgear, GB3906 3~35kV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear, DL404 Order

Specification for Indoor AC HV Switchgear, DIN. VDE0670 AC Switchgear at

Rated Voltage Over 1kV and so on. It has perfect and reliable prevention

function against false operation.

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~40 ; daily average  35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average: 95%, monthly average: 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives, corrosives and severe vibration.

The enclosure is complete made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet by CNC machine and multi-bending, high precise dimension,

short production cycle, good mechanical strength and nice appearance. The handcart frame can sort into CB handcart, PT handcart,

measuring handcart and so on. The handcart has iso lating/testing posit ion and working posi tion in cubicle, each position is equipped

with a locating device to ensure that the handcart will not move at random when in specified position. A special guide rail is installed

in CB compartment for the handcart to move between isolating/testing position and working position. The movable curtain plate

made of insulating sheet is installed on the back wall of handcart compartment. The busbar is led from one cubicle into another

cubicle under the supporting of insulation bushing, and connects with the fixed contact box  through the branch bus. The main

busbar and inter busbar are round copper bars with rectangular section. Current transformer and the earthing switch can be

mounted on the back wall of cable compartment. Potential transformer and the lightning arrester can be mounted inside it. The

meter compartment includes relay components, meters electrified indicator and specifi ed seconda ry equipments. The control

circuits are laid in the neck grave with sufficient  space and metal cover plate. 
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3. Main technical parameters of JN15-40.5 model earth switch table 3

KYH1-40.5
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C

D

E

A. Busbar compartment                        B. CB compartment                           C. Cable compartment     

D. Instrument compartment                  E. Small busbar compartment

1. Pressure releasing plate

2. Cubicle body

3. Busbar bushing 

4. Insulator

5. Earth switch

6. Interphase insulation plate 

7. Current transformer

8. Earth bar

9. Contact box 

10. Fixed contact arm

11. Shutter mechanism

12. Guide rail                   

13. Circuit breaker

14. Secondary plug

15. Pressure releasing plate of CB compartment

16. Main busbar

17. Branch busbar

18. Pressure releasing plate of busbar compartment  

Structure schematic drawing

Rated voltage

Rated P.F. withstand voltage(1 min)

Rated lightening impulse withstand voltage(peak value)

Interphase centre distance

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated short-circuit making current

Rated peak withstand current

40.5

95

185

280

31.5

80

80

kV

mm

kA

 Item  Unit Data
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Ambient condition

Summary

Model

K   Y   H   1  -  24  /      -  

Rated short circuit breaking current(kA)

Rated current (A)

Primary scheme No .

Rated voltage (kV)

Design serial No .

Indoor

Removable

Metal-clad

Structure feature

KYH1-24 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYH1-24  removable AC metal-clad switchgear(short for panel as below) is

a new product, designed and develo ped by HEAG Group, based o n the

introduction of advanced foreign design and manufacturing technology. The

panel applies to 13.8~24kV, 3phase AC 50Hz or 60Hz network for receiving

and distributing power energy and also for control, monitor and protection. It

can be ar ranged fo r single busbar, single busbar sectionalizing system. It

accords to IEC62271-200 AC Metal Enclosed Switch and Control Equipment

above 1kV and below 52kV IEC60694 St andard Common Clauses  for HV

Switchgear, GB3906 3~35kV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear, DL404 Order

Specification for Indoor AC HV Switchgear, DIN. VDE0670 AC Switchgear at

Rated Voltage Over 1kV and so on. It has perfect and reliable prevention

function against false operation.

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~40 ; daily average  35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average: 95%, monthly average: 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives, corrosives and severe vibration.

The enclosure is complete made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet by CNC machine and multi-bending, high precise dimension,

short production cycle, good mechanical strength and nice appearance. The handcart frame can sort into CB handcart, PT handcart,

measuring handcart and so on. The handcart has iso lating/testing posit ion and working posi tion in cubicle, each position is equipped

with a locating device to ensure that the handcart will not move at random when in specified position. A special guide rail is installed

in CB compartment for the handcart to move between isolating/testing position and working position. The movable curtain plate

made of insulating sheet is installed on the back wall of handcart compartment. The busbar is led from one cubicle into another

cubicle under the supporting of insulation bushing, and connects with the fixed contact box  through the branch bus. The main

busbar and inter busbar are round copper bars with rectangular section. Current transformer and the earthing switch can be

mounted on the back wall of cable compartment. Potential transformer and the lightning arrester can be mounted inside it. The

meter compartment includes relay components, meters electrified indicator and specifi ed seconda ry equipments. The control

circuits are laid in the neck grave with sufficient  space and metal cover plate. 
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    1. Main technical parameters of switchgear

: The short-circuit capacity of CT shall be separately considered;

: The back aerial outgoing sche me shall add an attached cabinet, and the user shall consult the manufacturer

about its depth. The cubicle of width 800mm applies to the rated current up to 1250A.

Main technical parameters

Rated voltage

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

Rated 

insulation level

Rated frequency

Rated current 

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated peak withstand current

IAC grade

Kind of operation continuity

Protection grade

Outline dimension (W D H)

Weight

24

50, 60

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

BFLR

LSC2B-PM

IP4X(enclosure), IP2X(compartment)

800(1000) 1800 2300

about 800

Interphase,  phase to ground 65; between gaps 79

Interphase, phase to ground 125; between gaps 145

     Item Unit     Data

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

mm

kg

      2. Main technical parameters of VHY1-24 model indoor vacuum circuit breaker

Rated voltage

Rated 

insulation level

Rated frequency

Rated current 

Rated symmetrical short-circuit breaking current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated operating sequence

Opening time

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Rated out of phase earth fault breaking current

Rated instantaneous cable charging breaking current

Rated over-current tripping current

Rated voltage of secondary circuit

Rated voltage of motor for energy storage

Rated output power of motor for energy storage 

     Item Unit     Data

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 

24

Interphase and phase to ground 65

Interphase and phase to ground 125

50

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

25, 31.5

20000

E2

27.3

31.5

3.5/5

DC(AC)220, DC(AC)110

DC(AC)220, DC(AC)110

50

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

kA

ms

kA

A

A

W

V

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

50

time

grade
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Structure schematic drawing

KYH1-24 section drawing of feeder panel
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A. Busbar compartment                        B. CB compartment                           C. Cable compartment     

D. Instrument compartment                  E. Small busbar compartment

1. Pressure releasing plate

2. Main busbar

3. Enclosure 

4. Busbar bushing

5. Insulator

6. Contact box

7. Fixed contact arm 

8. Current transformer

9. Earth switch

10. Cable

11. Bottom pate

12. Earthing copper bar

13. Control cable cover-plate

14. Operating mechanism of earth switch   

15. Removable level baffle plate

16. Guide screw mechanism

17. CB handcart

18. Safety shutter

19. Secondary plug

20. Removable baffle plate

KYH1-24
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    1. Main technical parameters of switchgear

: The short-circuit capacity of CT shall be separately considered;

: The back aerial outgoing sche me shall add an attached cabinet, and the user shall consult the manufacturer

about its depth. The cubicle of width 800mm applies to the rated current up to 1250A.

Main technical parameters

Rated voltage

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

Rated 

insulation level

Rated frequency

Rated current 

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated peak withstand current

IAC grade

Kind of operation continuity

Protection grade

Outline dimension (W D H)

Weight

24

50, 60

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

BFLR

LSC2B-PM

IP4X(enclosure), IP2X(compartment)

800(1000) 1800 2300

about 800

Interphase,  phase to ground 65; between gaps 79

Interphase, phase to ground 125; between gaps 145

     Item Unit     Data

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

mm

kg

      2. Main technical parameters of VHY1-24 model indoor vacuum circuit breaker

Rated voltage

Rated 

insulation level

Rated frequency

Rated current 

Rated symmetrical short-circuit breaking current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short-time withstand current(4s)

Rated operating sequence

Opening time

Mechanical life

Electrical life

Rated out of phase earth fault breaking current

Rated instantaneous cable charging breaking current

Rated over-current tripping current

Rated voltage of secondary circuit

Rated voltage of motor for energy storage

Rated output power of motor for energy storage 

     Item Unit     Data

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 

24

Interphase and phase to ground 65

Interphase and phase to ground 125

50

630, 1250, 1600, 2000, 2500

25, 31.5

63, 80

25, 31.5

20000

E2

27.3

31.5

3.5/5

DC(AC)220, DC(AC)110

DC(AC)220, DC(AC)110

50

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

kA

ms

kA

A

A

W

V

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

50

time

grade
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Structure schematic drawing

KYH1-24 section drawing of feeder panel
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A. Busbar compartment                        B. CB compartment                           C. Cable compartment     

D. Instrument compartment                  E. Small busbar compartment

1. Pressure releasing plate

2. Main busbar

3. Enclosure 

4. Busbar bushing

5. Insulator

6. Contact box

7. Fixed contact arm 

8. Current transformer

9. Earth switch

10. Cable

11. Bottom pate

12. Earthing copper bar

13. Control cable cover-plate

14. Operating mechanism of earth switch   

15. Removable level baffle plate

16. Guide screw mechanism

17. CB handcart

18. Safety shutter

19. Secondary plug

20. Removable baffle plate

KYH1-24
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Ambient condition

Summary

Model

-K Y N 28 12 -/

Rated short circuit breaking current (kA)

Rated current (A)

Primary scheme No.

Rated voltage (kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Removable

Metal-clad

Structure feature

KYN28-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYN28-12 removable AC metal-clad switchgear (short for panel as below) is

a new prod uct, designed and developed  by HEAG Group, based on the

introduction of advanced foreign design and manufacturing technology. It will

be a substitute for old fashioned metal-enclosed switchgear, such as KYN-12,

JYN-12, GFC-12, etc. The panel applies to 3.6~12kV 3 phase AC 50Hz network

for receiving and distributing power energy and also for control, monito r and 

protection. It can be arranged for single busbar, single busbar sectionlizing

system or double busbar. It accords with IEC62271-200 AC Metal Enclosed

Switch and Control Equipment above 1kV and below 52kV IEC60694 Standard

Common Clauses for HV Switchgear, DIN. VDE AC Switchgear at Rated

Voltage Above 1kV, GB3906 3~35kV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear and

so on. It has perfect and reliable prevention function against misoperation.

1. Ambient temperature:  -10 ~40 ; daily average  35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives, corrosives and severe vibration.

The enclosure is made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet by CNC machine, high precise dimension, short production

cycle, excellent mechanical strength and nice appearance. The busbar compartment, VCB handc art compartment, cable

compartment and relay compartment are separated by metal sheet. Flexible operation for handcart movement, clear position

instruction, the earthing switch allow to making short circuit current and creditable mechanical interlock. It fit with many kinds of

handcart circuit breaker such as VD4, VS1 and VHY1-12 etc, and also select FK(R)N32-12 fixed load breaker switch or VC

series vacuum contactor. The panel adopts air insulated, the door of circuit breaker have the function of anti- explosion, tested by

internal electric arcing fault, without any welding contacts on the panel, mechanica l and electrical l ocking design, the  product

conforms to GB 3906, GB/T11022,IEC 62271-200,DL/T404 standards , and passed domestic and Netherlandish KEMA test.

9

Technical specification

Branch busbar rated current

Rated short time withstand current(4s)

Rated peak withstand current

Protection degree

Outline dimension(width depth height)

Weight

630,1250,1600,2000,2500,3150

16,20,25,31.5,40,50

40,50,63,80,100,125

Enclosure IP4X,  IP2X(VCB door opened)

650(800,1000) 1500(1300,1670,2000) 2200

800~1200

A

kA

kA

mm

kg

     Item Unit

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Rated current

Main busbar rated current

75/85

12

630~4000

1250,1600,2000,2500,4000

kV

Hz

A

A

50/60

42/48
1min power frequency

(phase to earth / across open contacts)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

(phase to earth/across open contacts)

kV

kV

Rated 
insulation

level

Data

Structure drawing

A.Busbar compartment  B.Circuit breaker compartment  C.Cable compartment  D.Metering compartment

HEAG

1 2 3

10
0

22
00

21
00

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14
15

16

17
18
19

20
21

22

23
24

25
26

27

28

29

A B
D

C

21. Interlock & Shutter System
22. Earthing Switch Interlock
23. Left Plate of Cable Compartment
24. Right Plate of Cable Compartment
25. Door of Cable Compartment
26. PT handcart
27. Earthing Busbar
28. Branch Busbar
29. Current Transfarmer

1. Framework
2. Hinge
3. Middle Hinge
4. Rear Plate
5. Top Cover of Cable Compartment
6. Post Insulator
7. Busbar Bushings
8. A-phase Busbar
9. B-phase Busbar
10. C-phase Busbar

11. Top Cover of Busbar Comparment
12. Top Cover of VCB Compartment
13. Door of Instrument Compartment
14. Contact Box
15. Fixed Contact
16. Fixing Plate of Aerial Socket
17. Left Plate of VCB Compartment
18. Right Plate of VCB Compartment
19. Door of VCB
20. Vacuum Circuit Breaker
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Ambient condition

Summary

Model

-K Y N 28 12 -/

Rated short circuit breaking current (kA)

Rated current (A)

Primary scheme No.

Rated voltage (kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Removable

Metal-clad

Structure feature

KYN28-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYN28-12 removable AC metal-clad switchgear (short for panel as below) is

a new prod uct, designed and developed  by HEAG Group, based on the

introduction of advanced foreign design and manufacturing technology. It will

be a substitute for old fashioned metal-enclosed switchgear, such as KYN-12,

JYN-12, GFC-12, etc. The panel applies to 3.6~12kV 3 phase AC 50Hz network

for receiving and distributing power energy and also for control, monito r and 

protection. It can be arranged for single busbar, single busbar sectionlizing

system or double busbar. It accords with IEC62271-200 AC Metal Enclosed

Switch and Control Equipment above 1kV and below 52kV IEC60694 Standard

Common Clauses for HV Switchgear, DIN. VDE AC Switchgear at Rated

Voltage Above 1kV, GB3906 3~35kV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear and

so on. It has perfect and reliable prevention function against misoperation.

1. Ambient temperature:  -10 ~40 ; daily average  35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives, corrosives and severe vibration.

The enclosure is made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet by CNC machine, high precise dimension, short production

cycle, excellent mechanical strength and nice appearance. The busbar compartment, VCB handc art compartment, cable

compartment and relay compartment are separated by metal sheet. Flexible operation for handcart movement, clear position

instruction, the earthing switch allow to making short circuit current and creditable mechanical interlock. It fit with many kinds of

handcart circuit breaker such as VD4, VS1 and VHY1-12 etc, and also select FK(R)N32-12 fixed load breaker switch or VC

series vacuum contactor. The panel adopts air insulated, the door of circuit breaker have the function of anti- explosion, tested by

internal electric arcing fault, without any welding contacts on the panel, mechanica l and electrical l ocking design, the  product

conforms to GB 3906, GB/T11022,IEC 62271-200,DL/T404 standards , and passed domestic and Netherlandish KEMA test.
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Technical specification

Branch busbar rated current

Rated short time withstand current(4s)

Rated peak withstand current

Protection degree

Outline dimension(width depth height)

Weight

630,1250,1600,2000,2500,3150

16,20,25,31.5,40,50

40,50,63,80,100,125

Enclosure IP4X,  IP2X(VCB door opened)

650(800,1000) 1500(1300,1670,2000) 2200

800~1200

A

kA

kA

mm

kg

     Item Unit

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Rated current

Main busbar rated current

75/85

12

630~4000

1250,1600,2000,2500,4000

kV

Hz

A

A

50/60

42/48
1min power frequency

(phase to earth / across open contacts)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

(phase to earth/across open contacts)

kV

kV

Rated 
insulation

level

Data

Structure drawing

A.Busbar compartment  B.Circuit breaker compartment  C.Cable compartment  D.Metering compartment

HEAG

1 2 3
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21. Interlock & Shutter System
22. Earthing Switch Interlock
23. Left Plate of Cable Compartment
24. Right Plate of Cable Compartment
25. Door of Cable Compartment
26. PT handcart
27. Earthing Busbar
28. Branch Busbar
29. Current Transfarmer

1. Framework
2. Hinge
3. Middle Hinge
4. Rear Plate
5. Top Cover of Cable Compartment
6. Post Insulator
7. Busbar Bushings
8. A-phase Busbar
9. B-phase Busbar
10. C-phase Busbar

11. Top Cover of Busbar Comparment
12. Top Cover of VCB Compartment
13. Door of Instrument Compartment
14. Contact Box
15. Fixed Contact
16. Fixing Plate of Aerial Socket
17. Left Plate of VCB Compartment
18. Right Plate of VCB Compartment
19. Door of VCB
20. Vacuum Circuit Breaker
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KYN28C-7.2/12(J.R)/31.5-40 armoured movable AC metal-clad switchgear

(short for F-C circuit panel) is refer to distribution device applies to 3.6~12kV,

rated frequency 50/60Hz power system. Large rated short circuit breaking

current under rated current, Widely used for electrical power, chemical and

generate electrici ty department, etc. Flexible configure, convenient operation,

security and reliability, the performance conforms to GB3906-91, IEC62271-200

standard.  It applies to 1200 kW and below power factor motor or 1600 kVA or

below transformer for control and protection.

Standard

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -15 ~+40 , daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

Model

K  Y  N  2 8   C  -  7 . 2   ( J . R )   3 1 5  -  4 0 

Summary

Rated short circuit breaking current(kA) for fuse

Rated current (kA) for fuse

HV vacuum contactor + limited current fuse

Rated voltage(kV)

Code

Design serial No .

Indoor

Movable

Metal-clad

KYN28C-7.2/12(J.R)/31.5-40 Armoured Removed AC Metal-clad Switchgear

Structure feature

1. The enclosure and each compartment are separated by metal sheet. The enclosure and dummy plate are made of

    aluminium-zin c plated steel. Associate with KYN28-12 abreast to design many kinds of sche mes for distribu tion devi ce

    according to usage. It can use with KYN96-12 parallel according to requirement.

2. Assembly structure: The enclosure is completely made of aluminium-zinc plate steel sheet after processed by CNC machine

    and multi-bending, then is assembled with bolts. So it has strong mechanical strength and guarantee the neatness and good

    appearance. Cubicle door is through plastic spray treatment to ensure good anti-impact and corrosion-proof ability. 

GB/T11022

IEC62271 & GB3906

GB 3309

GB 311.1

GB/T16927.1

GB 15166.2

GB/T14808

The Common Technical Clauses of HV Switchgear

and Controlgear Standard

3~35kV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear

The Mechanical Test of HV Switchgear at Normal Temperature 

Insulation Configuration of HV Distribution Equipment

First Part  in HV Test Technology: General Test

AC HV Fuse, Limited Current Fuse

AC HV Contactor and Motor Starter

11

Technical specification

Item Unit Data

1min P.F. Withstand

voltage

Lightning impulse

withstand voltage

Main busbar

F-C Panel technical specification

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Phase to phase, phase to earth

Across open contacts

Rated current

4s rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

kV

Hz

kV

kV

kV

kV

A

kA

kA

50/60

32

36

7.2

60(peak)

70(peak)

630~4000

40

100(peak)

F-C

Outline dimension(W D H)

Protection degree

Rated current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Max join current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

kA

mm

315

40

100

3.2

40

100

650 1500(1300,1670) 2300

IP4X(open handcart compartment door: IP2X)

12

50/60

42

48

75(peak)

85(peak)

Phase to phase, phase to earth

Across open contacts

3. Vacuum contactor and fuse are mounted on handcart, central drawout type, action of pulling and pushing de pend on

    l ead s crew, l ow operation strength, convenient to exchange , there is guideway in the handcart compartment.

4. Busbar compartment ar e used for  installat ion busbar. Main busbar gets across busbar insulating bushing to isolate  the

    neighboring panel busbar compartment. Main virtue  for design is limit ing the accident and prevent from spreading to other

    area when break out emergency in busbar compartment.

5. Allowed CT, earthing switch, lightning arrester, heater and cable to mount  in cable compartment. Equip with slotting and

    knock-down non metal sealed board and stainless steel.

6. Allowed relays, ins truments, signal light and op erating switch to mount in relay compartment. It can install small busbar

    compartment on the top of relay compartment according to user requirement, capacity for covering fifteen control busbar.

7. The protection of enclosure is IP4X, even if open the door, the protection class also reach IP2X, It can prevent human and

    outside solid from approaching living part and moving components.

8. It is normal operation when repair any compartment except main busbar compartment .

9. There is a channel on the top of circuit breaker compartment, busbar compartment, cable compartment. When occur

    emergency relative to circuit breaker, main busbar and cable compartment and appear arc, the gas pressure in panel will

    not go up until reach utmost, then metal board open automatically to release gas pressure and assure of security for human

    and equipments. 

10. There is a secure and reliable mechanical interlock device to meet five protection in the panel.

1.1.Prevent from drawing out and plugging in primary isolating contact with electric charges.

1.2.Prevent from making contactor (or circuit breaker) when close earthing switch.

1.3.Prevent from making earthing switch with electricity when handcart is on working position.

1.4.Prevent from entering into living separation.

1.5.Prevent from fault open and close contactor( or circuit breaker).

11. Equip with earthing conductor inside panel to connect whole line panel. Panel frame, door, cover board, moving curtain

    board and circuit breaker handcart frame all connect with earthing conductor. 

12. The air clearance between electrified body or electrified to earth is not less than 100 mm, The air clearance between

    electrified body and insulating components inside composite insulation is not less than 30mm.

13. It need not exchange main busbar when this product combine with KYN 28 series cir cuit break er panel, isolating panel,

    PT panel and measurement panel, it can run through directly.

14. SMC or DMC insulating material.

12



KYN28C-7.2/12(J.R)/31.5-40 armoured movable AC metal-clad switchgear

(short for F-C circuit panel) is refer to distribution device applies to 3.6~12kV,

rated frequency 50/60Hz power system. Large rated short circuit breaking

current under rated current, Widely used for electrical power, chemical and

generate electrici ty department, etc. Flexible configure, convenient operation,

security and reliability, the performance conforms to GB3906-91, IEC62271-200

standard.  It applies to 1200 kW and below power factor motor or 1600 kVA or

below transformer for control and protection.

Standard

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -15 ~+40 , daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

Model

K  Y  N  2 8   C  -  7 . 2   ( J . R )   3 1 5  -  4 0 

Summary

Rated short circuit breaking current(kA) for fuse

Rated current (kA) for fuse

HV vacuum contactor + limited current fuse

Rated voltage(kV)

Code

Design serial No .

Indoor

Movable

Metal-clad

KYN28C-7.2/12(J.R)/31.5-40 Armoured Removed AC Metal-clad Switchgear

Structure feature

1. The enclosure and each compartment are separated by metal sheet. The enclosure and dummy plate are made of

    aluminium-zin c plated steel. Associate with KYN28-12 abreast to design many kinds of sche mes for distribu tion devi ce

    according to usage. It can use with KYN96-12 parallel according to requirement.

2. Assembly structure: The enclosure is completely made of aluminium-zinc plate steel sheet after processed by CNC machine

    and multi-bending, then is assembled with bolts. So it has strong mechanical strength and guarantee the neatness and good

    appearance. Cubicle door is through plastic spray treatment to ensure good anti-impact and corrosion-proof ability. 

GB/T11022

IEC62271 & GB3906

GB 3309

GB 311.1

GB/T16927.1

GB 15166.2

GB/T14808

The Common Technical Clauses of HV Switchgear

and Controlgear Standard

3~35kV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear

The Mechanical Test of HV Switchgear at Normal Temperature 

Insulation Configuration of HV Distribution Equipment

First Part  in HV Test Technology: General Test

AC HV Fuse, Limited Current Fuse

AC HV Contactor and Motor Starter

11

Technical specification

Item Unit Data

1min P.F. Withstand

voltage

Lightning impulse

withstand voltage

Main busbar

F-C Panel technical specification

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Phase to phase, phase to earth

Across open contacts

Rated current

4s rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

kV

Hz

kV

kV

kV

kV

A

kA

kA

50/60

32

36

7.2

60(peak)

70(peak)

630~4000

40

100(peak)

F-C

Outline dimension(W D H)

Protection degree

Rated current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Max join current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

kA

mm

315

40

100

3.2

40

100

650 1500(1300,1670) 2300

IP4X(open handcart compartment door: IP2X)

12

50/60

42

48

75(peak)

85(peak)

Phase to phase, phase to earth

Across open contacts

3. Vacuum contactor and fuse are mounted on handcart, central drawout type, action of pulling and pushing de pend on

    l ead s crew, l ow operation strength, convenient to exchange , there is guideway in the handcart compartment.

4. Busbar compartment ar e used for  installat ion busbar. Main busbar gets across busbar insulating bushing to isolate  the

    neighboring panel busbar compartment. Main virtue  for design is limit ing the accident and prevent from spreading to other

    area when break out emergency in busbar compartment.

5. Allowed CT, earthing switch, lightning arrester, heater and cable to mount  in cable compartment. Equip with slotting and

    knock-down non metal sealed board and stainless steel.

6. Allowed relays, ins truments, signal light and op erating switch to mount in relay compartment. It can install small busbar

    compartment on the top of relay compartment according to user requirement, capacity for covering fifteen control busbar.

7. The protection of enclosure is IP4X, even if open the door, the protection class also reach IP2X, It can prevent human and

    outside solid from approaching living part and moving components.

8. It is normal operation when repair any compartment except main busbar compartment .

9. There is a channel on the top of circuit breaker compartment, busbar compartment, cable compartment. When occur

    emergency relative to circuit breaker, main busbar and cable compartment and appear arc, the gas pressure in panel will

    not go up until reach utmost, then metal board open automatically to release gas pressure and assure of security for human

    and equipments. 

10. There is a secure and reliable mechanical interlock device to meet five protection in the panel.

1.1.Prevent from drawing out and plugging in primary isolating contact with electric charges.

1.2.Prevent from making contactor (or circuit breaker) when close earthing switch.

1.3.Prevent from making earthing switch with electricity when handcart is on working position.

1.4.Prevent from entering into living separation.

1.5.Prevent from fault open and close contactor( or circuit breaker).

11. Equip with earthing conductor inside panel to connect whole line panel. Panel frame, door, cover board, moving curtain

    board and circuit breaker handcart frame all connect with earthing conductor. 

12. The air clearance between electrified body or electrified to earth is not less than 100 mm, The air clearance between

    electrified body and insulating components inside composite insulation is not less than 30mm.

13. It need not exchange main busbar when this product combine with KYN 28 series cir cuit break er panel, isolating panel,

    PT panel and measurement panel, it can run through directly.

14. SMC or DMC insulating material.
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Item Unit
Data

V7C(ABB) JCZ

Technical Specification for AC Vacuum Contactor

10,000 time

Rated voltage

Rated current

Max rated breaking current

Rated short time withstand current 4s

Max peak withstand current

Rated making current

Natural closing time

Natural opening time

Rated operating voltage

Mechanical holding

Electric holding

kV

A

A

A

kA

A

ms

ms

V

7.2/12

400

5000

5000

55(1/21 cycle)

5000(100 time)

25

100

60~90

15~30

110  220

7.2/12

400

3200

5000

5000

10

100

100 30

35 10

110  220

Mechanical endurance

Outline dimension

650 1300 (1500 1670)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15 16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

23
00

22
00

1.Metering compartment door
2.Handcart compartment door
3.Propulsion mechanism hole
4.Cable compartment door
5.Earthing switch operating hole
6.Lightning arrester
7.Heater
8.Current transformer
9.Earthing switch
10.Down contact box
11.Upper contact box
12.Main busbar compartment
13.Branch busbar
14.Main busbar
15.Pressure release board
16.Small busbar compartment
17.Metering compartment
18.Aerial plug
19.Limited current fuse
20.Vacuum contactor handcart
21.Trolley 
22.Sensor
23.Cable compartment

1000 2500 1000

1
8

0
0

450450

Cable interlayer

Structure feature

Summary

KYN96-12 (AMS) Metal-clad Switchgear

Model

Ambient condition

K  Y  N  96  12 (Z) (AMS1)

Factory  No.

VCB

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Handcart removable

Metal-clad

KYN96-12(AMS) model metal enclosed switchgear is developed by Xi'An HV

Apparatus Research Institute. The complete type test have been approved at

National Center for Quality Supervision & Testing of HV Apparatus, and provide

integrated control and protection measurement for electric power plant,

motor, power transformer, capacitor and distribution circuit etc.

The rated voltage is 12kV, rated current is 630~3150A. AMS is equipped with

VHY1-12 or VS1-12 circuit breaker, AMS is a indoor equipment used in

distribution station such as industrial enterprise, high building,  airport, harbour,

and bus station etc. It conforms to IEC62271-200 & GB3906 3~35kV AC Metal

Enclosed Switchgear, DL/T404 The Order Technical Terms of Indoor  AC HV

Switchgear and VDE, IEC standards.   

1. Ambient temperature: -15 ~40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives severe vibration.

1. High reliability

HV compartment and LV compartment are separated to l imit the e mergency at local part. Selection of rapidl y closed ea rthing

switch, bus bar is wrapp ed by shrink able material. Section of high reliably VHY1-12 or VS1-12 circuit breaker and designed

with work ing position, testing position and drawout position. Operate to circuit breaker and earthing switch normally when the

door is closed.

2. High security

The switchgear has many kinds of protective measures, such as mechanical interlock and five protection. Prevent from pulling

and pushing hand car t with load and closing the earthing switch with electricity, prevent from making circuit breaking on occasion

of opening and closing, prevent from entering into live isolation. Equipped with fixed position and interlock device at working and

testing position inner panel, the circuit breaker is able to remove only on open position. The earthing switch adopts manual

operation with open-closed position indicator. Install mechanical interlock on link rod of operation mechanism, to interlo ck with

circuit breaker and cable compartment door, additional of equipping with locking electromagnet. Adopt me tal safety shutter

to keep security even if draw out circuit breaker. Protective grade is IP 4X, there is a window on the plate of circuit breaker and

cable compartment.

3. High adaptability

The cable compartment is able to contain two pairs of cables. It can be equipped with standard CT, relay and meters.
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Item Unit
Data

V7C(ABB) JCZ

Technical Specification for AC Vacuum Contactor

10,000 time

Rated voltage

Rated current

Max rated breaking current

Rated short time withstand current 4s

Max peak withstand current

Rated making current

Natural closing time

Natural opening time

Rated operating voltage

Mechanical holding

Electric holding

kV

A

A

A

kA

A

ms

ms

V

7.2/12

400

5000

5000

55(1/21 cycle)

5000(100 time)

25

100

60~90

15~30

110  220

7.2/12

400

3200

5000

5000

10

100

100 30

35 10

110  220

Mechanical endurance

Outline dimension

650 1300 (1500 1670)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15 16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

23
00

22
00

1.Metering compartment door
2.Handcart compartment door
3.Propulsion mechanism hole
4.Cable compartment door
5.Earthing switch operating hole
6.Lightning arrester
7.Heater
8.Current transformer
9.Earthing switch
10.Down contact box
11.Upper contact box
12.Main busbar compartment
13.Branch busbar
14.Main busbar
15.Pressure release board
16.Small busbar compartment
17.Metering compartment
18.Aerial plug
19.Limited current fuse
20.Vacuum contactor handcart
21.Trolley 
22.Sensor
23.Cable compartment

1000 2500 1000

1
8

0
0

450450

Cable interlayer

Structure feature

Summary

KYN96-12 (AMS) Metal-clad Switchgear

Model

Ambient condition

K  Y  N  96  12 (Z) (AMS1)

Factory  No.

VCB

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Handcart removable

Metal-clad

KYN96-12(AMS) model metal enclosed switchgear is developed by Xi'An HV

Apparatus Research Institute. The complete type test have been approved at

National Center for Quality Supervision & Testing of HV Apparatus, and provide

integrated control and protection measurement for electric power plant,

motor, power transformer, capacitor and distribution circuit etc.

The rated voltage is 12kV, rated current is 630~3150A. AMS is equipped with

VHY1-12 or VS1-12 circuit breaker, AMS is a indoor equipment used in

distribution station such as industrial enterprise, high building,  airport, harbour,

and bus station etc. It conforms to IEC62271-200 & GB3906 3~35kV AC Metal

Enclosed Switchgear, DL/T404 The Order Technical Terms of Indoor  AC HV

Switchgear and VDE, IEC standards.   

1. Ambient temperature: -15 ~40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives severe vibration.

1. High reliability

HV compartment and LV compartment are separated to l imit the e mergency at local part. Selection of rapidl y closed ea rthing

switch, bus bar is wrapp ed by shrink able material. Section of high reliably VHY1-12 or VS1-12 circuit breaker and designed

with work ing position, testing position and drawout position. Operate to circuit breaker and earthing switch normally when the

door is closed.

2. High security

The switchgear has many kinds of protective measures, such as mechanical interlock and five protection. Prevent from pulling

and pushing hand car t with load and closing the earthing switch with electricity, prevent from making circuit breaking on occasion

of opening and closing, prevent from entering into live isolation. Equipped with fixed position and interlock device at working and

testing position inner panel, the circuit breaker is able to remove only on open position. The earthing switch adopts manual

operation with open-closed position indicator. Install mechanical interlock on link rod of operation mechanism, to interlo ck with

circuit breaker and cable compartment door, additional of equipping with locking electromagnet. Adopt me tal safety shutter

to keep security even if draw out circuit breaker. Protective grade is IP 4X, there is a window on the plate of circuit breaker and

cable compartment.

3. High adaptability

The cable compartment is able to contain two pairs of cables. It can be equipped with standard CT, relay and meters.
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Outline dimension 

Height mm 2250

Width

Depth

Weight

650

800

800

1000

1400

800~1200

Technical specification

Item

1min power frequency withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(peak)

Unit Data

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Main busbar rated current

Branch busbar rated current

4S thermal-stable current

Rated dynamic stable current(peak)

Main circuit resistance

Protection degree

kV

Hz

kV

kV

A

A

kV

kV

12

50

42

75

630,1250/1600,2000/2500,3150

630,1250,1600,2000,2500,3150

20,25,315,40

50,63,80,100

140

Enclosure: IP4X,Compartment: IP2X

Branch busbar rated current below 1250A

Thermal stable current below 31.5kA

Rated
insulation

level

Branch busbar rated current below 1600A

Thermal stable current below 40 kA

Branch busbar rated current below 1600A

Branch busbar rated current below 2000A

Thermal stable current below 31.5 kA

kg

mm

mm

mm

Structure drawing 

KYN96(AMS) Structure drawing

A.Busbar compartment

B.Circuit breaker compartment

C.Cable compartment

D.LV compartment

A B

C

D

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated short time withstand short circuit current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated peak withstand short circuit current

kV

A

kA

kA

kA

12

630,1250,1600,2000,3150

25,31.5,40(4s)

25,31.5,40

63,80,100

Summary

Ambient condition

Technical specification

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: monthly average 90%, daily average 95%;

4. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives and severe vibration. 

Model

Z-K Y N18 12 /

Rated short circuit withstand current(kA)
Rated current(A)
Environmental code: H(wet and hot), AT(dry and hot), The normal without symbol
Main circuit scheme diagram
Vacuum
Rated voltage(kV)
Design serial No .
Indoor
Removable
Metal-clad

Structure feature

KYN18-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYN18-12 removable AC metal-clad switchgear is a new product designed

and d evelo ped b y HEAG group based on advanced foreign de sign and

technology. Its outstanding advantages as follows:

1. The enclosure is completely made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet which

    processed  by CNC machine, then assembled with bolts. The structure is

    free from corrosives and deformation.

2. LV compartment and HV compartment are completely separated by metal

    sheet. It prevents from spreading to other parts due t o IP4X of protection

    degree.

3. Effective anti-fault interlock assure that each operation step is according to

    specified procedure.

4. Integra ted and reliable performance assure that it is free from maintenance.

5. The handcart is flexible to draw out and change.

6. Earthing switch with rapid open-close operation function has such capacity

    on short circuit current.

7. Secondary wiring will be buried in metal channel to prevent damages from

    internal failures.

1. The enclosure is made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet or cold rolled iron sheet after processed by  CNC mach ine and

    multi-bending, so guarantee advantages of high precision and strong corrosion preventions.

2. The complete panel is divided into four separate compartments, those are busbar compartments, handcart compartment,

    cable compartments and relay compartment. It is equipped with five protection lock device.

3. There is a exhaust channel spreads to the top in every compartment. The coping will open automatically to release pressure

    and guarantee the security of operator.

4. There is a valve mechanism among handcart compartment, busbar compartment and cable compartment. The valve closes

    automatically when the handcart is drawn out, then cover the main static contact to guarantee the security of maintenance man.
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Outline dimension 

Height mm 2250

Width

Depth

Weight

650

800

800

1000

1400

800~1200

Technical specification

Item

1min power frequency withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(peak)

Unit Data

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Main busbar rated current

Branch busbar rated current

4S thermal-stable current

Rated dynamic stable current(peak)

Main circuit resistance

Protection degree

kV

Hz

kV

kV

A

A

kV

kV

12

50

42

75

630,1250/1600,2000/2500,3150

630,1250,1600,2000,2500,3150

20,25,315,40

50,63,80,100

140

Enclosure: IP4X,Compartment: IP2X

Branch busbar rated current below 1250A

Thermal stable current below 31.5kA

Rated
insulation

level

Branch busbar rated current below 1600A

Thermal stable current below 40 kA

Branch busbar rated current below 1600A

Branch busbar rated current below 2000A

Thermal stable current below 31.5 kA

kg

mm

mm

mm

Structure drawing 

KYN96(AMS) Structure drawing

A.Busbar compartment

B.Circuit breaker compartment

C.Cable compartment

D.LV compartment

A B

C

D

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated short time withstand short circuit current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated peak withstand short circuit current

kV

A

kA

kA

kA

12

630,1250,1600,2000,3150

25,31.5,40(4s)

25,31.5,40

63,80,100

Summary

Ambient condition

Technical specification

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: monthly average 90%, daily average 95%;

4. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives and severe vibration. 

Model

Z-K Y N18 12 /

Rated short circuit withstand current(kA)
Rated current(A)
Environmental code: H(wet and hot), AT(dry and hot), The normal without symbol
Main circuit scheme diagram
Vacuum
Rated voltage(kV)
Design serial No .
Indoor
Removable
Metal-clad

Structure feature

KYN18-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

KYN18-12 removable AC metal-clad switchgear is a new product designed

and d evelo ped b y HEAG group based on advanced foreign de sign and

technology. Its outstanding advantages as follows:

1. The enclosure is completely made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet which

    processed  by CNC machine, then assembled with bolts. The structure is

    free from corrosives and deformation.

2. LV compartment and HV compartment are completely separated by metal

    sheet. It prevents from spreading to other parts due t o IP4X of protection

    degree.

3. Effective anti-fault interlock assure that each operation step is according to

    specified procedure.

4. Integra ted and reliable performance assure that it is free from maintenance.

5. The handcart is flexible to draw out and change.

6. Earthing switch with rapid open-close operation function has such capacity

    on short circuit current.

7. Secondary wiring will be buried in metal channel to prevent damages from

    internal failures.

1. The enclosure is made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet or cold rolled iron sheet after processed by  CNC mach ine and

    multi-bending, so guarantee advantages of high precision and strong corrosion preventions.

2. The complete panel is divided into four separate compartments, those are busbar compartments, handcart compartment,

    cable compartments and relay compartment. It is equipped with five protection lock device.

3. There is a exhaust channel spreads to the top in every compartment. The coping will open automatically to release pressure

    and guarantee the security of operator.

4. There is a valve mechanism among handcart compartment, busbar compartment and cable compartment. The valve closes

    automatically when the handcart is drawn out, then cover the main static contact to guarantee the security of maintenance man.
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Note: Take account of capability of CT withstand short circuit separately. 

Rated lightning impulse withstand voltage

Rated power frequency withstand voltage

Enclosure protection degree

kV

kV

75

42(1min)

IP4X

Outline and installation dimension

KYN18 Metal-clad Switchgear

     Item Unit     Data

Technical specification of ZN12-12 VCB

Rated peak withstand current

20, 25, 31.5 31.5, 40, 50

80, 100, 12550, 63, 80

kA

kA

Rated current 630, 1000, 1250, 1600, 2000 1600~4000A

Rated short-circuit breaking times Times 50

10000

30

Mechanical life

Operating mechanism

Motor power

Control circuit voltage

Spring operating mechanism

AC/DC 110/220

245

V

W

Rated short circuit breaking current

4s short-time withstand current

kA 20, 25, 31.5 31.5, 40, 50

Times 10000

1
0

0
2

0
5

0

35 1720 20

1
2

3
9

1
.5

5
0

5
1

2
4

0
2

2
5

Summary

Mvnex-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

Mvnex-12 removable AC metal-clad switchgear(short for switchgear as below)

is developed by Scheneider technology, it can instead KYN28-12, KYN18-12,

JYN2-12 series products. The switchgear applies to 3.6~12KV, 3 phase AC

50Hz network for receiving and  distributing power energy and also for control,

monitor and protection. It can be accords to IEC62271-200, GB3906 and so

on requirement. It has reliable prevention function against false operation.

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~40 ; daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m

3. Relative humidity: daliy average: 95% monthly average: 90%;

   Item Unit Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

No.

Electric features

Rated voltage

Rated insulation 

1 P.F. withstand voltage(50Hz)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(1./50s)

Rated current

Busbar

Circuit breaker

Rated thermal stability withstand current(4s)

Rated peak withstand current

Protection degree

Compartment protection degree

kVrms

kVrms

kV peak

A rms

A rms

kA rms

kA peak

12

42

75

630, 1250, 2500, 3150

630, 1250, 2500, 3150

25, 31.5, 40

63, 80, 100

IP4X

IP2X

Intorduction

Mvnex is used in the HV/MV and MV/MV substation

MV part is indoor type metal-clad switchgear

Switchgear is removable metal-clad type

Structure

Encolsure:Aluminum-zinc plate

Painting: High-temperature painting epoxy power

Insulation components: Flammable resistant
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Note: Take account of capability of CT withstand short circuit separately. 

Rated lightning impulse withstand voltage

Rated power frequency withstand voltage

Enclosure protection degree

kV

kV

75

42(1min)

IP4X

Outline and installation dimension

KYN18 Metal-clad Switchgear

     Item Unit     Data

Technical specification of ZN12-12 VCB

Rated peak withstand current

20, 25, 31.5 31.5, 40, 50

80, 100, 12550, 63, 80

kA

kA

Rated current 630, 1000, 1250, 1600, 2000 1600~4000A

Rated short-circuit breaking times Times 50

10000

30

Mechanical life

Operating mechanism

Motor power

Control circuit voltage

Spring operating mechanism

AC/DC 110/220

245

V

W

Rated short circuit breaking current

4s short-time withstand current

kA 20, 25, 31.5 31.5, 40, 50

Times 10000

1
0

0
2

0
5

0

35 1720 20

1
2

3
9

1
.5

5
0

5
1

2
4

0
2

2
5

Summary

Mvnex-12 Removable AC Metal-clad Switchgear

Mvnex-12 removable AC metal-clad switchgear(short for switchgear as below)

is developed by Scheneider technology, it can instead KYN28-12, KYN18-12,

JYN2-12 series products. The switchgear applies to 3.6~12KV, 3 phase AC

50Hz network for receiving and  distributing power energy and also for control,

monitor and protection. It can be accords to IEC62271-200, GB3906 and so

on requirement. It has reliable prevention function against false operation.

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~40 ; daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m

3. Relative humidity: daliy average: 95% monthly average: 90%;

   Item Unit Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

No.

Electric features

Rated voltage

Rated insulation 

1 P.F. withstand voltage(50Hz)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(1./50s)

Rated current

Busbar

Circuit breaker

Rated thermal stability withstand current(4s)

Rated peak withstand current

Protection degree

Compartment protection degree

kVrms

kVrms

kV peak

A rms

A rms

kA rms

kA peak

12

42

75

630, 1250, 2500, 3150

630, 1250, 2500, 3150

25, 31.5, 40

63, 80, 100

IP4X

IP2X

Intorduction

Mvnex is used in the HV/MV and MV/MV substation

MV part is indoor type metal-clad switchgear

Switchgear is removable metal-clad type

Structure

Encolsure:Aluminum-zinc plate

Painting: High-temperature painting epoxy power

Insulation components: Flammable resistant

17 18



Technical specification

Switchgear

Rated voltage

Rated insulation

1 P.F. withstand voltage(50Hz)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(1./50s)

Rated short-time  withstand current(4s,Virtual value)

Rated peak withstand current

Ur

Ud

Up

Is

Ip

Enclosure(FU)

Compartment

KV rms

kV rms

kV peak

kA rms(4s)

kA peak

12

42

75

31.5

80

IP4X

IP2X
Protection degree

Busbar

Rated maxium working current In A rms 3150

Outline dimension

Rated parameter

630/1250A

2500A

3150A

Outline dimension(mm)

Height

2320

2320

2320

Width

800

900

900

Up incoming

2195*

2295**

2245***

Depth

Usual type

1595

1595

1745

Anti-combustion arc counters

1780

1780

1780

Bottom incoming

*Maximun backpack is 600mm, cable incoming

** Maximum backpack is 700mm, cable imcoming

***backpack is for busbar imcoming, 500mm

Outline dimension

LV compartment CB compartment Busbar compartment

Cable compartment

Summary

KGN -12 Fixed Metal-clad Switchgear

Ambient condition

Model

K   G   N     -   12   (Z)  /  T  1250  -  31.5

 Item Unit Data

Technical specification

Table 1 Technical specification

KGN -12 fixed metal-clad switchgear(short for switchgear as below) applies

to 3.6~12KV, 3 phase AC 50/60Hz network for receiving and distributing power

energy and also for control, monitor and protection. It can be used in s ingle

busbar, single busbar section system. It is manufactured accords to IEC62271-200

& GB3906 3~35KV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear, DL404 Order Specifi cation

for Indoor AC HV Switchgear and so on. It has reliable prevention function

against false operation.

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~40 ; daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m

3. Relative humidity:daliy average: 95%,monthly average: 90%

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives,

    corrosives and severe vibration.

Rated breaking current

Rated current

Spring mechanism

Vacuum

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Fixed

Metal-clad

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated short circuit breaking current breaking time

Mechanical life

Rated short circuit continuous time

Rated short circuit breaking current

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

Dimension(WxDxH)

Protection degree

kV

A

kA

kA

Times

Times

S

kA

kV

mm

12

630, 1250

50, 63, 80

20, 25, 31.5

30

30000

4

20, 25, 31.5

42(phase to earth)48 (across open contacts)

75(phase to earth)80(across open contacts)

800x1100x2380

IP4X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

No.

9

10

11

12

4.1 Technical specification of switchgear

 The capacity of the current transformer will be considerly separately
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Technical specification

Switchgear

Rated voltage

Rated insulation

1 P.F. withstand voltage(50Hz)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(1./50s)

Rated short-time  withstand current(4s,Virtual value)

Rated peak withstand current

Ur

Ud

Up

Is

Ip

Enclosure(FU)

Compartment

KV rms

kV rms

kV peak

kA rms(4s)

kA peak

12

42

75

31.5

80

IP4X

IP2X
Protection degree

Busbar

Rated maxium working current In A rms 3150

Outline dimension

Rated parameter

630/1250A

2500A

3150A

Outline dimension(mm)

Height

2320

2320

2320

Width

800

900

900

Up incoming

2195*

2295**

2245***

Depth

Usual type

1595

1595

1745

Anti-combustion arc counters

1780

1780

1780

Bottom incoming

*Maximun backpack is 600mm, cable incoming

** Maximum backpack is 700mm, cable imcoming

***backpack is for busbar imcoming, 500mm

Outline dimension

LV compartment CB compartment Busbar compartment

Cable compartment

Summary

KGN -12 Fixed Metal-clad Switchgear

Ambient condition

Model

K   G   N     -   12   (Z)  /  T  1250  -  31.5

 Item Unit Data

Technical specification

Table 1 Technical specification

KGN -12 fixed metal-clad switchgear(short for switchgear as below) applies

to 3.6~12KV, 3 phase AC 50/60Hz network for receiving and distributing power

energy and also for control, monitor and protection. It can be used in s ingle

busbar, single busbar section system. It is manufactured accords to IEC62271-200

& GB3906 3~35KV AC Metal Enclosed Switchgear, DL404 Order Specifi cation

for Indoor AC HV Switchgear and so on. It has reliable prevention function

against false operation.

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~40 ; daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m

3. Relative humidity:daliy average: 95%,monthly average: 90%

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives,

    corrosives and severe vibration.

Rated breaking current

Rated current

Spring mechanism

Vacuum

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Fixed

Metal-clad

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated short circuit breaking current breaking time

Mechanical life

Rated short circuit continuous time

Rated short circuit breaking current

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

Dimension(WxDxH)

Protection degree

kV

A

kA

kA

Times

Times

S

kA

kV

mm

12

630, 1250

50, 63, 80

20, 25, 31.5

30

30000

4

20, 25, 31.5

42(phase to earth)48 (across open contacts)

75(phase to earth)80(across open contacts)

800x1100x2380

IP4X

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

No.

9

10

11

12

4.1 Technical specification of switchgear

 The capacity of the current transformer will be considerly separately
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4.2 Technical specification of ZN -12 VCB

 Item Unit Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

No.

9

10

11

12

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short ircuit making current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short time withstand current(4s)

Rated short circuit breaking current breaking time

Breaking time

Rated operation sequence

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

Mechanical life

Closing time

Opening time

13

14

O-03s-CO-180s-CO

kV

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

times

ms

kV

kV

ms

ms

times

12

630, 1250

80, 100

30

31.5

100

42

75

30000

90

60

80, 100

31.5

Outline and Installation dimension

A: CB compartment    B: Busbar compartment    C: Cable compartment    D: Instrument compartment

1. Encloser    2. Cable compartment door    3. Current transformer    4. Bottom disconnect    5. CB    6. CB compartment door

7. Up disconnect   8. Operation mechanism of disconnect   9. Instrument compartment door   10. Pressure releasing of busbar compartment

11. Busbar bushing    12. Pressure releasing of back encloser    13. Main busbar    14. Branch busbar    15. Support insulator

16. Rear door    17. Pressure releasing of CB compartment    18. Pressure releasing of cable compartment    19. Bottom door

2
3

8
0

1100

1
0

0
0

~
1

2
0

0

940

500

970 55

4- 17

8
0

0
(1

0
0

0
)

6
0

0
(8

0
0

)

1100

Front

8#
channel steel

Cable channel

Angle
bracket

Embedded
pipe

5#Angel
steel

Cable channel

Firstly
cable channel

Secondary
cable channel

Single
cable
hole

Secondary
cable channel

KGN -12 Fixed type switchgear sketch of foundation installation
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4.2 Technical specification of ZN -12 VCB

 Item Unit Data

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

No.

9

10

11

12

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short ircuit making current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short time withstand current(4s)

Rated short circuit breaking current breaking time

Breaking time

Rated operation sequence

1 min P.F. withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

Mechanical life

Closing time

Opening time

13

14

O-03s-CO-180s-CO

kV

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

times

ms

kV

kV

ms

ms

times

12

630, 1250

80, 100

30

31.5

100

42

75

30000

90

60

80, 100

31.5

Outline and Installation dimension

A: CB compartment    B: Busbar compartment    C: Cable compartment    D: Instrument compartment

1. Encloser    2. Cable compartment door    3. Current transformer    4. Bottom disconnect    5. CB    6. CB compartment door

7. Up disconnect   8. Operation mechanism of disconnect   9. Instrument compartment door   10. Pressure releasing of busbar compartment

11. Busbar bushing    12. Pressure releasing of back encloser    13. Main busbar    14. Branch busbar    15. Support insulator

16. Rear door    17. Pressure releasing of CB compartment    18. Pressure releasing of cable compartment    19. Bottom door

2
3

8
0

1100

1
0

0
0

~
1

2
0

0

940

500

970 55

4- 17

8
0

0
(1

0
0

0
)

6
0

0
(8

0
0

)

1100

Front

8#
channel steel

Cable channel

Angle
bracket

Embedded
pipe

5#Angel
steel

Cable channel

Firstly
cable channel

Secondary
cable channel

Single
cable
hole

Secondary
cable channel

KGN -12 Fixed type switchgear sketch of foundation installation
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Summary

KGN8-12 Fixed Metal-clad Switchgear

KGN8-12 fixed metal-clad switchgear (short for KGN8 switchgear as below)

applies to  below 12kV, 3 phase AC 50/60Hz power system. It can be widely

used for electric force, metallurgy, petrifaction and urban construction.

Ambient condition

Model

1. Ambient temperature: -15 ~40 ; daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m

3. Relative humidity:daliy average: 95%,monthly average: 90%

4. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives,

    corrosives and severe vibration.

 Item Unit Data

Technical specification

Technical specification of KGN8 switchgear, see Table 1

Table 1 Technical specification of KGN8

Rated voltage

P.F. withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth)

P.F. withstand voltage (Across open contacts)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Across open contacts)

Rated frequency

Main busbar rated current

Branch rated current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short circuit continuous time(50kA)

Protection degree(Enclosure/Comparment)

Continuity of Operations Categories

IAC grade

Static load

Dynamic load

Dimension(W*H*D)

K   G   N   8   -   12   (Z)  /  T  1250  -  31.5

Rated breaking current

Rated current

Spring mechanism

Vacuum

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Fixed

Metal-clad

kV

kV

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

A

kA

kA

s

kg

kg 

mm

12

42

49

75

85

50

 

31.5 40 50

82 104 130

4(2)

IP40/IP30

LSC2B-PM

BFLR

1000

1500

840 2450 1400(Rear Aerial Busbar 1770)

1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000(Air-cooled)

630 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000(Air-cooled)

Structure

KGN8-12 type switchgear is fixed metal-clad swi tchgear. The dimension of the cubicle should be: 840(W) 2450(H) 1400(D)

(Rear Aerial Busbar 1770). The classic scheme consist of busbar compartment, CB compartment, cable compartment, relay

instrument compartment and etc.

Outline dimension

1. Lightning arrester HY5W2-17/50    2. Conducting wire    3. Disconnect switch GN58-12D

4. Interlock mechanism     5. VCB ZN108-12    6. Modular wall bushing ZCS3-12

7. Busbar    8. Busbar wall bushing    9. CT component    10. Nameplate

B

A-A

55
°

LCS3

90°±2°

Busbar of
adjacent
cabinet

A

KGN8-12

B

1400

2
5

1
6

2
4

5
0

830

A

5

>150

HEAGKGN8-12 HEAG

 ARATED CURRENT

STAND.IEC62271

EX-WORKS CODE

MANUFACTURING DATE

CLASS IP

MODEL:

 AM.BUSBAR CURRENT

R.VOLT. kV

kAR.BREAKING CURRENT

R.PEAK WITHSTAND kA

STC CURRENT kA

INDOOR MV FIXED METAL-CLAD SWITCHGEAR

HUAYI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

KGN8-12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Table2 Technical specification of ZN108-12

 Item Unit Data

630 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000(Air-cooled)

Rated voltage

P.F. withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth)

P.F. withstand voltage (Across open contacts)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Across open contacts)

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current Peak

Rated short-circuit breaking current of the DC component

Rated short circuit duration (50kA)

Rated cable charging breaking current

Rated operation sequence

Closing time

Opening time

Arcing time

Mechanical Life

kV

kV

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

%

s

A

ms

ms

ms

12

42

48/49

75

85

50

25 31.5 40 50

82 104 130

61

4 2

25

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

30~70

15~50

15

M2(10000)

23 24



Summary

KGN8-12 Fixed Metal-clad Switchgear

KGN8-12 fixed metal-clad switchgear (short for KGN8 switchgear as below)

applies to  below 12kV, 3 phase AC 50/60Hz power system. It can be widely

used for electric force, metallurgy, petrifaction and urban construction.

Ambient condition

Model

1. Ambient temperature: -15 ~40 ; daily average: 35 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m

3. Relative humidity:daliy average: 95%,monthly average: 90%

4. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives,

    corrosives and severe vibration.

 Item Unit Data

Technical specification

Technical specification of KGN8 switchgear, see Table 1

Table 1 Technical specification of KGN8

Rated voltage

P.F. withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth)

P.F. withstand voltage (Across open contacts)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Across open contacts)

Rated frequency

Main busbar rated current

Branch rated current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short circuit continuous time(50kA)

Protection degree(Enclosure/Comparment)

Continuity of Operations Categories

IAC grade

Static load

Dynamic load

Dimension(W*H*D)

K   G   N   8   -   12   (Z)  /  T  1250  -  31.5

Rated breaking current

Rated current

Spring mechanism

Vacuum

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Fixed

Metal-clad

kV

kV

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

A

kA

kA

s

kg

kg 

mm

12

42

49

75

85

50

 

31.5 40 50

82 104 130

4(2)

IP40/IP30

LSC2B-PM

BFLR

1000

1500

840 2450 1400(Rear Aerial Busbar 1770)

1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000(Air-cooled)

630 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000(Air-cooled)

Structure

KGN8-12 type switchgear is fixed metal-clad swi tchgear. The dimension of the cubicle should be: 840(W) 2450(H) 1400(D)

(Rear Aerial Busbar 1770). The classic scheme consist of busbar compartment, CB compartment, cable compartment, relay

instrument compartment and etc.

Outline dimension

1. Lightning arrester HY5W2-17/50    2. Conducting wire    3. Disconnect switch GN58-12D

4. Interlock mechanism     5. VCB ZN108-12    6. Modular wall bushing ZCS3-12

7. Busbar    8. Busbar wall bushing    9. CT component    10. Nameplate

B

A-A

55
°

LCS3

90°±2°

Busbar of
adjacent
cabinet

A

KGN8-12

B

1400

2
5

1
6

2
4

5
0

830

A

5

>150

HEAGKGN8-12 HEAG

 ARATED CURRENT

STAND.IEC62271

EX-WORKS CODE

MANUFACTURING DATE

CLASS IP

MODEL:

 AM.BUSBAR CURRENT

R.VOLT. kV

kAR.BREAKING CURRENT

R.PEAK WITHSTAND kA

STC CURRENT kA

INDOOR MV FIXED METAL-CLAD SWITCHGEAR

HUAYI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

KGN8-12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Table2 Technical specification of ZN108-12

 Item Unit Data

630 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000(Air-cooled)

Rated voltage

P.F. withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth)

P.F. withstand voltage (Across open contacts)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Across open contacts)

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current Peak

Rated short-circuit breaking current of the DC component

Rated short circuit duration (50kA)

Rated cable charging breaking current

Rated operation sequence

Closing time

Opening time

Arcing time

Mechanical Life

kV

kV

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

%

s

A

ms

ms

ms

12

42

48/49

75

85

50

25 31.5 40 50

82 104 130

61

4 2

25

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

30~70

15~50

15

M2(10000)

23 24



 Item Unit Data

Table 3 Main mechanical parameters of the circuit breaker and actuator

With Spring operation mechanism

Rated power of storage motor 

Rated voltage of storage motor

Power storage time

Rated voltage of opening/closing coil

Rated current of opening/closing coil

Rated voltage of auxilary switch

Distance of open contact

Super travel of contact

Tripping time of closing time

Interval of three pole on-off

Average closing speed

Average opening speed

Main loop resistance

Pressure on closing contact

Distance between the center pole

W

V

S

V

A

A

mm

mm

ms

ms

m/s

m/s

N

mm

110

110 220 85~110%

12

10( 220V) 2(=220V T 20ms)

10~12

3.5~5

2

2

1.0 0.2

0.6 0.2

60/35/25*

3000 100/5000 200/6000 400**

270 2

110 220 110 220

3.6 2.6 2.3 1.4

Permanent magnetic

External control voltage

External control current

Control signal voltage

Control signal current

V

A

V

A

110(1 20%)    220(1 20%)

2

220(1 20%)

0.1

 Item Unit Data

*Corresponding to rated current 1600/3150/4000A

**Corresponding to breaking current 31.5/40/50kA

Table 4 Main technical parameters of GN58-12D Isolation switch

Rated voltage

P.F. withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth)

P.F. withstand voltage (Across open contacts)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Across open contacts)

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated short-time withstand voltage

Rated peak withstand voltage

Rated short circuit duration (50kA)

Rated short-circuit making current of earthing switch Peak

 Item Unit Data

630 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000(Air-cooled)

kV

kV

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

s

kA

12

42

49

75

85

50

25 31.5 40 50

82 104 130

4 2

80

Rated voltage

Rated single current

Rated secondary current

Accuracy Class

Minimum rated output capacity

kV

A

A

VA

12

5~5000

1 5

0.2s/0.5/10P10(0.2s/10P15

10/10/15(15/15)

 Item Unit Data

Table 5 Main technical parameter of CT

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95 , monthly average 90 ;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives and severe vibration.

Ambient condition

Summary

Technical specification

   Item Unit Data

XGN66A-12 AC Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

Model

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current(peak)

Rated short time withstand current(4s virtual value)

Rated peak withstand current(peak)

1min. PF Withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

kV

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

kV

kV

3.6~12

630,1250

20, 25, 31.5

50, 63, 80

20,25,31.5

50,63,80

42/48

75/85

Vacuum circuit breaker

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Fixed

Metal-clad 

X   G   N   66A   12    (Z)

9

10

11

Auxiliary loop 1min. PF withstand voltage

Protection degree

Outline dimension(cable outgoing, W D H)

kV

mm

2

IP3X

900(840) 1200 2400

XGN66A-12 applies to 3.6~12kV three phase AC 50Hz system to receive and

distribute power energy, suitable for sites with frequent operation and used to

improve switchgear with oil switch. It can be arranged  for single bus system

and single bus sectionalizing system. The panel accords with IEC62271-200 AC

Metal-enclosed Switchgear and Control Equipment above 1kV an d below

52kV AC, GB3906 3~3.5kV AC Metal-enclosed Switchgear. It is novel in

appearance and small in volume, and also has pr eventi on function of

mal-operation. The main switch inside the panel is VHY1-12, VS1-12 /ZN73-12

model VCB produced by Huayi Group, GN30-12, GN19-12 model disconnect

switch and JN15-12 model earthing switch are used in panel.

No.

25 26



 Item Unit Data

Table 3 Main mechanical parameters of the circuit breaker and actuator

With Spring operation mechanism

Rated power of storage motor 

Rated voltage of storage motor

Power storage time

Rated voltage of opening/closing coil

Rated current of opening/closing coil

Rated voltage of auxilary switch

Distance of open contact

Super travel of contact

Tripping time of closing time

Interval of three pole on-off

Average closing speed

Average opening speed

Main loop resistance

Pressure on closing contact

Distance between the center pole

W

V

S

V

A

A

mm

mm

ms

ms

m/s

m/s

N

mm

110

110 220 85~110%

12

10( 220V) 2(=220V T 20ms)

10~12

3.5~5

2

2

1.0 0.2

0.6 0.2

60/35/25*

3000 100/5000 200/6000 400**

270 2

110 220 110 220

3.6 2.6 2.3 1.4

Permanent magnetic

External control voltage

External control current

Control signal voltage

Control signal current

V

A

V

A

110(1 20%)    220(1 20%)

2

220(1 20%)

0.1

 Item Unit Data

*Corresponding to rated current 1600/3150/4000A

**Corresponding to breaking current 31.5/40/50kA

Table 4 Main technical parameters of GN58-12D Isolation switch

Rated voltage

P.F. withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth)

P.F. withstand voltage (Across open contacts)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth)

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(Across open contacts)

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated short-time withstand voltage

Rated peak withstand voltage

Rated short circuit duration (50kA)

Rated short-circuit making current of earthing switch Peak

 Item Unit Data

630 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150 4000 5000(Air-cooled)

kV

kV

kV

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

s

kA

12

42

49

75

85

50

25 31.5 40 50

82 104 130

4 2

80

Rated voltage

Rated single current

Rated secondary current

Accuracy Class

Minimum rated output capacity

kV

A

A

VA

12

5~5000

1 5

0.2s/0.5/10P10(0.2s/10P15

10/10/15(15/15)

 Item Unit Data

Table 5 Main technical parameter of CT

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95 , monthly average 90 ;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives and severe vibration.

Ambient condition

Summary

Technical specification

   Item Unit Data

XGN66A-12 AC Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

Model

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current(peak)

Rated short time withstand current(4s virtual value)

Rated peak withstand current(peak)

1min. PF Withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

kV

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

kV

kV

3.6~12

630,1250

20, 25, 31.5

50, 63, 80

20,25,31.5

50,63,80

42/48

75/85

Vacuum circuit breaker

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Fixed

Metal-clad 

X   G   N   66A   12    (Z)

9

10

11

Auxiliary loop 1min. PF withstand voltage

Protection degree

Outline dimension(cable outgoing, W D H)

kV

mm

2

IP3X

900(840) 1200 2400

XGN66A-12 applies to 3.6~12kV three phase AC 50Hz system to receive and

distribute power energy, suitable for sites with frequent operation and used to

improve switchgear with oil switch. It can be arranged  for single bus system

and single bus sectionalizing system. The panel accords with IEC62271-200 AC

Metal-enclosed Switchgear and Control Equipment above 1kV an d below

52kV AC, GB3906 3~3.5kV AC Metal-enclosed Switchgear. It is novel in

appearance and small in volume, and also has pr eventi on function of

mal-operation. The main switch inside the panel is VHY1-12, VS1-12 /ZN73-12

model VCB produced by Huayi Group, GN30-12, GN19-12 model disconnect

switch and JN15-12 model earthing switch are used in panel.

No.

25 26



Main technical parameters for VHY1-12/VS1-12/ZN73-12 type VCB

Item Unit

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current(peak)

Rated short time withstand current(4s virtual value)

Rated peak withstand current(peak)

Mechanical endurance

Rated short circuit breaking current breaking time

Rated operation sequence

Data

12

630, 1250

20, 25, 31.5

50, 63,  80

20, 25,  31.5

50, 63,  80

10000

50

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

kV

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

Times

Times 

No.

HEAG XGN66A-121
0
0

25
00

Drawing 1  Schematic Drawing

1200

Outline dimension

Product structure

The panel is case fixed type, whose body is made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet after multi-bending. Its -upper par t

is main bus compartment, and a pressure releasing device locates on the top. The front-upper part is low voltage compartment,

secondary bus can be  connected  by cables  from the bottom, or a bronze tube or stick can be installed on the top. Busbar

compartment can keep electric connection with the middle/lower part  of the cubicle through G N 30 model  rotating disconnect

switch. The  VCB is in stalled in  the middle of cubicle, earthing  switch and disconnect switch of the outgoing cable side are

installed in the lower part of panel. CT, PT and lightning arrester can be installed in the rear of panel, primary cable can go out

from the back-lower part of panel. Earthing busbar installed on the bottom of panel are through all cubicles. D isconnect switch

and earthing switch will be operated on the front-right part of panel.

rear

 Item Unit Parameter

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short time withstand current(4s)

Rated short time current breaking time

Mechanical life

Rated short time duration

Rated breaking current

kV

A

kA

kA

Times

Times

s

kA

12

400 630 1250 1600 2000 3150

31.5 40 50 63 80 100

12.5 16 20 25 31.5 40

50

20000

4

12.5 16 20 25 31.5 40

XGN36-12( DXG-12) s witchgear is a new miniaturization power network

equipment which introduced advanced technology and combine with our

company real condition. With excellence of high grade, complete parameter,

low price, few maintenance. It applies to 3.6~12kV three phase AC 50/60Hz

single busbar or busbar sectional system for receiving and distribution power

energy. It can widely used for electric power, metallurgy, petrifaction and  urban

construction.

1. The panel is novel and complete function, not only with fixed panel isolate live busbar feature, but also convenient for

    maintenance, easily to exchange circuit breaker, thereby assure of maintaining safely and conveniently, meanwhile, choose

    primary plug in contact.

2. Main switch is miniaturization vacuum circuit breaker(introduce advanced technology). Choose large creeping distance porcelain

    enclosure vacuum arc extinction chamber, adopt air insulation. It suitable for rural net work reconstruction and industrial

    enterprise specially, equipped with miniaturization disconnect switch, double functions for main knife switch and earthing switch,

    gear drive type.

3. Panel is combination type, without welding, withou t deformation, miniaturization volume. With reliable "five protection" in terlock

    function, compulsive mechanical interlock on rear and front door.

Summary

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average  95%,  monthly average  90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives and severe vibration.

Structure feature

Model

XGN36-12 (DXG-12) AC Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

Technical specification

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Fixed

Metal-clad

X   G   N   36   -   12

No.

27 28



Main technical parameters for VHY1-12/VS1-12/ZN73-12 type VCB

Item Unit

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making current(peak)

Rated short time withstand current(4s virtual value)

Rated peak withstand current(peak)

Mechanical endurance

Rated short circuit breaking current breaking time

Rated operation sequence

Data

12

630, 1250

20, 25, 31.5

50, 63,  80

20, 25,  31.5

50, 63,  80

10000

50

O-0.3s-CO-180s-CO

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

kV

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

Times

Times 

No.

HEAG XGN66A-121
0
0

25
00

Drawing 1  Schematic Drawing

1200

Outline dimension

Product structure

The panel is case fixed type, whose body is made of aluminium-zinc plated steel sheet after multi-bending. Its -upper par t

is main bus compartment, and a pressure releasing device locates on the top. The front-upper part is low voltage compartment,

secondary bus can be  connected  by cables  from the bottom, or a bronze tube or stick can be installed on the top. Busbar

compartment can keep electric connection with the middle/lower part  of the cubicle through G N 30 model  rotating disconnect

switch. The  VCB is in stalled in  the middle of cubicle, earthing  switch and disconnect switch of the outgoing cable side are

installed in the lower part of panel. CT, PT and lightning arrester can be installed in the rear of panel, primary cable can go out

from the back-lower part of panel. Earthing busbar installed on the bottom of panel are through all cubicles. D isconnect switch

and earthing switch will be operated on the front-right part of panel.

rear

 Item Unit Parameter

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rated voltage

Rated current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short time withstand current(4s)

Rated short time current breaking time

Mechanical life

Rated short time duration

Rated breaking current

kV

A

kA

kA

Times

Times

s

kA

12

400 630 1250 1600 2000 3150

31.5 40 50 63 80 100

12.5 16 20 25 31.5 40

50

20000

4

12.5 16 20 25 31.5 40

XGN36-12( DXG-12) s witchgear is a new miniaturization power network

equipment which introduced advanced technology and combine with our

company real condition. With excellence of high grade, complete parameter,

low price, few maintenance. It applies to 3.6~12kV three phase AC 50/60Hz

single busbar or busbar sectional system for receiving and distribution power

energy. It can widely used for electric power, metallurgy, petrifaction and  urban

construction.

1. The panel is novel and complete function, not only with fixed panel isolate live busbar feature, but also convenient for

    maintenance, easily to exchange circuit breaker, thereby assure of maintaining safely and conveniently, meanwhile, choose

    primary plug in contact.

2. Main switch is miniaturization vacuum circuit breaker(introduce advanced technology). Choose large creeping distance porcelain

    enclosure vacuum arc extinction chamber, adopt air insulation. It suitable for rural net work reconstruction and industrial

    enterprise specially, equipped with miniaturization disconnect switch, double functions for main knife switch and earthing switch,

    gear drive type.

3. Panel is combination type, without welding, withou t deformation, miniaturization volume. With reliable "five protection" in terlock

    function, compulsive mechanical interlock on rear and front door.

Summary

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average  95%,  monthly average  90%;

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives and severe vibration.

Structure feature

Model

XGN36-12 (DXG-12) AC Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

Technical specification

Rated voltage(kV)

Design serial No.

Indoor

Fixed

Metal-clad

X   G   N   36   -   12

No.

27 28



1min P.F. Withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

General case type

Armoured type(without down isolate)

Armoured type(with down isolate)

Heavy current panel(2500~3150)

Rated
 insulation

level

(Phase to phase, phase to earth)42, (Across open contacts)48
9

10

kV

mm

(Phase to phase, phase to earth)75, (Across open contacts)85

700(800) 1200 2000

Outline 

dimension

(W D H)

700(800) 1400 2000

700(800) 1400 2000

1000 1400 2200

11 Enclosure protection degree IP3X

*Outline dimension: Width: VHY1-12 , ZN73-12 or ZN28-12 type circuit breaker 1250A and below is 800mm,

  DZN-12 type circuit breaker 630A is 700mm, 1250A is 800mm.

Outline dimension

Diagram 2 DXG-12 Armoured Fixed Switchgear

                    Structure Diagram

Diagram 1 DXG-12 General Case Fixed Switchgear

                         Structure Diagram 

1.Busbar compartment   2.Disconnect switch   3.Cable compartment  

4.CT   5.Pressure release channel   6.Relay compartment   

7.Circuit breaker compartment   8.Vacuum circuit breaker

700(800)

DXG

2
0
0
0

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1200

2
0
0
0

700(800) 1400

4

3

2

1

5 5

6

7

8

DXG 12

1.Busbar compartment   2.Disconnect switch   3.Cable compartment

4.CT   5.Pressure release channel   6.Relay compartment  

7.Circuit breaker compartment   8.Vacuum circuit breaker

XGN2-12(G) Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m, high altitude type: 3000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average  90%;

4. Vapour pressure: daily average 2.2X10Mpa, monthly average 1.8X10Mpa;

5. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

6. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives and severe vibration.

Summary

Model

Product feature

XGN2-12 series fixed AC metal enclosed switchgear (short for panel as below) is a new product designed and developed by

HEAG, based on the introduction of advanced foreign design and manufacturing technology. It applies to 3.6~12kV three phase

AC 50Hz single busbar or single busbar sectional transport, distribution system, as for receiving and distributing

power energy, and realize to control, monitor and protect power circuit. It is widely used for power plant, substation, petroleum,

metallurgy, chemical, natural gas and other civil field. 

Structure feature:

1. XGN2-12 series is metal enclosed fixed switchgear, the body is welded with angle steel and steel board, inner and outer

    coating is solid by static spray plastic powder.

transmission & 

For Plateau

High-altitude

Rated voltage

Design serial No.

Fixed

Metal-clad 

X  G  N2  -  12   (G)   (Z)

XGN2-12 High voltage AC switchgear fixed type metal-enclosed switchgear 

applied to the 3.6kV~12kV three phase AC 50/60Hz system to receive and

distribution power energy, and suitable for continually operation and

rebuilding the switchgear which install oil switch. The busbar is single busbar

system and double busbar subsection system.

XGN2-12(G) is suitable for high altitude area which is developed on base of

general switch.

The switchgear conforms to  GB3906 " 3~35kV AC Meta l-enc losed Switchgear "

and IEC62271-200 standard, and with function of five protections locking.

The main switch of panel is ZN28A-12 series vacuum circuit breaker,

equip with CD10 series and CD17 electromagnetism, CT8, CT17/CT19

series spring operating mechanism.

29 30



1min P.F. Withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

General case type

Armoured type(without down isolate)

Armoured type(with down isolate)

Heavy current panel(2500~3150)

Rated
 insulation

level

(Phase to phase, phase to earth)42, (Across open contacts)48
9

10

kV

mm

(Phase to phase, phase to earth)75, (Across open contacts)85

700(800) 1200 2000

Outline 

dimension

(W D H)

700(800) 1400 2000

700(800) 1400 2000

1000 1400 2200

11 Enclosure protection degree IP3X

*Outline dimension: Width: VHY1-12 , ZN73-12 or ZN28-12 type circuit breaker 1250A and below is 800mm,

  DZN-12 type circuit breaker 630A is 700mm, 1250A is 800mm.

Outline dimension

Diagram 2 DXG-12 Armoured Fixed Switchgear

                    Structure Diagram

Diagram 1 DXG-12 General Case Fixed Switchgear

                         Structure Diagram 

1.Busbar compartment   2.Disconnect switch   3.Cable compartment  

4.CT   5.Pressure release channel   6.Relay compartment   

7.Circuit breaker compartment   8.Vacuum circuit breaker

700(800)

DXG

2
0
0
0

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1200

2
0
0
0

700(800) 1400

4

3

2

1

5 5

6

7

8

DXG 12

1.Busbar compartment   2.Disconnect switch   3.Cable compartment

4.CT   5.Pressure release channel   6.Relay compartment  

7.Circuit breaker compartment   8.Vacuum circuit breaker

XGN2-12(G) Fixed Type Metal-clad Switchgear

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m, high altitude type: 3000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average  90%;

4. Vapour pressure: daily average 2.2X10Mpa, monthly average 1.8X10Mpa;

5. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

6. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammable, explosives and severe vibration.

Summary

Model

Product feature

XGN2-12 series fixed AC metal enclosed switchgear (short for panel as below) is a new product designed and developed by

HEAG, based on the introduction of advanced foreign design and manufacturing technology. It applies to 3.6~12kV three phase

AC 50Hz single busbar or single busbar sectional transport, distribution system, as for receiving and distributing

power energy, and realize to control, monitor and protect power circuit. It is widely used for power plant, substation, petroleum,

metallurgy, chemical, natural gas and other civil field. 

Structure feature:

1. XGN2-12 series is metal enclosed fixed switchgear, the body is welded with angle steel and steel board, inner and outer

    coating is solid by static spray plastic powder.

transmission & 

For Plateau

High-altitude

Rated voltage

Design serial No.

Fixed

Metal-clad 

X  G  N2  -  12   (G)   (Z)

XGN2-12 High voltage AC switchgear fixed type metal-enclosed switchgear 

applied to the 3.6kV~12kV three phase AC 50/60Hz system to receive and

distribution power energy, and suitable for continually operation and

rebuilding the switchgear which install oil switch. The busbar is single busbar

system and double busbar subsection system.

XGN2-12(G) is suitable for high altitude area which is developed on base of

general switch.

The switchgear conforms to  GB3906 " 3~35kV AC Meta l-enc losed Switchgear "

and IEC62271-200 standard, and with function of five protections locking.

The main switch of panel is ZN28A-12 series vacuum circuit breaker,

equip with CD10 series and CD17 electromagnetism, CT8, CT17/CT19

series spring operating mechanism.

29 30



Technical specification

1. Primary wiring scheme to see table 1, primary wiring scheme combination to see table 2;

2. If used for high altitude, choose high altitude components, such as ZN28A-12GD;

3. Technical specification of panel to see table 3;

4. Technical specification of circuit breaker and operating mechanism:

     Item  Unit Data

11

12

630 1000 1000 1250 2000 2500 3150

1

2

3

4

5

Rated voltage

Highest voltage

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short time withstand current(4s)

kV

kV

A

kA

kA

20

20

31.5

31.5

40

40

No.

2. This panel conforms to GB3906 3-35kV AC Metal enclosed switchgear and international standard IEC62271-200

    besides, prevent from opening and closing connecting swit ch with load, prevent from opening and closing c ircui t bre aker,

    prevent from entering into interval with electricity, prevent from closing earthing switch with electricity (five protections adopt

    simple, reliable mechanical interlock device). The power indicator is installed in front of panel which reflect voltage in the

    side of circuit. When circuit side with electricity, lock the enclosed board and panel door.

3. Same type product and structure component can exchange each other.

4. Enclosure

4.1 The inner structure of panel is divided into circuit breaker compartment, busbar compartment, cable compartment ,relay

    compartment, use steel plate to separate panels. Use eddy current steel plate and ep oxy resin  busbar bushing to separate

    panel.

4.2 The panel adopts cold roll steel sheet and angle steel to weld together, without reticulation fabric, non-flame-resisting materials.

    Outer insulating creeping distance of components and supporting insulator, pure porcelain insulation 1.8cm/kV, organic

    insulation 2.0cm/kV.The air distance of phase to phase, phase to earth 125mm. There is an intelligent hygrothermoscope

    to start or stop heater according to the humiture condition o f circuit breaker compartmen t and cable compartment in panel,

    Prevent from forming moist and high temperature. 

4.3 There is a viewing port for observing of closed and open position of  upper, down connecting switch without open the door.

    The panel is double maintenance, inspect relay compartment equipments, operating mechanism, mechan ical i nterlock  and

    transmission part in front, inspect main busbar, shunt circuit busbar, cable terminal, connecting switch and earthing switch.

4.5 Circuit breaker: The circuit breaker is located in the middle part, disconnecting switch and earthing switch and interlock

    mechanism are above it, and with indicator device, describe open and closed position.

4.6 Transformer: CT is mounted on the underpart of front side, connect with circuit breaker and connecting switch, main loop

    without electricity. It can carry out preventive test, inspection and exchange, the secondary wire of CT to earth reliably .

4.7 Disconnect switch and earthing switch: connecting switch, disconnect switch and earthing switch ca n be seen t hrough

    viewing port, controlled by a set of manual operating mechanism to assure of program and reliable locking for circuit breaker,

    disconnect switch and earthing switch, meet the requirement of five protection.

4.8 Measuring instrument, relay protection, monitor device and auxiliary circuit.

24.9 Earth ing: It takes a consideration of 4 40mm  copper busbar as earthing body along with whole width of all panel extending. 

1.Rated current of plateau altitude switchgear: 630/1000/1250A

2.Outline dimension of plateau altitude switchgear: 1200 1350 2900mm

IP2X

Electromagnet type, spring charging type

1100 1200 2650

6

7

8

9

10

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short circuit making current(peak)

Protection degree

Operating type

  Outline dimension(width depth height)

kA

kA

mm

50

50

80

80

100

100

UnitItem

Type

Working 

voltage

(V)

Open coil

Open coil

Working

 current

(A)

Close

Close

Working

 voltage

(V)

s

1250-31.5

2000-31.5

2500-40

3150-40

Rated voltage

Highest voltage

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making peak current 

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short time withstand current duration

Mechanical endurance

Arcing time

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

s

Times

Times

Pa

ms

1000

20

50

20

50

10

12

50

1250,2000

31.5

80

31.5

80

4

1000

30(50)

-26.6X10

20

CD10 CD10 CD10

110 220

24,48,110,220

196                                  240                                  294

98                                   120                                  147

37

18.5

5

2.5

CT8-                                   CTB-

110 220

-48 110 220

~110(110) ~220

5

5

DC electromagnetism 0.20 spring storage 0.15

0.06

2500,3150

40

100

40

100

110

220

24

48

110

220

Storage motor

Shunt trip

No-voltage trip

Storage time

Over current trip

Opening  time

Opening  time

ZN28A-12/ ZN28A-12/ZN28A-12/1000-20

s

A

Vacuum Interrupter vacuum degree

Rated STC breaking times

31 32



Technical specification

1. Primary wiring scheme to see table 1, primary wiring scheme combination to see table 2;

2. If used for high altitude, choose high altitude components, such as ZN28A-12GD;

3. Technical specification of panel to see table 3;

4. Technical specification of circuit breaker and operating mechanism:

     Item  Unit Data

11

12

630 1000 1000 1250 2000 2500 3150

1

2

3

4

5

Rated voltage

Highest voltage

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short time withstand current(4s)

kV

kV

A

kA

kA

20

20

31.5

31.5

40

40

No.

2. This panel conforms to GB3906 3-35kV AC Metal enclosed switchgear and international standard IEC62271-200

    besides, prevent from opening and closing connecting swit ch with load, prevent from opening and closing c ircui t bre aker,

    prevent from entering into interval with electricity, prevent from closing earthing switch with electricity (five protections adopt

    simple, reliable mechanical interlock device). The power indicator is installed in front of panel which reflect voltage in the

    side of circuit. When circuit side with electricity, lock the enclosed board and panel door.

3. Same type product and structure component can exchange each other.

4. Enclosure

4.1 The inner structure of panel is divided into circuit breaker compartment, busbar compartment, cable compartment ,relay

    compartment, use steel plate to separate panels. Use eddy current steel plate and ep oxy resin  busbar bushing to separate

    panel.

4.2 The panel adopts cold roll steel sheet and angle steel to weld together, without reticulation fabric, non-flame-resisting materials.

    Outer insulating creeping distance of components and supporting insulator, pure porcelain insulation 1.8cm/kV, organic

    insulation 2.0cm/kV.The air distance of phase to phase, phase to earth 125mm. There is an intelligent hygrothermoscope

    to start or stop heater according to the humiture condition o f circuit breaker compartmen t and cable compartment in panel,

    Prevent from forming moist and high temperature. 

4.3 There is a viewing port for observing of closed and open position of  upper, down connecting switch without open the door.

    The panel is double maintenance, inspect relay compartment equipments, operating mechanism, mechan ical i nterlock  and

    transmission part in front, inspect main busbar, shunt circuit busbar, cable terminal, connecting switch and earthing switch.

4.5 Circuit breaker: The circuit breaker is located in the middle part, disconnecting switch and earthing switch and interlock

    mechanism are above it, and with indicator device, describe open and closed position.

4.6 Transformer: CT is mounted on the underpart of front side, connect with circuit breaker and connecting switch, main loop

    without electricity. It can carry out preventive test, inspection and exchange, the secondary wire of CT to earth reliably .

4.7 Disconnect switch and earthing switch: connecting switch, disconnect switch and earthing switch ca n be seen t hrough

    viewing port, controlled by a set of manual operating mechanism to assure of program and reliable locking for circuit breaker,

    disconnect switch and earthing switch, meet the requirement of five protection.

4.8 Measuring instrument, relay protection, monitor device and auxiliary circuit.

24.9 Earth ing: It takes a consideration of 4 40mm  copper busbar as earthing body along with whole width of all panel extending. 

1.Rated current of plateau altitude switchgear: 630/1000/1250A

2.Outline dimension of plateau altitude switchgear: 1200 1350 2900mm

IP2X

Electromagnet type, spring charging type

1100 1200 2650

6

7

8

9

10

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short circuit making current(peak)

Protection degree

Operating type

  Outline dimension(width depth height)

kA

kA

mm

50

50

80

80

100

100

UnitItem

Type

Working 

voltage

(V)

Open coil

Open coil

Working

 current

(A)

Close

Close

Working

 voltage

(V)

s

1250-31.5

2000-31.5

2500-40

3150-40

Rated voltage

Highest voltage

Rated frequency

Rated current

Rated short circuit breaking current

Rated short circuit making peak current 

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated short time withstand current duration

Mechanical endurance

Arcing time

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA

kA

kA

kA

s

Times

Times

Pa

ms

1000

20

50

20

50

10

12

50

1250,2000

31.5

80

31.5

80

4

1000

30(50)

-26.6X10

20

CD10 CD10 CD10

110 220

24,48,110,220

196                                  240                                  294

98                                   120                                  147

37

18.5

5

2.5

CT8-                                   CTB-

110 220

-48 110 220

~110(110) ~220

5

5

DC electromagnetism 0.20 spring storage 0.15

0.06

2500,3150

40

100

40

100

110

220

24

48

110

220

Storage motor

Shunt trip

No-voltage trip

Storage time

Over current trip

Opening  time

Opening  time

ZN28A-12/ ZN28A-12/ZN28A-12/1000-20

s

A

Vacuum Interrupter vacuum degree

Rated STC breaking times

31 32
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Drawing 1b  XGN2-12(G)   Basic Reference Drawing
1.Busbar compartment   2.Pressure release channel   3.Small busbar compartment  

4.Metering compartment   5.Transfer switch compartment

6.Disconnect switch operating and interlock mechanism 

7.Circuit breaker compartment   8.Circuit breaker operating mechanism

9.Earthing busbar   10.Cable compartment   11.Overhead inlet-outlet extra panel   12.Busbar bushing

Drawing 1a  XGN2-12-07D  Outline Drawing

1.Busbar compartment   2.Pressure release channel   3.Metering compartment 

        4.Combination switch compartment   5.Manual operating and interlock mechanism

6.Main switch compartment   7.Electromagnet or spring mechanism 

 8.Earthing busbar   9.Cable compartment

XGN(W)74-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit
Summary 

XGN(W)74-12 Series metal enclosed comapct switchgear unit module. Each

unit has its independent  function. It can be extendible to each side, and

supplied in different configurations suitable for actually requirement.

XGN(W)74-12 Series metal enclosed compact switchgear is completely SF6

system with a stainless steel tank containing Main Switch(LBS or VCB),

Earthing Switch, Fuse insulation and busbar. A sealed steel tank with constant

atmospheric conditions ensures a high level of reliability as well as personnel

safety and a virtually maintenance-free system.

XGN(W)74-12 Series metal enclosed compact switchgear, Main Switch is SF6

Load Break  Switch(VCB). The switchgear have different merits due to its clear

configurations, flexibility, safety  interlock, extendible. The switchgear suitable

for rated frequency 50/60Hz, rated voltage 12kV distribution network. It is designed

for use in the following applications: compact secondary substations, small

industries, wind power plants, hotel, shopping centers,  office buildings, business

centers, lighting mining applications, airport, hospitals, tunnels and underground

railway etc. IEC62271-201 & IEC62271-304.

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: +40 ~-25

2. Wind speed: 34m/s

3. Altitude: 1000m

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Ambient temperature: Monthly average 90%;daily average 95%

6. Applicable occasions should free from inflammables, explosives corrosives and servere vibration; 

7. Pollution degree:IV

X  G  N(W)  74 - 12 -  2  1         HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit

Model

One outgoing circuit

Two incoming circuit

Rated voltage(kV)

Design series No.

Indoor(N), Outdoor(W)

Fixed 

Case type 

Technical specification

 Item Unit DataNo.

1

2

3

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Rated current(LBS/ Combination Apparatus)

1min P.F withstand voltage 
Phase to phase, Phase to earth

Disconnect gap
4

kV

Hz

A

kV

12

50

630/100

42

49

33 34
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Drawing 1b  XGN2-12(G)   Basic Reference Drawing
1.Busbar compartment   2.Pressure release channel   3.Small busbar compartment  

4.Metering compartment   5.Transfer switch compartment

6.Disconnect switch operating and interlock mechanism 

7.Circuit breaker compartment   8.Circuit breaker operating mechanism

9.Earthing busbar   10.Cable compartment   11.Overhead inlet-outlet extra panel   12.Busbar bushing

Drawing 1a  XGN2-12-07D  Outline Drawing

1.Busbar compartment   2.Pressure release channel   3.Metering compartment 

        4.Combination switch compartment   5.Manual operating and interlock mechanism

6.Main switch compartment   7.Electromagnet or spring mechanism 

 8.Earthing busbar   9.Cable compartment

XGN(W)74-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit
Summary 

XGN(W)74-12 Series metal enclosed comapct switchgear unit module. Each

unit has its independent  function. It can be extendible to each side, and

supplied in different configurations suitable for actually requirement.

XGN(W)74-12 Series metal enclosed compact switchgear is completely SF6

system with a stainless steel tank containing Main Switch(LBS or VCB),

Earthing Switch, Fuse insulation and busbar. A sealed steel tank with constant

atmospheric conditions ensures a high level of reliability as well as personnel

safety and a virtually maintenance-free system.

XGN(W)74-12 Series metal enclosed compact switchgear, Main Switch is SF6

Load Break  Switch(VCB). The switchgear have different merits due to its clear

configurations, flexibility, safety  interlock, extendible. The switchgear suitable

for rated frequency 50/60Hz, rated voltage 12kV distribution network. It is designed

for use in the following applications: compact secondary substations, small

industries, wind power plants, hotel, shopping centers,  office buildings, business

centers, lighting mining applications, airport, hospitals, tunnels and underground

railway etc. IEC62271-201 & IEC62271-304.

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: +40 ~-25

2. Wind speed: 34m/s

3. Altitude: 1000m

4. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

5. Ambient temperature: Monthly average 90%;daily average 95%

6. Applicable occasions should free from inflammables, explosives corrosives and servere vibration; 

7. Pollution degree:IV

X  G  N(W)  74 - 12 -  2  1         HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit

Model

One outgoing circuit

Two incoming circuit

Rated voltage(kV)

Design series No.

Indoor(N), Outdoor(W)

Fixed 

Case type 

Technical specification

 Item Unit DataNo.

1

2

3

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

Rated current(LBS/ Combination Apparatus)

1min P.F withstand voltage 
Phase to phase, Phase to earth

Disconnect gap
4

kV

Hz

A

kV

12

50

630/100

42

49

33 34



 Item Unit DataNo.

7

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

19

20

21

22

23

24

Lightning impulse

withstand voltage

Rated short-time

withstand current

Phase to phase, Phase to earth

LBS 4s

ES 2s

LBS

ES

Earthing connection circuit

LBS

ES

5

6

8

kA

kA

MPa

Annual

V

mm

kg

kV

kA

kA

A

A

Times

75

85

40

31.5

1500

5000

2000

0.03

1%

DC110, DC220, AC220

Spring (Manual/Motor)

1740 1100 1600

1100

20

50Rated peak

withstand current

LBS rated active load breaking current. 

LBS rated closing ring breaking current.

LBS 5% rated active load breaking current.

LBS rated cable charging breaking current.

Combination Apparatus rated short circuit breaking current.

Combination Apparatus rated transfer current.

Rated line charging breaking current

Earthing fault current breaking

SF6 Gas rated press(20 , Gage pressure)

SF6 Gas leakage ratio

Operating mechanism 

Outline dimension(WxDxH)

Gross weight

Rated short-circuit 

making current(peak)

Line and cable charging current breaking under earthing fault condition

Opening, Closing devices and auxiliary circuit rated voltage (Ua)

Mechanical life18
LBS

ES

50

630

630

31.5

10

Making 3 times

Making 2 times 

Breaking 100 times 

Breaking 20 times

Breaking 20 times

Breaking 10 times

1

30 

17.3 

Breaking 10 times

Breaking 10 times

Breaking 10 times

General configuration

XGN(W)74-12 series consisting of bottom compartment, gas compartment, operating mechanism, interlock mechanism and

LV control compartment. Each compartment disconnected by copper plate. Gas compartment have pressure release device.

Lower compartment have pressure release guide in order to avoid accident. Degree of protection is IP3X.

Drawing 1 Compartment and main element equipment installation location in gas box

Bottom Compartment Gas Compartment Load Break Switch Operating mechanism                  Fuse 

Between gaps

XGW74-12 Outdoor Ring Main Unit Structure Drawing

35 36



 Item Unit DataNo.

7

9
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13

14

15

16

17

19
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21

22

23

24

Lightning impulse

withstand voltage

Rated short-time

withstand current

Phase to phase, Phase to earth

LBS 4s

ES 2s

LBS

ES

Earthing connection circuit

LBS

ES

5

6

8

kA

kA

MPa

Annual

V

mm

kg

kV

kA

kA

A

A

Times

75

85

40

31.5

1500

5000

2000

0.03

1%

DC110, DC220, AC220

Spring (Manual/Motor)

1740 1100 1600

1100

20

50Rated peak

withstand current

LBS rated active load breaking current. 

LBS rated closing ring breaking current.

LBS 5% rated active load breaking current.

LBS rated cable charging breaking current.

Combination Apparatus rated short circuit breaking current.

Combination Apparatus rated transfer current.

Rated line charging breaking current

Earthing fault current breaking

SF6 Gas rated press(20 , Gage pressure)

SF6 Gas leakage ratio

Operating mechanism 

Outline dimension(WxDxH)

Gross weight

Rated short-circuit 

making current(peak)

Line and cable charging current breaking under earthing fault condition

Opening, Closing devices and auxiliary circuit rated voltage (Ua)

Mechanical life18
LBS

ES

50

630

630

31.5

10

Making 3 times

Making 2 times 

Breaking 100 times 

Breaking 20 times

Breaking 20 times

Breaking 10 times

1

30 

17.3 

Breaking 10 times

Breaking 10 times

Breaking 10 times

General configuration

XGN(W)74-12 series consisting of bottom compartment, gas compartment, operating mechanism, interlock mechanism and

LV control compartment. Each compartment disconnected by copper plate. Gas compartment have pressure release device.

Lower compartment have pressure release guide in order to avoid accident. Degree of protection is IP3X.

Drawing 1 Compartment and main element equipment installation location in gas box

Bottom Compartment Gas Compartment Load Break Switch Operating mechanism                  Fuse 

Between gaps

XGW74-12 Outdoor Ring Main Unit Structure Drawing
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HXGN11-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit

HXGN11-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit(RMU) is a new HV

apparatus which is introduced from aboard and accords with the requirements

of rural and city power distribution & transmmission system. This product has

passed the type test report and all the performances have already satifyed

the requirements of IEC 62271-200 Standard <<1KV-52KV AC HV Metal-clad

Switchgear  and its Controlling Equipments>>. It has reliable anti-misoperation

function, and the protection degree is IP3X. It applies to the 12kV, three phases,

50/60Hz power distribution systems in such occasions: Enterprises, Mining

places, High buildings, Residence community, School, Park, etc.

Summary

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40

2. Altitude: 1000 m;

3. Relative humidity: 90%(Month mean value); 95%(+25 )(Daily mean value);

4. Earthquake intensity: Degree 8(Horizontal acceleration 0.3g)

5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration, without strong shake. 

Product feature

The meter's compartment is insula ted by metal partitions board from the main  busbar compartment and others, so it is saftely

for usage. 

Set metal partitions board with in the disconnect gaps, and it is  intergrated with earth ing swit ch: when the  eart hing switc h is

closed, it is disconnecting the isolating gaps, so it is very reliable, safety and easily for maintanence; 

Spring energy storage operating: when the HV fuses blew, all the three phases will shed automatically;

The mechanical interlock satisfy the '5 protection' requirements. 

The switchgear can be as RMU power supply unit or other connection types very easily, and it is also can be extended very easily; 

Use the vacuum load break for breaking and closing, so it is reliable and safety. 

The structure of the switchgear is simple, it has beautiful appearance, and can be operated easily by both manual and motor.  

Rated short circuit breaking current(KA)

Rated current 

Load break switch and fuse apparatus combination 

Voltage 

Design series No. 

Indoor type 

Fixed 

Case type 

RMU 

Model

Technical specification

Item Unit ParameterNo.

Rated voltage 

Rated frequency 

Main busbar rated current 

Rated short-time withstand current( Functional unit)

Earthing circuit rated short time withstand current 

Rated peak withstand current 

Earthing circuit rated peak withstand current

Main/earthing circuit rated short circuit making current(Peak)

Fuse breaking current 

Mechanical life 

1 min P.F withstand voltage 

P to E, P to P/ Across  open contacts (Valid value )

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 

P to E, P to P/ Across  open contacts (Peak value )

Secondary circuit 1 min P.F. withstand voltage 

Outline dimension(WxDxH)

Net weight 

Package outline dimension(WxDxH)

Gross weight 

kV

Hz

A

kA/S

kA

kA

kA

kA

kA

Times 

kA

mm

Kg

mm

Kg

kA

kA

12

50

630

20/3

20/2

50

50

50

31.5

5000

2

650x850x1900

160

800x1000x2000

220

42/48

75/85

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

13

14

15

16

17

11

12

Outline dimension diagram

HXGN11-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit(Feeder)

1. Insulation insert board    2. Anti-explosion abservation window    3. Primary cable buck

4. Dry type CT    5. Operation mechanism    6. LBS and fuse combination apparatus

7. Main busbar compartment    8. Busbar bushing    9. Press releasing device. 
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HXGN11-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit

HXGN11-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit(RMU) is a new HV

apparatus which is introduced from aboard and accords with the requirements

of rural and city power distribution & transmmission system. This product has

passed the type test report and all the performances have already satifyed

the requirements of IEC 62271-200 Standard <<1KV-52KV AC HV Metal-clad

Switchgear  and its Controlling Equipments>>. It has reliable anti-misoperation

function, and the protection degree is IP3X. It applies to the 12kV, three phases,

50/60Hz power distribution systems in such occasions: Enterprises, Mining

places, High buildings, Residence community, School, Park, etc.

Summary

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40

2. Altitude: 1000 m;

3. Relative humidity: 90%(Month mean value); 95%(+25 )(Daily mean value);

4. Earthquake intensity: Degree 8(Horizontal acceleration 0.3g)

5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration, without strong shake. 

Product feature

The meter's compartment is insula ted by metal partitions board from the main  busbar compartment and others, so it is saftely

for usage. 

Set metal partitions board with in the disconnect gaps, and it is  intergrated with earth ing swit ch: when the  eart hing switc h is

closed, it is disconnecting the isolating gaps, so it is very reliable, safety and easily for maintanence; 

Spring energy storage operating: when the HV fuses blew, all the three phases will shed automatically;

The mechanical interlock satisfy the '5 protection' requirements. 

The switchgear can be as RMU power supply unit or other connection types very easily, and it is also can be extended very easily; 

Use the vacuum load break for breaking and closing, so it is reliable and safety. 

The structure of the switchgear is simple, it has beautiful appearance, and can be operated easily by both manual and motor.  

Rated short circuit breaking current(KA)

Rated current 

Load break switch and fuse apparatus combination 

Voltage 

Design series No. 

Indoor type 

Fixed 

Case type 

RMU 

Model

Technical specification

Item Unit ParameterNo.

Rated voltage 

Rated frequency 

Main busbar rated current 

Rated short-time withstand current( Functional unit)

Earthing circuit rated short time withstand current 

Rated peak withstand current 

Earthing circuit rated peak withstand current

Main/earthing circuit rated short circuit making current(Peak)

Fuse breaking current 

Mechanical life 

1 min P.F withstand voltage 

P to E, P to P/ Across  open contacts (Valid value )

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 

P to E, P to P/ Across  open contacts (Peak value )

Secondary circuit 1 min P.F. withstand voltage 

Outline dimension(WxDxH)

Net weight 

Package outline dimension(WxDxH)

Gross weight 

kV

Hz

A

kA/S

kA

kA

kA

kA

kA

Times 

kA

mm

Kg

mm

Kg

kA

kA

12

50

630

20/3

20/2

50

50

50

31.5

5000

2

650x850x1900

160

800x1000x2000

220

42/48

75/85

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

13

14

15

16

17

11

12

Outline dimension diagram

HXGN11-12 HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit(Feeder)

1. Insulation insert board    2. Anti-explosion abservation window    3. Primary cable buck

4. Dry type CT    5. Operation mechanism    6. LBS and fuse combination apparatus

7. Main busbar compartment    8. Busbar bushing    9. Press releasing device. 
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Summary

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive

    chemical and frequent severe vibration, without strong shake.

Model

HXGN15-12L HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit

H   X   G   N   15  -  12    L(R)  -    -  

Operating type(electric operated-D, Manual operated-No)

Main loop scheme No.

SF6 load breaker switch and SF6 combination apparatus

Rated voltage

Design serial No. 

Indoor

Fixed 

Metal-clad

Ring main unit

Product feature

HXGN15-12L  HV switchgear metal enclosed AC ring main unit is a new HV 

apparatus which introduced from abroad and accord with the requirement

of rural distribution and city distribution in nation. Main switch, operation

mechanism and component use the SFL-12 model SF6 switch equipment

produced by ABB company or FLN36-12D model SF6 switch eq uipment

produced by our company. Also can use the HAD/US model SF6 circuit breaker

or VD4-S model vacuum circuit breaker produced by company ABB according

to requirement of customer operation type is manual and motor.  

Panel structure: The panel body is enclosed by 2 mm aluminium-zinc plated steel plate after multi-bending. It is simple, firm,

delicate and peculiar.

1. Busbar compartment

    The busbar compartment is located in the top and connect with neighboring panel.

2. Load break switch is a separated unit with SF6 gas.

3. Cable compartment

    Approximate 75% room for connecting cable and installing fuse, earthing switch and PT.

4. Mechanism chamber and interlock

    The chamber consis ts of operating mechanism, mechanism interlock, position indicator, auxiliary contact trip coil, power

    indicator and interlock.

5. LV chamber

    LV compartment is located in the top. It mainly user for installing instrument, relay and motor.

6. Circuit breaker compartment

    The circuit breaker (SF6 or Vacuum) is located below load break switch.

Pressure release:

A. Upper pressure release

    It is mainly used for releasing gas pressure which produced by arc accident in busbar load break switch compartment.

B. Down pressure release

    It is mainly used for releasing gas pressure which produced by arc accident in cable small compartment.

Item Unit Parameter

Technical specification

Rated voltage

Highest working voltage

Rated frequency

Main busbar rated current

Main loop, earthing loop rated short time withstand current

Main loop, earthing loop rated peak withstand current

Main loop, earthing loop rated short circuit making current

Load break switch full capacity breaking time

Fuse breaking current

Mechanical life

Rated transfer current

Secondary loop 1min P.F. Withstand

Protection degree

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA/s

kA

Times

Times

A

kV

10

12

50/60

630

20/3

50

50

100

31.5-50

2000

1700

2

IP3X

1min P.F. Withstand(virtral value),phase to phase,

earth/across open contacts

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(peak) 

phase to phase, earth/across open contacts

kV

kV

42/48

75/85

Outline and dimension

Height

Depth

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

750

375/500

1600/1850

980

450

kA

Width of circuit breaker panel

Other width of panel

Height of LV case

200 200
450

D=900

A By W 375=187.5

500=200By W

A-AA

kA

39 40



Summary

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

4. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive

    chemical and frequent severe vibration, without strong shake.

Model

HXGN15-12L HV Switchgear Metal-clad AC Ring Main Unit

H   X   G   N   15  -  12    L(R)  -    -  

Operating type(electric operated-D, Manual operated-No)

Main loop scheme No.

SF6 load breaker switch and SF6 combination apparatus

Rated voltage

Design serial No. 

Indoor

Fixed 

Metal-clad

Ring main unit

Product feature

HXGN15-12L  HV switchgear metal enclosed AC ring main unit is a new HV 

apparatus which introduced from abroad and accord with the requirement

of rural distribution and city distribution in nation. Main switch, operation

mechanism and component use the SFL-12 model SF6 switch equipment

produced by ABB company or FLN36-12D model SF6 switch eq uipment

produced by our company. Also can use the HAD/US model SF6 circuit breaker

or VD4-S model vacuum circuit breaker produced by company ABB according

to requirement of customer operation type is manual and motor.  

Panel structure: The panel body is enclosed by 2 mm aluminium-zinc plated steel plate after multi-bending. It is simple, firm,

delicate and peculiar.

1. Busbar compartment

    The busbar compartment is located in the top and connect with neighboring panel.

2. Load break switch is a separated unit with SF6 gas.

3. Cable compartment

    Approximate 75% room for connecting cable and installing fuse, earthing switch and PT.

4. Mechanism chamber and interlock

    The chamber consis ts of operating mechanism, mechanism interlock, position indicator, auxiliary contact trip coil, power

    indicator and interlock.

5. LV chamber

    LV compartment is located in the top. It mainly user for installing instrument, relay and motor.

6. Circuit breaker compartment

    The circuit breaker (SF6 or Vacuum) is located below load break switch.

Pressure release:

A. Upper pressure release

    It is mainly used for releasing gas pressure which produced by arc accident in busbar load break switch compartment.

B. Down pressure release

    It is mainly used for releasing gas pressure which produced by arc accident in cable small compartment.

Item Unit Parameter

Technical specification

Rated voltage

Highest working voltage

Rated frequency

Main busbar rated current

Main loop, earthing loop rated short time withstand current

Main loop, earthing loop rated peak withstand current

Main loop, earthing loop rated short circuit making current

Load break switch full capacity breaking time

Fuse breaking current

Mechanical life

Rated transfer current

Secondary loop 1min P.F. Withstand

Protection degree

kV

kV

Hz

A

kA/s

kA

Times

Times

A

kV

10

12

50/60

630

20/3

50

50

100

31.5-50

2000

1700

2

IP3X

1min P.F. Withstand(virtral value),phase to phase,

earth/across open contacts

Lightning impulse withstand voltage(peak) 

phase to phase, earth/across open contacts

kV

kV

42/48

75/85

Outline and dimension

Height

Depth

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

750

375/500

1600/1850

980

450

kA

Width of circuit breaker panel

Other width of panel

Height of LV case

200 200
450

D=900

A By W 375=187.5

500=200By W

A-AA

kA

39 40



1. Ambient temperature: +40 , daily temperature +35 ,

                                        lowest temperature -5 ;

2. Relative humidity at highest temperature +40 , 50 , allowed max.

    relative humidity at low temperature, for example, +20  is 90 , it will

    occur moderate moist due to temperature change;

3. Altitude:  2000m;

4. The device is suitable for transportation and storage as the following temperature: -25 ~55 . The device should not be

    suffered from non-recovery damage.

Summary

MNS model LV switchgear is suitable for AC 50~60Hz, 660V and below power

system. It is applied into power plant, substation, oil field, chemistry industry,

metallurgy, mineral enterprise etc. To receive and distribute power with the

function of control, protection and monitor. Different types of switch is used

inside the cabinet.

The LV Switchgear conforms to IEC60439 VDE0660, part five, GB7251 " LV

Switchgear and controlgear " standard and JB/T9661 " LV draw out switchgear "

standard.

Ambient condition

Technical specification

Type

Rated 

current

(A)

Rated current 

of over 

current release 

(A)

Rated 

insulation

 voltage (V)

Rated breaking capacity

Rated making capacity

Instantaneous  Delay 0.42s

Short time

withstand 

current (1s)

Primary circuit technical parameter (as per DW45)

MNS Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

DW45-600

DW45-1000

DW45-1600

DW45-2000

DW45-3200

DW45-2000G

DW45-2000G

DW45-5000

600

1000

1600

2000

2000

3200

3200

5000

250,400,630

250,400,630,1000

1000,1250,1600

1250,2000

1250,2000

2000,3200

2000,3200

5000

660

660

660

660

660

660

660

660

660V

30/63

30/63

30/63

50/105

50/105

50/105

380V

42/88.2

50/105

65/143

65/143

70/154

65/143

85/187

120/264

660V

22/46.2

30/63

30/63

42/88.2

42/88.2

42/88.2

380V

22/46.2

30/63or40/84

35/80.5

35/80.5

70/154

42/88.2

42/88.2

42/88.2

30

40

50

50

70

65

85

100

Outline and installation dimension

Fig.1 Draw out  type MCC panel 
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Fig.2 Removable type MCC panel 
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LV withdrawable switchgear is suitable for distribution system of power plant,

high building and some lines, such as petroleum chemistry and industry,

metallurgy, textile, etc. It is applicable for distribution, motor cent ralized

control, reactive power compensation in power generation and power supply

system of three phase AC 50/60Hz, rated voltage 380V(400V,600V), rated

current 4000A and below, where require high automation and interfaces with

computers.

1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 , daily average +35 . It should reduce

    capacity according to real condition when out of stipulation; 

2. Indoor, Altitude 2000m;

3. The change of ambient relative temperature will cause a little moist by accident;

4. The slant between device installation position and vertical section 5%;

5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

1. Main frame adopts 8MF open type steel which bended by 2.5mm cold rolled steel sheet. There are modulus with 20mm,

    100mm, 9.2 mm installation hole located on three side, high strength for modelling installation conveniently.

2. The drawer divided into 1/2 unit,1 unit, 2 unit, 3 unit, loop rated current is 400A and below.

3. Flexible assembly, compact structure, strong versatility, perfect secure performance, convenient assembly.

4. Improve thermal capacity of patchboard, reduce additional temperature rise of plug in, cable terminal, isolating board due

    t o temperature rise of transition element.

5. It can not influence others unit when any unit appears to fault between function unit and isolating unit, limit  the emerg ency

    in a small scope.

6. Busbar horizontal is good for dynamic and thermal stable performance.

7. The maximum 22 loops for MCC single panel, take consideration of requirement of auto moto r door group about large unit

    capacity power plant, petroleum chemistry system line.

8. It finish connection of device and outer cable in cable compartment, upper and down inlet and out let i s ava ilable. The  zero

    sequence current transformer is installed in the cable isolating compartment.

9. It can limit short circuit current depend on limited reactor in the same power distribution system, to sta bilize busbar voltage,

    reduce short circuit intensity requirement.

Ambient condition

Model

Structure feature

Summary

Auxiliary circuit scheme No .

Main circuit scheme No .

Electrical system

Drawable

Enclosed switch

GCS Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

G    C    S  -    

41 42



1. Ambient temperature: +40 , daily temperature +35 ,

                                        lowest temperature -5 ;

2. Relative humidity at highest temperature +40 , 50 , allowed max.

    relative humidity at low temperature, for example, +20  is 90 , it will

    occur moderate moist due to temperature change;

3. Altitude:  2000m;

4. The device is suitable for transportation and storage as the following temperature: -25 ~55 . The device should not be

    suffered from non-recovery damage.

Summary

MNS model LV switchgear is suitable for AC 50~60Hz, 660V and below power

system. It is applied into power plant, substation, oil field, chemistry industry,

metallurgy, mineral enterprise etc. To receive and distribute power with the

function of control, protection and monitor. Different types of switch is used

inside the cabinet.

The LV Switchgear conforms to IEC60439 VDE0660, part five, GB7251 " LV

Switchgear and controlgear " standard and JB/T9661 " LV draw out switchgear "

standard.

Ambient condition

Technical specification

Type

Rated 

current

(A)

Rated current 

of over 

current release 

(A)

Rated 

insulation

 voltage (V)

Rated breaking capacity

Rated making capacity

Instantaneous  Delay 0.42s

Short time

withstand 

current (1s)

Primary circuit technical parameter (as per DW45)

MNS Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

DW45-600

DW45-1000

DW45-1600

DW45-2000

DW45-3200

DW45-2000G

DW45-2000G

DW45-5000

600

1000

1600

2000

2000

3200

3200

5000

250,400,630

250,400,630,1000

1000,1250,1600

1250,2000

1250,2000

2000,3200

2000,3200

5000

660

660

660

660

660

660

660

660

660V

30/63

30/63

30/63

50/105

50/105

50/105

380V

42/88.2

50/105

65/143

65/143

70/154

65/143

85/187

120/264

660V

22/46.2

30/63

30/63

42/88.2

42/88.2

42/88.2

380V

22/46.2

30/63or40/84

35/80.5

35/80.5

70/154

42/88.2

42/88.2

42/88.2

30

40

50

50

70

65

85

100

Outline and installation dimension

Fig.1 Draw out  type MCC panel 
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Fig.2 Removable type MCC panel 
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LV withdrawable switchgear is suitable for distribution system of power plant,

high building and some lines, such as petroleum chemistry and industry,

metallurgy, textile, etc. It is applicable for distribution, motor cent ralized

control, reactive power compensation in power generation and power supply

system of three phase AC 50/60Hz, rated voltage 380V(400V,600V), rated

current 4000A and below, where require high automation and interfaces with

computers.

1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 , daily average +35 . It should reduce

    capacity according to real condition when out of stipulation; 

2. Indoor, Altitude 2000m;

3. The change of ambient relative temperature will cause a little moist by accident;

4. The slant between device installation position and vertical section 5%;

5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

1. Main frame adopts 8MF open type steel which bended by 2.5mm cold rolled steel sheet. There are modulus with 20mm,

    100mm, 9.2 mm installation hole located on three side, high strength for modelling installation conveniently.

2. The drawer divided into 1/2 unit,1 unit, 2 unit, 3 unit, loop rated current is 400A and below.

3. Flexible assembly, compact structure, strong versatility, perfect secure performance, convenient assembly.

4. Improve thermal capacity of patchboard, reduce additional temperature rise of plug in, cable terminal, isolating board due

    t o temperature rise of transition element.

5. It can not influence others unit when any unit appears to fault between function unit and isolating unit, limit  the emerg ency

    in a small scope.

6. Busbar horizontal is good for dynamic and thermal stable performance.

7. The maximum 22 loops for MCC single panel, take consideration of requirement of auto moto r door group about large unit

    capacity power plant, petroleum chemistry system line.

8. It finish connection of device and outer cable in cable compartment, upper and down inlet and out let i s ava ilable. The  zero

    sequence current transformer is installed in the cable isolating compartment.

9. It can limit short circuit current depend on limited reactor in the same power distribution system, to sta bilize busbar voltage,

    reduce short circuit intensity requirement.

Ambient condition

Model

Structure feature

Summary

Auxiliary circuit scheme No .

Main circuit scheme No .

Electrical system

Drawable

Enclosed switch

GCS Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

G    C    S  -    

41 42



Outline dimension

Technical specification

Main circuit rated voltage(V)

Rated frequency(Hz)

Rated insulation voltage(V)

Busbar rated short time withstand current(kA/1s)

Busbar rated peak withstand current(kA/0.1s)

Protection degree

Auxiliary circuit rated voltage(V)

Rated current(A)

P.F. test voltage(V/min)

Busbar

Horizontal busbar

Vertical busbar(mcc)

Main circuit

Auxiliary circuit 

Three phase four wire

Three phase five wire

AC 380(400), (600)

AC 220, 380(400)

DC 110, 220

50(60)

660(1000)

4000

1000

50,80

105,176

2500

A.B.C.PEN

A.B.C.PEN

IP40

A

C

E

D B

8
0

4-14 30
F G

Cable outgoing port

2
2

0
0

The outline dimension of cable
channel is decided by user

Channel steel

 800  1800B

General panel code

GCS-TG1010-2

GCS-TG0810-2

GCS-TG1008-2

GCS-TG0808-2

1000

800

1000

800

1000

1000

800

800

850

650

850

650

956

956

756

756

60

160

60

160

400 400

400 400

400 400

400 400

A B C D E F G

2500

A

The product is suitable for power plant, substation, industria l enterprise ,etc.

It takes a role of power distribution, motor control in 50/60Hz, Max. working

voltage 660V, Max. working current 3150A distribution system.

The product is high breaking capacity, perfect dynamic stable, reasonable

structure, effective electric scheme, strong versatility, multi loops, save acreage,

excellent appearance, high protection degree, convenient maintenance, secure

and reliable.

GCK panel is combination structure with bolt. The complete panel is compose of door, terminal board, baffle plate, supporting

frame and drawer, busbar, etc.

Basic frame adopts  FA 28 type or KB type (C type) to combine with together. Total structural components of frame are connected

by self-tapping screw. It should add to door, faceplate, baffle plate, supporting frame and drawer to finish complete panel by

requirements.

The installation hole of body and components modulus E=25mm change, flexible and convenient to install.

Drawer unit height divide into 1/2 unit,200mm,300mm,400mm,500mm and 600mm series. The loop current decide the drawer

height, virtual installation height is1800mm.

GCK panel withdrawable function unit adopts special push (pull) mechanism, light structure, perfect interchange. I t indicate of

working position, test position and isolating position mechanical locking condition. Install additional padlock fo r operating handle .

The frame and inner metal components are galvanized to assure reliable earthing.

GCK Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

Ambient condition

    1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 ;

    2. Relative humidity: daily average  95%, monthly average  90%;

    3. Indoor type, altitude  2000m;

    4. Earthquake intensity  8 degree;

    5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

Model

Structure feature

Summary

Main circuit scheme drawing

Design serial No .

Code(K: motor control centre, L: locomotive control centre)

Characteristic code, drawable 

Enclosed 

G   C   K(L )   -   1   

43 44



Outline dimension

Technical specification

Main circuit rated voltage(V)

Rated frequency(Hz)

Rated insulation voltage(V)

Busbar rated short time withstand current(kA/1s)

Busbar rated peak withstand current(kA/0.1s)

Protection degree

Auxiliary circuit rated voltage(V)

Rated current(A)

P.F. test voltage(V/min)

Busbar

Horizontal busbar

Vertical busbar(mcc)

Main circuit

Auxiliary circuit 

Three phase four wire

Three phase five wire

AC 380(400), (600)

AC 220, 380(400)

DC 110, 220

50(60)

660(1000)

4000

1000

50,80

105,176

2500

A.B.C.PEN

A.B.C.PEN

IP40

A

C

E

D B

8
0

4-14 30
F G

Cable outgoing port

2
2

0
0

The outline dimension of cable
channel is decided by user

Channel steel

 800  1800B

General panel code

GCS-TG1010-2

GCS-TG0810-2

GCS-TG1008-2

GCS-TG0808-2

1000

800

1000

800

1000

1000

800

800

850

650

850

650

956

956

756

756

60

160

60

160

400 400

400 400

400 400

400 400

A B C D E F G

2500

A

The product is suitable for power plant, substation, industria l enterprise ,etc.

It takes a role of power distribution, motor control in 50/60Hz, Max. working

voltage 660V, Max. working current 3150A distribution system.

The product is high breaking capacity, perfect dynamic stable, reasonable

structure, effective electric scheme, strong versatility, multi loops, save acreage,

excellent appearance, high protection degree, convenient maintenance, secure

and reliable.

GCK panel is combination structure with bolt. The complete panel is compose of door, terminal board, baffle plate, supporting

frame and drawer, busbar, etc.

Basic frame adopts  FA 28 type or KB type (C type) to combine with together. Total structural components of frame are connected

by self-tapping screw. It should add to door, faceplate, baffle plate, supporting frame and drawer to finish complete panel by

requirements.

The installation hole of body and components modulus E=25mm change, flexible and convenient to install.

Drawer unit height divide into 1/2 unit,200mm,300mm,400mm,500mm and 600mm series. The loop current decide the drawer

height, virtual installation height is1800mm.

GCK panel withdrawable function unit adopts special push (pull) mechanism, light structure, perfect interchange. I t indicate of

working position, test position and isolating position mechanical locking condition. Install additional padlock fo r operating handle .

The frame and inner metal components are galvanized to assure reliable earthing.

GCK Low Voltage Withdrawable Switchgear

Ambient condition

    1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 ;

    2. Relative humidity: daily average  95%, monthly average  90%;

    3. Indoor type, altitude  2000m;

    4. Earthquake intensity  8 degree;

    5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

Model

Structure feature

Summary

Main circuit scheme drawing

Design serial No .

Code(K: motor control centre, L: locomotive control centre)

Characteristic code, drawable 

Enclosed 

G   C   K(L )   -   1   

43 44
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Dimension bDimension aDimension B

GGD model AC LV Withdrawable applies to power plant, substation industrial

enterprise, as motive force in AC 50/60Hz, rat ed working voltage 380/415V,

rated current 3150A and below distribution system. For transferring power

energy, distributing and controlling of lightning and distribution. High breaking

capacity, rated short time current will reach 50kA. Flexible circuit scheme,

convenient combination, novel structure.

This product conforms to IEC60439 LV Switchgear and controlgear, GB7251

LV Switchgear and controlgear etc.

1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 , daily average temperature +35 ;

2. Altitude: 2000m, indoor type;

3. Ambient relative humidity at highest temperature +40  not exceed 50%;

4. Allowed max relative humidity at low temperature, example for +20  is 90%,

    it will occur moderate moist due to temperature change;

5. Vertical installation, gradient: 5%;

6. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

Summary

Product feature

Ambient condition

GGD Low Voltage Switchgear 

1. GGD AC LV distribution panel adopts commonly type, the frame are welded or assembled by 8MF cold bend steel, the

    components and special fitting of frame are supplied by our company. To keep perfect precision and quality.

2. Commonly panel components are designed reference to module principle, 20 modular, high commonly factor, shorten production

    cycle and improve production efficiency.

3. We have taken account of heat radiation during operating when got ready to design . There are many heat radiation s lotted

    eye from top to bottom on the body. Heat quantity will displace to direction of upper slotted eye, then the cold wind will be

    compensated from bottom slotted eye, when the components is heating and increase heat quantity, then form to a natural air

    channel.

4. GGD panel adopts modern industrial style design, adopts golden section method to design panel outline and sect ion dimension

    of every parts.

5. The panel door are connected by transfer axle type moving link chain and frame, convenient to install and disassemble.

6. There is a rubber plastic bar in the place of edge and a compress travel between door and frame in closing.

7. Panel finishing coat of instrument door chooses multi strand soft copper line to connect with frame.

8. The installation components and frame are connected by knurled washer to complete earthing protection system.

9. The body finishing coat is choice polyester orange type bake lacquer, also can choose spouting moulding technology, strong

    adhesive force.

11. The body protection degree is IP 30, allowed scope is from IP 20 to IP 40 according to ambient condition.

Model

Auxiliary circuit scheme code

Main circuit scheme code

Electric power panel

Fixed installation and fixed wiring for components

AC LV distribution panel

Design 
serial 
No.

1-Breaking capacity 15kA
2-Breaking capacity 30kA
3-Breaking capacity 50kA

G   G   D     /    

45 46
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GGD model AC LV Withdrawable applies to power plant, substation industrial

enterprise, as motive force in AC 50/60Hz, rat ed working voltage 380/415V,

rated current 3150A and below distribution system. For transferring power

energy, distributing and controlling of lightning and distribution. High breaking

capacity, rated short time current will reach 50kA. Flexible circuit scheme,

convenient combination, novel structure.

This product conforms to IEC60439 LV Switchgear and controlgear, GB7251

LV Switchgear and controlgear etc.

1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 , daily average temperature +35 ;

2. Altitude: 2000m, indoor type;

3. Ambient relative humidity at highest temperature +40  not exceed 50%;

4. Allowed max relative humidity at low temperature, example for +20  is 90%,

    it will occur moderate moist due to temperature change;

5. Vertical installation, gradient: 5%;

6. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

Summary

Product feature

Ambient condition

GGD Low Voltage Switchgear 

1. GGD AC LV distribution panel adopts commonly type, the frame are welded or assembled by 8MF cold bend steel, the

    components and special fitting of frame are supplied by our company. To keep perfect precision and quality.

2. Commonly panel components are designed reference to module principle, 20 modular, high commonly factor, shorten production

    cycle and improve production efficiency.

3. We have taken account of heat radiation during operating when got ready to design . There are many heat radiation s lotted

    eye from top to bottom on the body. Heat quantity will displace to direction of upper slotted eye, then the cold wind will be

    compensated from bottom slotted eye, when the components is heating and increase heat quantity, then form to a natural air

    channel.

4. GGD panel adopts modern industrial style design, adopts golden section method to design panel outline and sect ion dimension

    of every parts.

5. The panel door are connected by transfer axle type moving link chain and frame, convenient to install and disassemble.

6. There is a rubber plastic bar in the place of edge and a compress travel between door and frame in closing.

7. Panel finishing coat of instrument door chooses multi strand soft copper line to connect with frame.

8. The installation components and frame are connected by knurled washer to complete earthing protection system.

9. The body finishing coat is choice polyester orange type bake lacquer, also can choose spouting moulding technology, strong

    adhesive force.

11. The body protection degree is IP 30, allowed scope is from IP 20 to IP 40 according to ambient condition.

Model

Auxiliary circuit scheme code

Main circuit scheme code

Electric power panel

Fixed installation and fixed wiring for components

AC LV distribution panel

Design 
serial 
No.

1-Breaking capacity 15kA
2-Breaking capacity 30kA
3-Breaking capacity 50kA

G   G   D     /    

45 46



Type Rated voltage
(V)

Rated current
(A)

Rated short circuit
breaking current

(kA)

Rated short time
withstand current

(1s)(kA)

Rated peak
withstand current

(kA)

Outline drawing

1000

600(630)

400

1500(1600)

1000

3200

2500

2000

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

GGD1

GGD2

GGD3

400

400

400

15

30

50

30

50

15

63

105

30

1000(800,600)

2
2

0
0

Technical specification

1000(800,600)

600(630)

MCS intelligent LV withdrawable switchgear applies to power plant, petrifaction,

telecom, light industry, textile, construction and other civil and i ndustrial &

mineral enterprise distribution system. It regards to distribution, electromotor

centralized control, reactive power factor compensation LV distribution device

in the large power plant, telecom system, it combines computer interface to

match it. The product conforms to: IEC60439 LV switchgear and controlgear,

, GB7251 LV switchgear and controlgear.JB/T9661 LV drawable switchgear

Structure feature

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 , daily average temperature +35 ;

2. Altitude: 2000m;

3. Relative humidity: 90% (20 );

4. Vertical installation, slant: 5 degree;

5. Occasions without flammable and explosive matter, without corrosive chemical and frequent severe vibration.

Basic parameter

1. Electrical performance:

    Rated working voltage: AC380V,  AC660V;

    Rated frequency: 50(60)Hz;

    Rated insulation voltage: AC660;

    Max working current of main busbar: 5000A;

    Main busbar short time withstand current(1s): 100kA;

    Main busbar peak withstand current: 220kA;

    Max working current of vertical busbar: 1600A.

2. Protection grade:

    IP30(incoming,PC panel)

    IP40(MCC panel)

Summary

MCS Intelligent LV Withdrawable Switchgear

1. The body adopts "c" type to combine it, uniform appearance, high precision,

    perfect interchange for drawer.

2. MCC panel width is 600mm,wide using capacity, save space.

3. It can equip with di fferent type  switch according to different requirement.

4. The device is obligate automatic interface, also install intelligent module on the panel to realize remote message, remote

    measurement remote control.

Drawer function unit

The drawer function unit is divided into MCC , MCC , MCC .

1. MCC  type

    Width of drawer is 600mm, height is 180mm, 360mm, 540mm. Allowed installation height is 1800mm, 10 units are the top

    quantity according to the dimension of drawer. It is suitable for heavy current motor control centre and feeder loop.

2. MCC  type

    Width of drawer is 600/2mm, height is 200mm. Allowed installation height is 1800mm,18 units are the top quantity according

    to requirement. It is suitable for 100 A or below unit.

3. MCC  type

    Width of drawer is 600/2mm, height is 180mm, 360mm,  540mm. Allowed installation height is 1800mm, 20 units are the top

    quantity. It is suitable for 630A or below.

4. Operating mechanism

    An operating mechanism is used for opening and closing switch in every drawer. Additional of mechanical interlock for prevent

    from fault operation. MCC , MCC  drawer is push and pull type, fixed device and protection measure.
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Technical specification
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1. MCS LV withdrawable switchgear and intelligent and monitor applications software communication

    You only equip with a Switzerland DAE Company network electric power instrument  or other same perfor mance i ndust rial

    modem with RS485 change  to RS232 if you equip with our company monitor application software. It can pass through RS 232

    short range or pass through public telephone network to remote control the intelligent unit in  MCS LV withdrawable switchgear

    directly. (It consists of mains power and diesel generator sets switchover). We will equip with compatible monitor application

    software to match IBM PC. The operation system is Microsoft WINDOWS XP/2000.

2. Interface and right

    Every operation order is ico or direct numerical operation, Operation parameters is digital quantity display. Layered right

    operation and modify parameters should input correct password, the operator can modify self password.

3. Remote control

1) You should input correct password if you want to carry out intelligent unit opening and closing.

2) The intelligent unit will send out alarming signal or dial to working telephone or send mobilephone short message when

    meet abnormal open system.

Intelligent monitor applications software
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Note:  1. Distance for maintenance in back of panel 800mm;

           2. Distance for maintenance in front of panel 1500mm;

               Opposite double row 2000mm;

           3. The panel depth is 800,1000mm, the depth of MCC panel 

               contactor and cable up outlet panel is 1000mm.

Prisma
Summary 

In order to satisfy the L.V. distribution market's requirement of high perfermance

& reliabil ity, easy maintenance and intelligentized prodcuts, we cooperate with

Schneider and exploit Prisma  seri es prod ucts with who le series standard

connection scheme. All the stanard shemes of Prisma have passed the type

testing, which makes sure all the products in this series o perating in good

relibility and safety. This product is according to GB7251.1 <<Part 1 of L.V.

Switchgear equipments and Controlling Equipments: Type test and Partial

Type Test of Completed set Equipments >>, IEC60439-1 <<Part 1 of L.V.

Switchgear Equipments and Controlling Equipments' modules: The Modules

which have  been test ed or patial tested by type test >>, NFEN60439.1 ,

EN60439-1 <<Part 1 of L.V. Switchgear Controlling  Equipment s' Modules

regulation : Combined Device which have been tested or par tial tested by type

test>>. 

Prisma P Switchgear Equipments apply to three phases AC 50/60Hz, Max.

Voltage is 690V,Max. Current is 4000A distribution system works as power

receiving and distribution device, control, protect and test the power circuit.

The shell of this switchgear is made of Zinc alluminized sheet, the door board

and sealing board are protected by epoxy resin powder print, so its outword

appreance is nice and well integrated with the ambient. It is widely used in

commercial building,industrial building, civil building, Industrial & mining

enterprises, power substation, etc. 

Product feature

1. Reliable Electrial Equipments: 

Perfect intergration between power equipments made by Schneider and prisma system are the core element to make sure this

product has high reliability.

The design of this system has passed the TTA test, and has been proved by many years experience.  

According to GB7251.1,IEC 439-1,EN60439-1,NF EN60439-1 etc. 

Passed the EMC test, it can fully satisfy the requirements of intelligentized controlling system's installation and usage, and it is

suitable for all the indoor occasions. 

2. Open ended Electrial Equipments: 

The modularized designation make the Prisma Function System can extend the new functions convenienty according to the

requirements. 

High stanardized product, all the components are standardized, so they can be repaired and ammended very conveniently. 

3. Make sure the operating workers' safety: 

All the equipments are installed behind the front dismountable board, and only the operating ha ndle is bared, avoidi ng the

operating workers touch the live parts directly, so it is very convenient for examining and reparing. Fully make sure the operation

staff and their operating safety.  

4. Elegant appearance

With net printed glass door or solid slab. 

Prisma ture color and electrostatic powder flame printing. 
oCorner 45 , elegant appearance. 

Prisma P switchgear's main function designation:

Bus bar system designation

Special structural section make the heat cooling in max. degree, and the current in maximum grade. 

Convenient installtion.

Achieves connection without any holes, so it can be repaired and changed conveniently. 

It can contact all the connection points in front. 

It can distribute the power to both sides through the non-conventional busbar. 

Reliable prefabricate connection connected with horizontal bus bar. 
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Modular designation

The Prisma P switchgear has 35 Nos. modular, each modular: 

Absolute independence.

Installed in prefabricate installation board.

Protected by the front board.

The vertical height is 50 mm modular is a unit which contains: up & down wiring and auxilary wiring.

Intelligentized designation

Complete power grid 

Allocated power grid

With communication function:

Ambient condition 

Altitude  2000m, indoor installtion;

Ambient temperature:-0.5  to + 40 , Average temperature  35 ;

Ambient humidity: when the temperature is 40 , it can be 50%, when the temerature is lower than 40 , it can bear higher

relative humidity;

Pollution degree is grade 3. 

The installtion ground evenness should be less than 2mm/m.

Technical specification

Prisma P

IEC 60439-1, EN 60439-1, NF EN 60439-1,

DIN 41-488, BS 5486, GB 7251-1

NO.68042

IEC 60529

EN 50102

1000

690

12

3

50/60

630~4000

85

187

85

187

2025

35

700/900/1100/1200

400/600/800/1000

08

Relative standard

Inner arcing withstand 

Protection degree 

Impact resistance

 

Rated insulation voltage(V)

Rated operation voltage(V)

Rated impluse withstand voltage 

Over voltage type

Pollution degree 

Frequency 

Type test parts 

Electric characteristic

Main busbar 

Rated current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Rated current

Rated short time withstand current

Rated peak withstand current

Height 

Modular 

Width 

Depth 

Division type protection degree IP

Outward impact resistance IK

20/30/31/54

Mechanism charactristic

Branch busbar

630~4000

Blokset
Summary 

BLOKSET Switchgear adopts Schneider company's technology, it can put up

all the good performances of Schneider electric components. The switchgear

has two types: Fixed grid type and drawable types. The horizontal main  bus

bar stayes in the top of switchgear while the vertical bus bar stayes in the side

or rear parts of the switchgear, so the end users cable can connect  from the

side or rear. All the performance unit adopts modular constrution. 

Outline dimension of the switchgear

Incoming cubicle: 1200x2200x1000 mm (WxHxD) 

Feeder cubicle: 900x2200x1000 mm (WxHxD)

Controlling cubicle: 900x2200x1000 mm (WxHxD)

Operation,Installation,Connection,Earthing Protection and Antiseptic. 

Operation type: Motor operating or rotating manual 

Installation type: Indoor horizontal fixed installation 

Connection type: Bus bar or Cable connection

Earthing Protection type: Earthing busbar 

Antiseptic: Printed by epoxy resine. 

Main electric data

Rated current: 4000A, 3150A 

Short-time withstand current of the horizontal bus bar: 100KA/220KA 

Short-time withstand current of the vertical bus bar: 85KA/187KA 

The height of the drawer: 9M,12M

According to the short circuit withstand intention certification, the current and bus bar's specification of the switchgear is as

following:

Current 4000A 3150A 1600A 

Spec of bus bar

Bus bar clamp 

Switchgear dimension

5x(100x5) 4x(100x4) 1x(1x1000)

Insulating supporter

(POLYCARBONATE LEXAN R500)

+ Aluminum alloy(ENAW-5754 H111)

Insulating supporter

(POLYCARBONATE LEXAN R500)

+ Aluminum alloy(ENAW-5754 H111)

Insulating supporter

(POLYCARBONATE LEXAN R500)

+ Aluminum alloy(ENAW-5754 H111)

900mm 900mm 900mm

Ambient condition 

a. Ambient temperature:-0.5  to + 40 , Average temperature  35 ;

b. Altitude  2000m,indoor installtion;

c. Ambient humidity: when the temperature is 40 , it can be 50%, when the temerature is lower than  40 , it can bear higher

    relative humidity;

d. The gradient between the vertical board should be less than 5%, and the integrate switchgear group is in level. 

e. Applicable occasions should be free from inflammables, explosives, corrosives and severe vibration.  
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Technical specification

Protection degree 

Rated insulation voltage 

Rated running voltage 

Rated frequency (Hz)

Rated current of horizontal bus bar (A)

Rated current of vertical bus bar(A)

Rated current of cabinet unit (A)

Rated peak withstand current (KA)

Rated short time withstand current(KA)

Protection circuit resistance( )

IP 30 IP54 

AC660(1000)

AC380(660)

AC380,220,24

DC220,110

50(60)

6300

Mw 1000A   D 3200A

400

63/105/187/220

30/50/85/100

2500(3500)

2500

0.01

Main circuit 

Main circuit 

Auxiliary circuit 

Auxiliary circuit 

P.F. withstand voltage (V)

Arrangement of the switchgear

Modular design of BLOKSET allows the layout of switchgears  and electrical rooms to match in good configuration. 

a. The switchgears can be parallel connection or back to back connection:

    According to the available space of the installation room, the back to back connection can reduce the total length in half. 

b. It is allowed to enter into the switchgear's connection area from front or back side: 

    If the wiring terminals are in the side grid of the swtichgear, it can enter into from the front, so the swtichgear c an be place d

    close to the wall. 

c. If the wiring terminals are in the back side of the switchgear, it can be enterrd from back. 

d. The incoming or outgoing cable can enter from top or bottom of the switchgear: 

    If the switchgears are installed in above of auxiliary board or cable channel, the cable is better enter from the bottom. 

e. If the switchgears are installed in above of auxiliary board or cable channel, the cable is better enter from the bottom. 

f. The power supply also can be from the top and enter into bus bar duct.  

Blokset D

Outline drawing

Blokset Dc Blokset Ms

Blokset Mf

Blokset Mw
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Technical specification
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Summary

HGBD fixed-separated type low voltage switchgear (hereinafter refered as

switchgear) is based on market demand, combined with similar products at

present the latest technical and technology characteristics of self-developed

a new type of low-voltage switchgear. It can be widely applied to power  plants,

petrochemical industry, metallurgy rolling, post and telecommunications, light

industry, textiles, subway stations and other civilian, indus trial and mining

enterprises of the low-voltage distribution system, as by the power unit, feeder

unit, motor control unit, reactive power compensation unit, metering unit and

other complete sets of the complete low-voltage power distribution equipment.

Device can be accompanied by perfectly intelligence unit and c omputer

monitoring system to realize the entire distribution system tel emetry, remote

adjustment, remote measurement, remote co mmunication, remote control

"Four remote" intelligent management.

Ambient condition

1. Altitude: 2000m;

2. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 ,daily average +35 ;

3. Relative humidity: 90% (20 );

4. There was no outstanding vibration or shock, the vertical gradient of more than 5 degrees to install;

5. No explosive medium, corrosive dust or gases;

6. Failure to comply with the above use of the environment, can be resolved through consultation with the manufacturer.

Structure feature

The basic framework for the combination of devices fabricated structure, framework, all the structural components  used in all

follow-up aluminum zinc plate or galvanized plate processed, through the self-tapping locking screws or 8.8 hexagon screw

fastening connected to each other formed, together with the corresponding doors , seal plates, mounting brackets , as well as

buses, functional units and other components assembled into a complete unit, installation of parts an d components  within th e

size, compartment size of the implementation of module design.

1. fixed for each one separated by a small chamber separated as an independent functional unit, according to cabinet width

    can be divided into a combination of two basic types.

1.1 Separated by a width of 600mm and 800mm cabinets, its unit cell 600mm, a high degree of sub-200mm, 400mm, 600mm

    three kinds, each cabinet can be installed height of 1800mm, accor ding to se parate the  elements required to be combine d

    capacity to adapt to the larger currents of the motor control center and feeder circuit.

1.2 Separa ted by a w idth of 1000mm cabinet, its unit cell width 500mm, height 200mm, 400mm, 600mm 3 kinds, can be installed

    height of 1800mm, may need to be combined, each cabinet can be mounted up to 18 circuits. If the specia l program needs,

    functional units can be the actual size of the need for a design portfolio.

2. Upload a separate panel for each unit operating handle, for breaking and closed switch, the operating handle with a lock,

    circuit breaker panel in a ho-illustrates state can not be opened to ensure that anti-misuse.

3. Separation unit into the outlet under the loop current size of the different core diameter and cables,  400A and above using

    copper connections.

4. MCC separate cabinet unit cell can be  used between rooms with cable adapter pieces of great convenience for users of cable

    installation and maintenance.

5. The level of bus installed in the cabinet room at the top of a separate compartment, which  can have several specifi cations

    together form the same parent row, the greatest ability to pass flows up to 4000A. Vertical bus is used to separate the allocation

    of cab inet outle t current use, it stood after the central cabinet, is located between the two separate units to facilitate the various

    separate units into the line. Vertical busbar insulated by forming a transparent plexiglass plate and outlet end of segregation,

    to ensure that maintenance personnel. Devices, metal structural parts, except the table and closed the door panels, the rest

    used in all follow-up aluminum zinc plate or galvanized plate processed in the structural parts of the connections that are

    carefully designed to make it through the rated short-circuit current.

6. Taking into account the general use of dry-type transformers and safety and economy of oil-immersed transformers, installation

    of both can be easily formed with a combination of dry-type transformers, but also with oil-immersed transformers low voltage

    busbar easy connection.

7. Device bus system, according to three-phase five-wire system and three-phase four-wire system design, design department

    and user distribution system according to the needs of design selection.

HGBD Fixed-Separated Type Low Voltage Switchgear

Technical specification

1. Basic electric parameters

Table 1  CW1 Series circuit breaker main technical data

Type

Rated short-circuit breaking capacity to run (KA)

Rated short-circuit breaking capacity(peak)(KA)

Rated current (A)

Rated short-time withstand current (KA)

Breaking all the time no additional delay(ms)

Closing time(ms)

CW1-2000 CW1-3200 CW1-4000

50

105

630~2000

50

80

176

2000~3200

80

25~30

70

80

176

3200~4000

80

Table 2 CM1 Automatic Air Switch Technical Data

Type

Breaking
capacity

Shell Frame
size rated
current(A)

Rated
insulation
voltage(V)

Rated
voltage

(V)

Tripper rated
current (A)

Arcing
distance

(mm)grade RMS (kA)

Poles

CM1-100

CM1-160

CM1-225

CM1-400

CM1-630

L

M

H

L

M

H

L

M

H

L

M

H

L

M

H

35

50

85

35

50

85

35

50

85

50

65

100

50

65

100

100

160

225

400

630

AC800

AC800

AC800

AC800

AC800

AC400

AC400

AC400

AC400

AC400

3

3

3

3

3

16,20,32

40,50,63

80,100

0( 50)

50

50

50

50
400,

500,630

100,125,

140,160

100,125,

160,180,

200,225

225,250,

315,350,

400

Table 3 HGBD Low-voltage switchgear busbar size of types of selection

Enclosure size Method of income line Busbar box Bus duct

600x1000(800)

800x1000(800)

1000x1000(800)

1200x100(800)

Back and forth

Back and forth 

Back and forth

Back and forth

600x450(400)x300

600x1000(800)x300

800x1000(400)x300

800x1000(800)x300

1000x450(400)x300

1000x1000(800)x300

1200x450(400)x300

1200x1000(800)x300

600x1000(800)x300

800x100(800)x300

600x300x A

600x300x A

800x300x A

800x300x A

1000x300x A

1000x300x A

1200x300x A

1200x300x A

Side 800x300x A

Side 800x300x A

600x1000(800)

800x1000(800)

Back and forth

Side 

Note: 1. Bus width of box size and width of the same size enclosure

          2. The length of busbar size according to size and into the enclosure and space-line distance to determine

1.1 Rated voltage: AC 380V, AC 660V 50HZ

1.2 Rated insulation voltage: AC 660V or AC 1000V

1.3 Maximum working current main busbar: 4000A

1.4 Main busbar short-time withstand current (1s Rms): 80KA

1.5 Peak withstand current of the main busbar: 176KA 

1.6 Vertical Bus Maximum working current: 1600A

1.7 The main switch key technical data shown in Table 1, Table 2 (in CW/CM series as an example)
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Summary

HGBD fixed-separated type low voltage switchgear (hereinafter refered as

switchgear) is based on market demand, combined with similar products at

present the latest technical and technology characteristics of self-developed

a new type of low-voltage switchgear. It can be widely applied to power  plants,

petrochemical industry, metallurgy rolling, post and telecommunications, light

industry, textiles, subway stations and other civilian, indus trial and mining

enterprises of the low-voltage distribution system, as by the power unit, feeder

unit, motor control unit, reactive power compensation unit, metering unit and

other complete sets of the complete low-voltage power distribution equipment.

Device can be accompanied by perfectly intelligence unit and c omputer

monitoring system to realize the entire distribution system tel emetry, remote

adjustment, remote measurement, remote co mmunication, remote control

"Four remote" intelligent management.

Ambient condition

1. Altitude: 2000m;

2. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 ,daily average +35 ;

3. Relative humidity: 90% (20 );

4. There was no outstanding vibration or shock, the vertical gradient of more than 5 degrees to install;

5. No explosive medium, corrosive dust or gases;

6. Failure to comply with the above use of the environment, can be resolved through consultation with the manufacturer.

Structure feature

The basic framework for the combination of devices fabricated structure, framework, all the structural components  used in all

follow-up aluminum zinc plate or galvanized plate processed, through the self-tapping locking screws or 8.8 hexagon screw

fastening connected to each other formed, together with the corresponding doors , seal plates, mounting brackets , as well as

buses, functional units and other components assembled into a complete unit, installation of parts an d components  within th e

size, compartment size of the implementation of module design.

1. fixed for each one separated by a small chamber separated as an independent functional unit, according to cabinet width

    can be divided into a combination of two basic types.

1.1 Separated by a width of 600mm and 800mm cabinets, its unit cell 600mm, a high degree of sub-200mm, 400mm, 600mm

    three kinds, each cabinet can be installed height of 1800mm, accor ding to se parate the  elements required to be combine d

    capacity to adapt to the larger currents of the motor control center and feeder circuit.

1.2 Separa ted by a w idth of 1000mm cabinet, its unit cell width 500mm, height 200mm, 400mm, 600mm 3 kinds, can be installed

    height of 1800mm, may need to be combined, each cabinet can be mounted up to 18 circuits. If the specia l program needs,

    functional units can be the actual size of the need for a design portfolio.

2. Upload a separate panel for each unit operating handle, for breaking and closed switch, the operating handle with a lock,

    circuit breaker panel in a ho-illustrates state can not be opened to ensure that anti-misuse.

3. Separation unit into the outlet under the loop current size of the different core diameter and cables,  400A and above using

    copper connections.

4. MCC separate cabinet unit cell can be  used between rooms with cable adapter pieces of great convenience for users of cable

    installation and maintenance.

5. The level of bus installed in the cabinet room at the top of a separate compartment, which  can have several specifi cations

    together form the same parent row, the greatest ability to pass flows up to 4000A. Vertical bus is used to separate the allocation

    of cab inet outle t current use, it stood after the central cabinet, is located between the two separate units to facilitate the various

    separate units into the line. Vertical busbar insulated by forming a transparent plexiglass plate and outlet end of segregation,

    to ensure that maintenance personnel. Devices, metal structural parts, except the table and closed the door panels, the rest

    used in all follow-up aluminum zinc plate or galvanized plate processed in the structural parts of the connections that are

    carefully designed to make it through the rated short-circuit current.

6. Taking into account the general use of dry-type transformers and safety and economy of oil-immersed transformers, installation

    of both can be easily formed with a combination of dry-type transformers, but also with oil-immersed transformers low voltage

    busbar easy connection.

7. Device bus system, according to three-phase five-wire system and three-phase four-wire system design, design department

    and user distribution system according to the needs of design selection.

HGBD Fixed-Separated Type Low Voltage Switchgear

Technical specification

1. Basic electric parameters

Table 1  CW1 Series circuit breaker main technical data

Type

Rated short-circuit breaking capacity to run (KA)

Rated short-circuit breaking capacity(peak)(KA)

Rated current (A)

Rated short-time withstand current (KA)

Breaking all the time no additional delay(ms)

Closing time(ms)

CW1-2000 CW1-3200 CW1-4000

50

105

630~2000

50

80

176

2000~3200

80

25~30

70

80

176

3200~4000

80

Table 2 CM1 Automatic Air Switch Technical Data

Type

Breaking
capacity

Shell Frame
size rated
current(A)

Rated
insulation
voltage(V)

Rated
voltage

(V)

Tripper rated
current (A)

Arcing
distance

(mm)grade RMS (kA)

Poles

CM1-100

CM1-160

CM1-225

CM1-400

CM1-630

L

M

H

L

M

H

L

M

H

L

M

H

L

M

H

35

50

85

35

50

85

35

50

85

50

65

100

50

65

100

100

160

225

400

630

AC800

AC800

AC800

AC800

AC800

AC400

AC400

AC400

AC400

AC400

3

3

3

3

3

16,20,32

40,50,63

80,100

0( 50)

50

50

50

50
400,

500,630

100,125,

140,160

100,125,

160,180,

200,225

225,250,

315,350,

400

Table 3 HGBD Low-voltage switchgear busbar size of types of selection

Enclosure size Method of income line Busbar box Bus duct

600x1000(800)

800x1000(800)

1000x1000(800)

1200x100(800)

Back and forth

Back and forth 

Back and forth

Back and forth

600x450(400)x300

600x1000(800)x300

800x1000(400)x300

800x1000(800)x300

1000x450(400)x300

1000x1000(800)x300

1200x450(400)x300

1200x1000(800)x300

600x1000(800)x300

800x100(800)x300

600x300x A

600x300x A

800x300x A

800x300x A

1000x300x A

1000x300x A

1200x300x A

1200x300x A

Side 800x300x A

Side 800x300x A

600x1000(800)

800x1000(800)

Back and forth

Side 

Note: 1. Bus width of box size and width of the same size enclosure

          2. The length of busbar size according to size and into the enclosure and space-line distance to determine

1.1 Rated voltage: AC 380V, AC 660V 50HZ

1.2 Rated insulation voltage: AC 660V or AC 1000V

1.3 Maximum working current main busbar: 4000A

1.4 Main busbar short-time withstand current (1s Rms): 80KA

1.5 Peak withstand current of the main busbar: 176KA 

1.6 Vertical Bus Maximum working current: 1600A

1.7 The main switch key technical data shown in Table 1, Table 2 (in CW/CM series as an example)
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HYDJ1 low-voltage reactive power compensation device is HuaYi Electric Co., Ltd .

designed and developed according to market needs new products. Our products

are widely used in machinery, metallurgy, chemical, electric power, petrochemical,

automobile, shipbuilding, construction, communications, hospitals, airports and

other power places, with a parallel capacitor run asynchronous motor for

continuous inductive load of reactive power compensation.

This device has the following characteristics:

1. Cabinet by the 8MF steel or C-type stee l plate we lded locally assembled,

    structural parts versatility, high mechanical strength, structural components

    cabinet has galvanized the surface protective layer or two kinds of electrostatic

    powder coating, beautiful color and reliable quality;

2. Increase supply power system and load power factor, reduce equipment

    capacity, reduction of reactive power loss;

3. Stability by the electric side and the grid voltage, improve th e quality of

    power supply;

4. In the long-distance transmit electricity lines can improve the transmit

    electricity system stability, improve the transmit electricity capacity.

Summary 

IEC60439

GB 7251.1-2005

GB/T 15576-2008

JB/T 10695-2007

Low-voltage switchgear and control equipment, the first part of the type tested and partially type tested equipments

Low-voltage reactive power compensation device

Low-voltage dynamic reactive power compensation device

HYDJ1 Capacitor Compensate Cabinet

Ambient condition

The indoor device is installed, applies to the following working conditions:

1. Altitude: 2000m;

2. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 ,daily average +35 ;

3. Relative humidity: 90% (20 );

4. There was no outstanding vibration or shock, the vertical gradient of more than 5 degrees to install; 

5. No explosive medium, corrosive dust or gases;

6. If special requirements, can be resolved through consultation with the manufacturer.

Model

HY   DJ   1

Design serial No.

Low-voltage reactive power compensation device

Company code (HuaYi Elec)

Technical specification

1. Rated voltage (Ue): AC380V, 50Hz

2. Rated insulation voltage (Ui): AC660V

3. Over-voltage category: III

4. Material composition: insulation material level III b

5. Pollution grade: 3 grade

6. Electrical clearance: Not less than 8mm

7. Creepage distance: Not less than 14mm

8. Rated compensation capacity: 300kVar

9. Rated reactive current: 412A

10. The main switch rated current and breaking capacity: 630A/15Ka

11. Main busbar rated current, Rated short time withstand current and Rated peak withstand current: 412A/15kA/30kA

12. Compensation method: three-phase compensation and combination of single-phase compensation

13. Controller: The power factor and reactive power integrated control of capacitor bank switching, with over-voltage protection,

      switching time interval self-locking and anti-interference ability, reliable, and no switching of the advantages of shock, and a

      manual or automatic control method.

14. Auto-switching delay time: 2s~120s Continuously adjustable

15. Junction temperature rise limits and bus: 60k

16. Compartment space (cabinet) in the temperature rise limit: 30k

17. Enclosure protection class: IP40

18. Circuit No: According to customer needs of device

19. Installation occasions: indoor

20. Short time withstand current: 15kA

21. Electric shock protection class: class

22. Incoming terminals and protective conductor resistance between the exposed conductive parts: NO more than 100m

23. Capaci tor switch ing contro l component types: mechanical and electrical switch (such as: contactor) switching semiconductor

      switch (such as: thyristor) switching.

24. Each output circuit capacitor capacity: According to customer needs of device

25. Each output circuit rated current: According to customer needs of device.

Installation and use of products

Products arrived in the place of receipt by the transportation, the consignee shou ld first check whether the product is intact. If

problems are identified and should be taken not only to inform the relevant departments , find out  the reaso ns. Don't need the

installation of the product immediately, the product should the provisions under the terms of use,  stored in  a suitabl e location.

The installation shall be in accordance with Figure 1 of the mounting hole size, based on the sta y in a goo d mounting  screws

(with the channel base and screws, self-occupied)

The installation should be provided in accordance with manufacturer's installation drawings and related specifications.

The products should be credibility the earth.

The products after installation or repair, before the electrify test should first check for the following:

a. Connection structure and electrical parts for any damage or loose

b. Cabinet is clean and left foreign body

c. Whether the flexibility in operation

d. Devices should not be less than 5M  the insulation resistance should analyze the reasons

e. Protective grounding system are reasonable

The products by this examination, for the following electrify test can be put into operation.

a. Equipment operation and function of all electrical accuracy

b. The light meter and check the electrical load should be the normal action

Complete sets of products:

The produc t should be attachment packing list, product certificate, instruction manual, Ex-work test report, the electrical drawings

and in accordance with an agreement to provide the spare, spare parts, etc.
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HYDJ1 low-voltage reactive power compensation device is HuaYi Electric Co., Ltd .

designed and developed according to market needs new products. Our products

are widely used in machinery, metallurgy, chemical, electric power, petrochemical,

automobile, shipbuilding, construction, communications, hospitals, airports and

other power places, with a parallel capacitor run asynchronous motor for

continuous inductive load of reactive power compensation.

This device has the following characteristics:

1. Cabinet by the 8MF steel or C-type stee l plate we lded locally assembled,

    structural parts versatility, high mechanical strength, structural components

    cabinet has galvanized the surface protective layer or two kinds of electrostatic

    powder coating, beautiful color and reliable quality;

2. Increase supply power system and load power factor, reduce equipment

    capacity, reduction of reactive power loss;

3. Stability by the electric side and the grid voltage, improve th e quality of

    power supply;

4. In the long-distance transmit electricity lines can improve the transmit

    electricity system stability, improve the transmit electricity capacity.

Summary 

IEC60439

GB 7251.1-2005

GB/T 15576-2008

JB/T 10695-2007

Low-voltage switchgear and control equipment, the first part of the type tested and partially type tested equipments

Low-voltage reactive power compensation device

Low-voltage dynamic reactive power compensation device

HYDJ1 Capacitor Compensate Cabinet

Ambient condition

The indoor device is installed, applies to the following working conditions:

1. Altitude: 2000m;

2. Ambient temperature: -5 ~+40 ,daily average +35 ;

3. Relative humidity: 90% (20 );

4. There was no outstanding vibration or shock, the vertical gradient of more than 5 degrees to install; 

5. No explosive medium, corrosive dust or gases;

6. If special requirements, can be resolved through consultation with the manufacturer.

Model

HY   DJ   1

Design serial No.

Low-voltage reactive power compensation device

Company code (HuaYi Elec)

Technical specification

1. Rated voltage (Ue): AC380V, 50Hz

2. Rated insulation voltage (Ui): AC660V

3. Over-voltage category: III

4. Material composition: insulation material level III b

5. Pollution grade: 3 grade

6. Electrical clearance: Not less than 8mm

7. Creepage distance: Not less than 14mm

8. Rated compensation capacity: 300kVar

9. Rated reactive current: 412A

10. The main switch rated current and breaking capacity: 630A/15Ka

11. Main busbar rated current, Rated short time withstand current and Rated peak withstand current: 412A/15kA/30kA

12. Compensation method: three-phase compensation and combination of single-phase compensation

13. Controller: The power factor and reactive power integrated control of capacitor bank switching, with over-voltage protection,

      switching time interval self-locking and anti-interference ability, reliable, and no switching of the advantages of shock, and a

      manual or automatic control method.

14. Auto-switching delay time: 2s~120s Continuously adjustable

15. Junction temperature rise limits and bus: 60k

16. Compartment space (cabinet) in the temperature rise limit: 30k

17. Enclosure protection class: IP40

18. Circuit No: According to customer needs of device

19. Installation occasions: indoor

20. Short time withstand current: 15kA

21. Electric shock protection class: class

22. Incoming terminals and protective conductor resistance between the exposed conductive parts: NO more than 100m

23. Capaci tor switch ing contro l component types: mechanical and electrical switch (such as: contactor) switching semiconductor

      switch (such as: thyristor) switching.

24. Each output circuit capacitor capacity: According to customer needs of device

25. Each output circuit rated current: According to customer needs of device.

Installation and use of products

Products arrived in the place of receipt by the transportation, the consignee shou ld first check whether the product is intact. If

problems are identified and should be taken not only to inform the relevant departments , find out  the reaso ns. Don't need the

installation of the product immediately, the product should the provisions under the terms of use,  stored in  a suitabl e location.

The installation shall be in accordance with Figure 1 of the mounting hole size, based on the sta y in a goo d mounting  screws

(with the channel base and screws, self-occupied)

The installation should be provided in accordance with manufacturer's installation drawings and related specifications.

The products should be credibility the earth.

The products after installation or repair, before the electrify test should first check for the following:

a. Connection structure and electrical parts for any damage or loose

b. Cabinet is clean and left foreign body

c. Whether the flexibility in operation

d. Devices should not be less than 5M  the insulation resistance should analyze the reasons

e. Protective grounding system are reasonable

The products by this examination, for the following electrify test can be put into operation.

a. Equipment operation and function of all electrical accuracy

b. The light meter and check the electrical load should be the normal action

Complete sets of products:

The produc t should be attachment packing list, product certificate, instruction manual, Ex-work test report, the electrical drawings

and in accordance with an agreement to provide the spare, spare parts, etc.
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XBKCJ Low Voltage Integrated Distribution Box
Summary

XBKCJ type low voltage integrated distribution box is a kind of low voltage

complete-set switch equipment developed according to requirements of

national r ural grid construction, development and reconstructive department,

under the principle of safety, economical, reasonable and reliable. The conneciton

scheme of its technical standard, technical criterion, measuring unit is in

accordance with instructions manual to energy measurement panel development

and installation, and to select measurement license, production license,

enter-into-grid license safe series quality product for development. It is widely

applied to AC 50/60Hz, rated voltage of 380/415V distribution system for

conversion, distribution, control, measuring, compensation and protection of

energy in power, lighting and distribution equipment. This product has high

breaking capacity, good dynamic-thermal stability, flexible electrical scheme,

new design structure, high protection class etc.

Model

X B K C J W- /

Outdoor type

Branch number

Capacity of capacitor(kVA)

Matching transformer capacity(kVA)

Design sequence(use Arabian number to indicate)

Only the device with reactive power shall add J

Measurement

Control

Fixed installation

Closed type distribution box

Structure feature

1. The main frame of product adopts 1.5mm thickness cold-rolled plate or stainless steel to folding, the frame adopts partly-welding

    structure model, also can adopts heat-shielding structure of stainless steel double-layer patent. The main frame is arranged

    with the pole of modular hole.

2. The device is designed according to three-phase five-wire system and three-phase four-wire system.

3. To design capacitance compensation function in order to meet the requirements of  power supply improving power factor.

4. In order to improve dynamic-thermal stability capability of busbar and the contact surface temperature rising, all devices

    adopt TMY-T2 series hard-copper busbar, the copper busbar adopts tinning disposal.

5. The protection class is IP43.

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 , average temp. in 24 hours: +35 ; lower capacitance according to actual conditions

    when exceeding +35 .

2. Altitude: 2000m;

3. Relative humidity of ambient air under 40  highest tempt: 50%, so it is allowable to exist larger relative humidity under

    low temperature, such as 90% of 20 . There will be have dew under the condition of high temperature low down hastily.  

4. The oblique mounting angle: 5 ;

5. Applicable occasions should free from explosives, corrosives and severe vibrations.

XL-21(G) Low Voltage Power Panel
Summary

XL-21(G)X LV closed type power panel can be used in  AC 500V or  lowe r

system of three-phase three-wire, three-phase four-wire, three-phase five-wire

for electricity-generating and mine enterprises, also for the purpose of power,

lighting, distribution. XL-21(G) type low voltage power panel has flexible

distribution scheme, conven ient combination, good practical perfor mance,

new structure and etc.

X L  -  2 1  ( G )

Power panel

Closed type

Design serial No.

Model

Structure feature

1. Main electrical performance shall completely comply with regulations of IEC60439-1:1992,GB7251.1-1997.

2. The auxiliary circuit has functions of local/remote, remote, automatic control and in- site/remo te, remote  control switch. The

    contactor can adopt DC protection.

3. Receiving main switch has optional protection of instant trip and pyromagnetic trip. Can cancel instant protection for matching

    next class main-switch, avoid skip-class tripping, and has functions of motor/manual operation and automatic switch.

4. Main sw itch of feeding circuit has protection of instant trip and pyromagnetic trip. Can add fault protection if customer required.

5. The motor control circuit has protection of short-circuit instant, overload, undervoltage release and phase-break.

6. Ammeter and voltage meter for incoming circuit.

Ambient condition

1. Altitude: 2000m;

2. The indoor environment shall be non-ash, non-corrosion gas, and rainwater-proof;

3. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 , the measured average temp. i n 24  hou rs: 35 ; the  temp . under stora ge and

    transportation condition: -25 ~+55 , the temp. in short time 70 ;

4. Relative humidity under the highest temp. of 40 : 50%; 

5. No vibration and the oblique mounting angle: 5 .

Technical specification

No. Item Unit Data

1

2

3

4

5

Main circuit rated voltage

Auxiliary circuit rated voltage

Rated frequency

Rated insulation voltage

Rated current

V

V

Hz

V

A

AC:400

AC:220,380

50/60

660

1250

Structure  feature

1. XL-21(G) type low-voltage close type power cabinet, to be assemblied with C type or 8MF type material. The frame and spec ial

    parts will be supplied by our company in order to guarantee the accuracy and quliaty of cabinet. Other cabinet parts is designed

    according to scale principle with high generalized coefficient, and can fulfill production in advance.

2. Use removable height to connect cabinet door and frame, convenient installation and unloading.

3. The earthing of instrument door for electrical components installation adopts soft multi copper wire to connect frame. The

    installation parts in cabinet connect the knurled washer, the complete cabinet comprises the integrated  earthing  protection

    system. 
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XBKCJ Low Voltage Integrated Distribution Box
Summary

XBKCJ type low voltage integrated distribution box is a kind of low voltage

complete-set switch equipment developed according to requirements of

national r ural grid construction, development and reconstructive department,

under the principle of safety, economical, reasonable and reliable. The conneciton

scheme of its technical standard, technical criterion, measuring unit is in

accordance with instructions manual to energy measurement panel development

and installation, and to select measurement license, production license,

enter-into-grid license safe series quality product for development. It is widely

applied to AC 50/60Hz, rated voltage of 380/415V distribution system for

conversion, distribution, control, measuring, compensation and protection of

energy in power, lighting and distribution equipment. This product has high

breaking capacity, good dynamic-thermal stability, flexible electrical scheme,

new design structure, high protection class etc.

Model

X B K C J W- /

Outdoor type

Branch number

Capacity of capacitor(kVA)

Matching transformer capacity(kVA)

Design sequence(use Arabian number to indicate)

Only the device with reactive power shall add J

Measurement

Control

Fixed installation

Closed type distribution box

Structure feature

1. The main frame of product adopts 1.5mm thickness cold-rolled plate or stainless steel to folding, the frame adopts partly-welding

    structure model, also can adopts heat-shielding structure of stainless steel double-layer patent. The main frame is arranged

    with the pole of modular hole.

2. The device is designed according to three-phase five-wire system and three-phase four-wire system.

3. To design capacitance compensation function in order to meet the requirements of  power supply improving power factor.

4. In order to improve dynamic-thermal stability capability of busbar and the contact surface temperature rising, all devices

    adopt TMY-T2 series hard-copper busbar, the copper busbar adopts tinning disposal.

5. The protection class is IP43.

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 , average temp. in 24 hours: +35 ; lower capacitance according to actual conditions

    when exceeding +35 .

2. Altitude: 2000m;

3. Relative humidity of ambient air under 40  highest tempt: 50%, so it is allowable to exist larger relative humidity under

    low temperature, such as 90% of 20 . There will be have dew under the condition of high temperature low down hastily.  

4. The oblique mounting angle: 5 ;

5. Applicable occasions should free from explosives, corrosives and severe vibrations.

XL-21(G) Low Voltage Power Panel
Summary

XL-21(G)X LV closed type power panel can be used in  AC 500V or  lowe r

system of three-phase three-wire, three-phase four-wire, three-phase five-wire

for electricity-generating and mine enterprises, also for the purpose of power,

lighting, distribution. XL-21(G) type low voltage power panel has flexible

distribution scheme, conven ient combination, good practical perfor mance,

new structure and etc.

X L  -  2 1  ( G )

Power panel

Closed type

Design serial No.

Model

Structure feature

1. Main electrical performance shall completely comply with regulations of IEC60439-1:1992,GB7251.1-1997.

2. The auxiliary circuit has functions of local/remote, remote, automatic control and in- site/remo te, remote  control switch. The

    contactor can adopt DC protection.

3. Receiving main switch has optional protection of instant trip and pyromagnetic trip. Can cancel instant protection for matching

    next class main-switch, avoid skip-class tripping, and has functions of motor/manual operation and automatic switch.

4. Main sw itch of feeding circuit has protection of instant trip and pyromagnetic trip. Can add fault protection if customer required.

5. The motor control circuit has protection of short-circuit instant, overload, undervoltage release and phase-break.

6. Ammeter and voltage meter for incoming circuit.

Ambient condition

1. Altitude: 2000m;

2. The indoor environment shall be non-ash, non-corrosion gas, and rainwater-proof;

3. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 , the measured average temp. i n 24  hou rs: 35 ; the  temp . under stora ge and

    transportation condition: -25 ~+55 , the temp. in short time 70 ;

4. Relative humidity under the highest temp. of 40 : 50%; 

5. No vibration and the oblique mounting angle: 5 .

Technical specification

No. Item Unit Data

1

2

3

4

5

Main circuit rated voltage

Auxiliary circuit rated voltage

Rated frequency

Rated insulation voltage

Rated current

V

V

Hz

V

A

AC:400

AC:220,380

50/60

660

1250

Structure  feature

1. XL-21(G) type low-voltage close type power cabinet, to be assemblied with C type or 8MF type material. The frame and spec ial

    parts will be supplied by our company in order to guarantee the accuracy and quliaty of cabinet. Other cabinet parts is designed

    according to scale principle with high generalized coefficient, and can fulfill production in advance.

2. Use removable height to connect cabinet door and frame, convenient installation and unloading.

3. The earthing of instrument door for electrical components installation adopts soft multi copper wire to connect frame. The

    installation parts in cabinet connect the knurled washer, the complete cabinet comprises the integrated  earthing  protection

    system. 
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300 500

500 500

300 500

500 500

300 700

500 700

300 700

500 700

400

600

400

600

400

600

400

600

600

600

600

600

800

800

800

800

1600

1600

1600

1800

1800

1800

2000

2000

Height Width Depth B A Installation size(C type material)

(mm)Table3

Note: 1. The dimension of cabinet can be according to the diagram from customer.

          2. The dimension showed in the diagram do not include the door and right-left board. 

Outline and installation dimension

 XL-21(G) Power panel outline mounting dimension 

A VA A

A

W

H
B

D

4-    12

GZD(W) DC Power Supply PanelMicro-computer 

GZD(W) micro-computer DC power supply panel is a new product which mainly

design for nobody monitor substation. It applies to power plant and substation

as a DC power supply to open and close HV switch and relay protection automatic

control fault lighting.

1. Input voltage:  AC380V 10%;

2. Output voltage: DC220V, DC110V, DC48V;

3. Output current: 10,20,30,40,50,60,100,200A;

4. Voltage regulation precision: 1%;

5. Permanent flow precision: 1%;

6. Permanent flow factor: 1%;

7. Main transformer temperature rise: 60 ;

8. Noise: 55dB;

9. Working type: Continuous working.

Summary

Model

Technical specification

Product feature

Model Description Spec. Application

GZD(W)30- /

GZD(W)31- /

GZD(W)32- /

GZD(W)33- /

GZD(W)34- /

GZD(W)35- /

GZD(W)40- /

GZD(W)41- /

GZD(W)42- /

GZD(W)43- /

Single busbar section, single bank battery, two sets 
double line charging output, no reduction voltage loop
Single busbar, single bank battery, two sets double
line charging output, no reduction voltage loop

Double busbar, double banks battery,
 two sets double lines charging output

10

10

20

20

20

20

10

12

10

12

Power plant or large substation

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

Design number

Note: Press N+1 redundant principle to collocate module quantity when adopts high frequency switch power
supply module as charging device.

1. Equal charge and floating charging condition for choice, convenient to adjust voltage, Be with function of voltage regulation

    limit current and permanent flow limit voltage for choice.

2. Micro computer monitor unit adopts large LCD screen, perfect human-machine interface. Display battery capacity, battery

    voltage, charging current, control busbar voltage, load current and DC system parameters in English. It will be perfect equal

    current performance to circulate multi module. Another modules will be normal circulation when plug in or out anyone module

    separately. Restart to throw in after AC loss electricity, the system can choose the best charging type according b attery

    capacity. The system will be normal if micro computer monitor unit retreat from system.

Double busbar section, single bank 
battery, two sets double line charging output
Double busbar  single bank 
battery, two sets double line charging output

Double busbar section, single bank 
battery, two sets triplicate line charging output
Double busbar, single bank 
battery, two sets triplicate line charging output
Single busbar section, single bank battery, two sets 
double line charging output, no reduction voltage loop

Double busbar section, double banks battery,
 triplicate sets double lines charging output
Double busbar, double banks battery,
 two sets triplicate lines charging output

Power plant or large substation

Power plant or large substation

Power plant or large substation

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

G Z D W /

Battery
G Cadmium-nickel battery

M Lead-acid battery

Rated voltage(V)
Battery rated capacity(AH)
Design serial No.
Micro-computer control
Power system
DC power supply
Panel
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600
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Outline and installation dimension
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A VA A

A

W

H
B

D

4-    12

GZD(W) DC Power Supply PanelMicro-computer 

GZD(W) micro-computer DC power supply panel is a new product which mainly

design for nobody monitor substation. It applies to power plant and substation

as a DC power supply to open and close HV switch and relay protection automatic

control fault lighting.

1. Input voltage:  AC380V 10%;

2. Output voltage: DC220V, DC110V, DC48V;

3. Output current: 10,20,30,40,50,60,100,200A;

4. Voltage regulation precision: 1%;

5. Permanent flow precision: 1%;

6. Permanent flow factor: 1%;

7. Main transformer temperature rise: 60 ;

8. Noise: 55dB;

9. Working type: Continuous working.

Summary

Model

Technical specification

Product feature

Model Description Spec. Application

GZD(W)30- /

GZD(W)31- /
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GZD(W)43- /

Single busbar section, single bank battery, two sets 
double line charging output, no reduction voltage loop
Single busbar, single bank battery, two sets double
line charging output, no reduction voltage loop

Double busbar, double banks battery,
 two sets double lines charging output

10

10

20

20

20

20

10

12

10

12

Power plant or large substation

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

Design number

Note: Press N+1 redundant principle to collocate module quantity when adopts high frequency switch power
supply module as charging device.

1. Equal charge and floating charging condition for choice, convenient to adjust voltage, Be with function of voltage regulation

    limit current and permanent flow limit voltage for choice.

2. Micro computer monitor unit adopts large LCD screen, perfect human-machine interface. Display battery capacity, battery

    voltage, charging current, control busbar voltage, load current and DC system parameters in English. It will be perfect equal

    current performance to circulate multi module. Another modules will be normal circulation when plug in or out anyone module

    separately. Restart to throw in after AC loss electricity, the system can choose the best charging type according b attery

    capacity. The system will be normal if micro computer monitor unit retreat from system.

Double busbar section, single bank 
battery, two sets double line charging output
Double busbar  single bank 
battery, two sets double line charging output

Double busbar section, single bank 
battery, two sets triplicate line charging output
Double busbar, single bank 
battery, two sets triplicate line charging output
Single busbar section, single bank battery, two sets 
double line charging output, no reduction voltage loop

Double busbar section, double banks battery,
 triplicate sets double lines charging output
Double busbar, double banks battery,
 two sets triplicate lines charging output

Power plant or large substation

Power plant or large substation

Power plant or large substation

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

10-220kV substation,
small & medium scale factory

G Z D W /

Battery
G Cadmium-nickel battery

M Lead-acid battery

Rated voltage(V)
Battery rated capacity(AH)
Design serial No.
Micro-computer control
Power system
DC power supply
Panel
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Series DC power supply system diagram

GZDW31 DC power supply system diagram

Closing loop control loop Closing loop control loop

AC input

Mk1              Q5                   Mkn

1Q4                            2Q4

Q1

3Q1X

1L+

3Q2X

2L+

Voltage monitor

Insulation monitor

Closing loop    Control loop

Voltage monitor

Insulation monitor

AC input

3QX

L+

Q1

Mk1                              Mkn
Q5

GZDW30 DC power supply system diagram

GZDW32 DC power supply diagram

GZDW33 DC power supply system diagram

GZDW41 DC power supply system diagram

Closing loop Control loop

3Q1X   4Q1X                      3Q1X   4Q1X

1L1+ 2L1+

1L2+ 2L2+
2Q41Q4

1Q3 2Q3

Q1

Q5
Mk1 Mkn

AC input

Insulation monitor

Voltage monitor

 Voltage monitor

Insulation monitor3QX    4QX

Q1

Q5
Mk1 Mkn

AC input

Closing loop Control loop

AC input

Mk1 MknQ5

L1+
L2+

1Q3                     2Q3

Q1

3QX    4QX

Closing loop Control loop

 Voltage monitor

Insulation monitor

Closing loop Control loop
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Series DC power supply system diagram

GZDW31 DC power supply system diagram
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GZDW43 DC power supply diagram

Reduce voltage device working diagram

AC inputAC input

1Mk1               1Mkn   2Mk1                2Mkn   
Q5 Q5

1Q1                                           2Q1

1Q3                         2Q3

L1+

L2+

3QX   4QX

 Voltage monitor

Insulation monitor

Closing loop Control loop

Voltage 
regulating 

relay

Manual 
adjustable 

switch

Adjustable
relay

Reduction voltage
thyristack

L1+

L-

GD

L2+

L-

7      1              2               3              4              5        6

K7           K8           K9          K10          K11

K7            K8           K9          K10           K11

Busbar voltage control relay

HYJ1/S Three Phase Emergency Power Supply(power and illumination)

Model

H  -  kW  /  S

Three-phase AC output

Output rated capacity

Emergency power supply

Feature code

Summary

HYJ1/S series emergency power supply product is developed and manufactured

independently by our company. Adopt fully-number modularized modern

technology, has higher reliability, short switch-time, good power supply quality

etc., Suit able for facilities of first class loads or electrical equipments of very

impor tant loads, the fire emergency lighting, to provide second or third power

supply. HYJ1/S series emergency power supply adopts mature inverter technology,

and integrate inverter, charger and controller, convenient for installation a nd

maintenance.

Product feature

1. Controlled by INTEL micro processor.

2. Impulse broad modulate PWM technology, adopt the newest IGBT inverter module.

3. Can supply power to any inductance or capacitance.

4. The lead and components have fire-retardant or nonflame characteristics. 

5. LED liquid crystal indication.

6. Arrange RS232/485 interface.

7. Single battery patrol inspection.

8. The main components and parts will adopt international famous brand.

Ambient condition

This power supply is power/lighting emergency resources, is suitable for various three-phase, single-phase and mixed electrical

equipments, such as elevator, wind turbine, pump, lighting, air-condition for emergency power supply. Apply to high buildings,

hospital, airport, subway, generating factory, malls, banks, securities etc. Wide application range, good loads compatibility.

Technical specification

Allowed range of input AC voltage(V)

AC input frequency(Hz)

AC output rated power(kW)

AC output frequency precision(V)

 Emergency output frequency precision(Hz)

Overload capacity

Inverter efficiency(80% hindering loads)

Protection function

Transfer time

Battery specify

Adoptable loads

Backup time

Noise(1m)

Ambient condition

Humidity

Altitude

AC380/220 5%

50 5%

2.2~400kW

 Same as city power supply voltage; Emergency AC380/220 5%

50 0.5%

120% normal operation

City power supply voltage 100%; Emergency power supply 90%

0.25sec

This power supply is especially adapted to inductance loads 
and capacitance inductance mixed loads

60min/90min/120min(according to customer requirements)

 City power supply 0dB; Emergency power supply 55dB

-20 ~+55

0~90%, non-dew

2000m

Model HYJ1/S

Output overload, output short-circuit, overheated protection,
 Accumulator overcharged, overdischarged protection

YJ1

Valve regulated lead-acid battery/maintenance free
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GZDW43 DC power supply diagram

Reduce voltage device working diagram

AC inputAC input

1Mk1               1Mkn   2Mk1                2Mkn   
Q5 Q5
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7      1              2               3              4              5        6

K7           K8           K9          K10          K11

K7            K8           K9          K10           K11

Busbar voltage control relay

HYJ1/S Three Phase Emergency Power Supply(power and illumination)

Model

H  -  kW  /  S

Three-phase AC output

Output rated capacity

Emergency power supply

Feature code

Summary

HYJ1/S series emergency power supply product is developed and manufactured

independently by our company. Adopt fully-number modularized modern

technology, has higher reliability, short switch-time, good power supply quality

etc., Suit able for facilities of first class loads or electrical equipments of very

impor tant loads, the fire emergency lighting, to provide second or third power

supply. HYJ1/S series emergency power supply adopts mature inverter technology,

and integrate inverter, charger and controller, convenient for installation a nd

maintenance.

Product feature

1. Controlled by INTEL micro processor.

2. Impulse broad modulate PWM technology, adopt the newest IGBT inverter module.

3. Can supply power to any inductance or capacitance.

4. The lead and components have fire-retardant or nonflame characteristics. 

5. LED liquid crystal indication.

6. Arrange RS232/485 interface.

7. Single battery patrol inspection.

8. The main components and parts will adopt international famous brand.

Ambient condition

This power supply is power/lighting emergency resources, is suitable for various three-phase, single-phase and mixed electrical

equipments, such as elevator, wind turbine, pump, lighting, air-condition for emergency power supply. Apply to high buildings,

hospital, airport, subway, generating factory, malls, banks, securities etc. Wide application range, good loads compatibility.

Technical specification

Allowed range of input AC voltage(V)

AC input frequency(Hz)

AC output rated power(kW)

AC output frequency precision(V)

 Emergency output frequency precision(Hz)

Overload capacity

Inverter efficiency(80% hindering loads)

Protection function

Transfer time

Battery specify

Adoptable loads

Backup time

Noise(1m)

Ambient condition

Humidity

Altitude

AC380/220 5%

50 5%

2.2~400kW

 Same as city power supply voltage; Emergency AC380/220 5%

50 0.5%

120% normal operation

City power supply voltage 100%; Emergency power supply 90%

0.25sec

This power supply is especially adapted to inductance loads 
and capacitance inductance mixed loads

60min/90min/120min(according to customer requirements)

 City power supply 0dB; Emergency power supply 55dB

-20 ~+55

0~90%, non-dew

2000m

Model HYJ1/S

Output overload, output short-circuit, overheated protection,
 Accumulator overcharged, overdischarged protection

YJ1

Valve regulated lead-acid battery/maintenance free
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Control box Load 1M1

Control box Load 2M2

General power  

M1

M2

M2

Main line scheme

Scheme code S01: Three-phase input, three-phase single circuit output

EPSYJS-01

Scheme code S02: Three-phase input, three-phase multi- circuit output (The relay device can be made in the EPS

inside when especially pointing out)

Double-scheme code S03: Double-resource wiring diagram

L1

L2

L3

Ln

General using

For future using

Lift

Pump

Wind power generator

Lighting from first to N

General using

For future using

Control box

Control box

Control box

HYJ1/P Frequency-conversion Three-phase Emergency Power Supply
Summary

HYJ1/P seri es EPS is especially designed for motor loads, can prevent any

smashing to power supply from motor loads, have been  widely a pplied to

high building,  malls, hospital, highway, tunnel, airport etc.

This power supply is frequency-conversion three-phase dynamic model emergency, only for fire-resistance equipment of on e-

route or motor of one-stage loads, can solve smashing of power supply equipments from motor emergency power supply and

its starting process. Such as pump, motor of wind turbine and other equipment.

Technical specification

 Allowed range of input AC voltage(V)

AC input frequency(Hz)

AC output rated power(kW)

AC output voltage(V)

Emergency output frequency(Hz)

Overload capacity

Inverter efficiency(80% hindering loads)

Protection functioin

Fire linkage

Battery specify

Adaptable loads

Backup time

Noise(1m)

Ambient condition

Altitude

AC380/220 5%, independent N wire and PE wire

50/60 5%

2.2~400kW

SPWM output, adjustable between 0~380

0~50Hz inverter start

120% normal working

90%

Output overload, output short-circuit, overheated protection,
 accumulator overcharged, overdischarged protection

DC24V

Motor loads

60min/90min/120min(according to customer requirements)

City power supply 0dB, Emergency power supply 55dB

-20 ~+55

0~90%, non-dew

2000m

Output power (kW): 2.2, 3.7, 5.5, 7.5, 11, 15, 18.5, 22, 30, 37, 45, 55, 75, 93, 110, 132, 160, 187, 200, 220, 250, 280, 315, 400. 

Model HYJ1/P

Humidity

Model

H  YJ1  -  KW  /  P

Motor used type inverter output

Output rated capacity

Emergency power supply

Enterprise feature code

Ambient condition

Manual/motor

Commutate

Charge

Three phase
power test

Storage
battery

Operating signal

Remote control(by handle)

Fire control linkage(DC24V)

Manual/motor condition signal

Counter conversion/
frequency conversion

KM1

VRLA(Valve-regulated Lead Acid) Battery/Maintenance Free
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Inverter efficiency(80% hindering loads)

Protection functioin

Fire linkage
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Adaptable loads

Backup time

Noise(1m)

Ambient condition

Altitude

AC380/220 5%, independent N wire and PE wire

50/60 5%

2.2~400kW

SPWM output, adjustable between 0~380

0~50Hz inverter start

120% normal working

90%

Output overload, output short-circuit, overheated protection,
 accumulator overcharged, overdischarged protection

DC24V

Motor loads

60min/90min/120min(according to customer requirements)

City power supply 0dB, Emergency power supply 55dB
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Output power (kW): 2.2, 3.7, 5.5, 7.5, 11, 15, 18.5, 22, 30, 37, 45, 55, 75, 93, 110, 132, 160, 187, 200, 220, 250, 280, 315, 400. 
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H  YJ1  -  KW  /  P

Motor used type inverter output

Output rated capacity

Emergency power supply

Enterprise feature code

Ambient condition

Manual/motor

Commutate

Charge

Three phase
power test
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Operating signal

Remote control(by handle)

Fire control linkage(DC24V)
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Counter conversion/
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YJP type EPS battery arrangement, dimension and weight 

900

1120

1120

1580

1580

2240

3160

3160

Battery
weight (kg)No. Model

Output power
(kW)

Main machine
dimension (D W H)

Battery panel 
dimension (D W H)

Battery panel
 number

Weight of main 
machine (kg)

HYJ1-2.2kW

HYJ1-3.7kW

HYJ1-5.5kW

HYJ1-7.5kW

HYJ1-11kW

HYJ1-15kW

HYJ1-18.5kW

HYJ1-22kW

HYJ1-30kW

HYJ1-37kW

HYJ1-45kW

HYJ1-55kW

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2.2

3.7

5.5

7.5

11

15

18.5

22

30

37

45

55

600 600 2000

600 600 2000

600 800 2200

800 800 2200

600 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

600 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

800 800 2200

The battery is in the main machine

The battery is in the main machine

The battery is in the main machine

The battery is in the main machine

The battery is in the main machine
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Main line scheme

Scheme code P01: load principle and wiring diagram of unit

EPSYJS/P-01

Scheme code P02: principle and wiring diagram of double 

EPSYJS/P-02

Manual/
automatic

Operation signal(contact with no resource)

Remote control(manual force)

Fire linkage(DC24V)

Manual/automatic signal (contact with no resource)

Operation signal(contact with no resource)

Remote control(manual force)

Fire linkage(DC24V)

Manual/automatic signal (contact with no resource)

Change

Control

Manual

Motor

HYDB1 Power Distribution Box (Single Door)
Summary 

HYDB Low voltage Distribution board for pole/pad mounted transformer station

is a kind of LV complete-set switch equipment of urban/rural power distribution

system, it's widely applied to AC 50/60Hz, rated voltage of 380/415V distribution

system for conversion distribution, control, measuring, protection of transformer

in power, The connection scheme of its technical standard, technical  criterion,

measuring unit is in accordance with instructions manual to energy measurement

panel development and installation, and to select measurement license, production

license, enter-into-grid license safe series quality product for development.

The moulded case circuit breaker as the main component according to capacity

of different transformer which be putted into one SMC fiber glass box. The box

has nice appearance, the configuration reasonable and reliable. Also the product

has high breaking capacity, good dynamic-thermal stability, flexible electrical

scheme, new design structure, high protection class etc. This product accord

with standard of IEC60439 &GB/T7251 Low-voltage Switchgear Apparatus

and Control Apparatus .

Structure feature

1. The enclosure of p roduct made of high quality SMC (Sheet Moulding Compounds) fiber glass, which has perfect performance:

    antisepsis capability, absolute sealed waterproof, reliable insulation, anti-tampering, safe protection of lead-seal and lock,

    life-span of more than 30 years, (indoor life-span will be more than 60 years)and resistance to impulse(impulse the each

    weakness of the shell with 1Nm for three times, no damage will appear.)

2. There are some small holes at top of inner box, prevent to dew occurred in case of being moisture.  

3. There is one lighting lamp and one socket in side of inner box.

4. There is some energy meters for measuring.

5. The main MCCB used to protect transformer and the other small MCCB used to branch circuit.  

6. The protection class is IP54 (Some special requirement should be negotiated with the manufacturer).

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -25 40 .

2. Altitude: 3000m.

3. The relative humidity of month average: 90%.

4. Applicable occasions should free from explosive, corrosives and severe vibrations.

Outline dimension
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YJP type EPS battery arrangement, dimension and weight 
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Battery
weight (kg)No. Model

Output power
(kW)

Main machine
dimension (D W H)

Battery panel 
dimension (D W H)

Battery panel
 number

Weight of main 
machine (kg)

HYJ1-2.2kW

HYJ1-3.7kW
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Main line scheme

Scheme code P01: load principle and wiring diagram of unit

EPSYJS/P-01

Scheme code P02: principle and wiring diagram of double 

EPSYJS/P-02

Manual/
automatic

Operation signal(contact with no resource)

Remote control(manual force)

Fire linkage(DC24V)

Manual/automatic signal (contact with no resource)

Operation signal(contact with no resource)

Remote control(manual force)

Fire linkage(DC24V)

Manual/automatic signal (contact with no resource)

Change

Control

Manual

Motor

HYDB1 Power Distribution Box (Single Door)
Summary 

HYDB Low voltage Distribution board for pole/pad mounted transformer station

is a kind of LV complete-set switch equipment of urban/rural power distribution

system, it's widely applied to AC 50/60Hz, rated voltage of 380/415V distribution

system for conversion distribution, control, measuring, protection of transformer

in power, The connection scheme of its technical standard, technical  criterion,

measuring unit is in accordance with instructions manual to energy measurement

panel development and installation, and to select measurement license, production

license, enter-into-grid license safe series quality product for development.

The moulded case circuit breaker as the main component according to capacity

of different transformer which be putted into one SMC fiber glass box. The box

has nice appearance, the configuration reasonable and reliable. Also the product

has high breaking capacity, good dynamic-thermal stability, flexible electrical

scheme, new design structure, high protection class etc. This product accord

with standard of IEC60439 &GB/T7251 Low-voltage Switchgear Apparatus

and Control Apparatus .

Structure feature

1. The enclosure of p roduct made of high quality SMC (Sheet Moulding Compounds) fiber glass, which has perfect performance:

    antisepsis capability, absolute sealed waterproof, reliable insulation, anti-tampering, safe protection of lead-seal and lock,

    life-span of more than 30 years, (indoor life-span will be more than 60 years)and resistance to impulse(impulse the each

    weakness of the shell with 1Nm for three times, no damage will appear.)

2. There are some small holes at top of inner box, prevent to dew occurred in case of being moisture.  

3. There is one lighting lamp and one socket in side of inner box.

4. There is some energy meters for measuring.

5. The main MCCB used to protect transformer and the other small MCCB used to branch circuit.  

6. The protection class is IP54 (Some special requirement should be negotiated with the manufacturer).

Ambient condition

1. Ambient temperature: -25 40 .

2. Altitude: 3000m.

3. The relative humidity of month average: 90%.

4. Applicable occasions should free from explosive, corrosives and severe vibrations.

Outline dimension
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YB -40.5(12)/0.69 Wind Power Special Compact Substation
Summary 

Nowadays, the wind energy source becomes one of the most important energy

sources, and it is one of 'Green energy sources' which has great  potential

exploiting and applied perspective. 

In normal time, the wind turbine output voltage is 690V, so it must be boosted

to transmit far away. The wind farm usually use the cable to c onnect wind

generator to wind power special prefabricated substation, boosting the voltage

from 690V to 40.5kV, then transmit the power to wind farm's core substation,

the core substation will boost the voltage again then connect t o state power

grid. The wind generator and packaged boosting transformer integration adopt

one generator-one transformer unit wiring. This type prefabricated substation

is designed and exploited according to this requirement.

Ambient condition

1. Altitude: 1000m

2. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+50

3. Relative humidity: Dalily meaning value 95%, Month meaning value 90%

4. Outdoor wind speed 35m/s

5. Ground gradient 30

6. Seismic intensity VII degree 

7. No flame, explosion, serious pollution, chemical corrosion and severe vibration

     in mounting place, the pollution degree II degree.

Model 

YB    -   / 0.6 9 - 

Rated capacity of transformer: KVA

Rated voltage KV of LV side of transformer

Rated voltage KV of HV side of transformer

Design code

Prefabricated Substation 

Stanards

H.V./L.V. Prefabricated Substation

H.V. AC Disconnect switch and earthing switch

3kV-63kV AC H.V. Load break switch 

H.V. AC Load break switch fuse combined apparatus

3.6kV-40.5kV AC Metal-clad switchgear and controlling equipments. 

The public technical requirements of H.V. Switch equipment and controlling

equipment standard

L.V. Switchgear equipments and controlling equipments, part 1: type test and

partial type test switchgear equipments 

H.V. test technology part1: common test requirements

Enclosure protection degree: IP code 

H.V./L.V. prefabicated substation selection guide rule

Three phases oil-immersed power distribution transformer's technical data and

requirements

IEC 420

IEC62271-200:2003; GB3906-2006

IEC60694:1996; GB/T11022-1999 

IEC60439-1:1999; GB7251.1-2005

DL/T 537-2002

IEC60060-1:1989; GB/T16927.1-1997

IEC60529(1989); GB4208-1993

IEC62271-202 & GB/T17467-1998

IEC62271-102 & GB/T1985

IEC62271-105 & GB/T 3804-1990

IEC60076 & GB/T6451

Under normal usage condition it accroding to IEC 60694 and GB11022

Technical specification

Data
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Reted frequency 

System voltage 

Max. Operating voltage 

Switch rated voltage 

Switch transfer voltage 

Rated short time withstand current 

Rated peak withstand current 

P.F withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth )

Rated short circuit breaking current (Current-limited fuse )

Breaking No-load transformer's capacity  

Rated voltage 

Rated capacity 

Tap-changer scope 

Vector group

Impedance voltage 

Rated voltage 

Rated current

Main circuit rated short time withstand current 

Main circuit rated peak withstand current

Protection degree 

Noise level 

Material 

Lightning impulse withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth)

kV

A

A

A

kA

kA

kV

kV

kA

times

FZRN21-12

12

630

125

3150

31.5(4s)

50

42/48

75/85

FZRN21-40.5

1250

3150

12.5(4s)

31.5

FKN -40.5R

40.5

400 630

200

1000

12.5 31.5(4s)

31.5 50

95/118

185/215

31.5

10000

air

Item Data

air air

Max. operating voltage 

Insulation type 

LBS rated current 

Rated capacitor group breaking current

Switch transfer current 

LBS rated short time withstand current 

LBS rated peak withstand current 

P.F withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth )

Rated short circuit breaking current(Current-limited fuse )

Mechanical life 

Lightning impulse withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth )

Main specification of transformer

The transformer mainly use the S9(11)-M type absolute sealing transformer, and its capacity is as following: 

50,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600,2000,2500KVA 

Main components technical data

10(11)/12, 35/40.5

Non-metal / Cement / Wooden / Steel
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YB -40.5(12)/0.69 Wind Power Special Compact Substation
Summary 

Nowadays, the wind energy source becomes one of the most important energy

sources, and it is one of 'Green energy sources' which has great  potential

exploiting and applied perspective. 

In normal time, the wind turbine output voltage is 690V, so it must be boosted

to transmit far away. The wind farm usually use the cable to c onnect wind

generator to wind power special prefabricated substation, boosting the voltage

from 690V to 40.5kV, then transmit the power to wind farm's core substation,

the core substation will boost the voltage again then connect t o state power

grid. The wind generator and packaged boosting transformer integration adopt

one generator-one transformer unit wiring. This type prefabricated substation

is designed and exploited according to this requirement.

Ambient condition

1. Altitude: 1000m

2. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+50

3. Relative humidity: Dalily meaning value 95%, Month meaning value 90%

4. Outdoor wind speed 35m/s

5. Ground gradient 30

6. Seismic intensity VII degree 

7. No flame, explosion, serious pollution, chemical corrosion and severe vibration

     in mounting place, the pollution degree II degree.

Model 

YB    -   / 0.6 9 - 

Rated capacity of transformer: KVA

Rated voltage KV of LV side of transformer

Rated voltage KV of HV side of transformer

Design code

Prefabricated Substation 

Stanards

H.V./L.V. Prefabricated Substation

H.V. AC Disconnect switch and earthing switch

3kV-63kV AC H.V. Load break switch 

H.V. AC Load break switch fuse combined apparatus

3.6kV-40.5kV AC Metal-clad switchgear and controlling equipments. 

The public technical requirements of H.V. Switch equipment and controlling

equipment standard

L.V. Switchgear equipments and controlling equipments, part 1: type test and

partial type test switchgear equipments 

H.V. test technology part1: common test requirements

Enclosure protection degree: IP code 

H.V./L.V. prefabicated substation selection guide rule

Three phases oil-immersed power distribution transformer's technical data and

requirements

IEC 420

IEC62271-200:2003; GB3906-2006

IEC60694:1996; GB/T11022-1999 

IEC60439-1:1999; GB7251.1-2005

DL/T 537-2002

IEC60060-1:1989; GB/T16927.1-1997

IEC60529(1989); GB4208-1993

IEC62271-202 & GB/T17467-1998

IEC62271-102 & GB/T1985

IEC62271-105 & GB/T 3804-1990

IEC60076 & GB/T6451

Under normal usage condition it accroding to IEC 60694 and GB11022

Technical specification

Data
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System voltage 

Max. Operating voltage 

Switch rated voltage 

Switch transfer voltage 

Rated short time withstand current 

Rated peak withstand current 

P.F withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth )

Rated short circuit breaking current (Current-limited fuse )

Breaking No-load transformer's capacity  

Rated voltage 

Rated capacity 

Tap-changer scope 

Vector group

Impedance voltage 

Rated voltage 

Rated current

Main circuit rated short time withstand current 

Main circuit rated peak withstand current

Protection degree 

Noise level 

Material 

Lightning impulse withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth)

kV

A

A

A
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times

FZRN21-12

12

630

125

3150

31.5(4s)
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1250

3150
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FKN -40.5R

40.5

400 630
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12.5 31.5(4s)

31.5 50
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air

Item Data

air air

Max. operating voltage 

Insulation type 

LBS rated current 

Rated capacitor group breaking current

Switch transfer current 

LBS rated short time withstand current 

LBS rated peak withstand current 

P.F withstand voltage(Phase to phase, phase to earth )

Rated short circuit breaking current(Current-limited fuse )

Mechanical life 

Lightning impulse withstand voltage (Phase to phase, phase to earth )

Main specification of transformer

The transformer mainly use the S9(11)-M type absolute sealing transformer, and its capacity is as following: 

50,80,100,125,160,200,250,315,400,500,630,800,1000,1250,1600,2000,2500KVA 

Main components technical data

10(11)/12, 35/40.5

Non-metal / Cement / Wooden / Steel
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Main Programs

Program 1 Program 2

Program 3 Program 4

YB Series European Style Compact  Substation

Model 

Transformer rated capacity (kVA)

Low voltage side rated voltage (kV)

High voltage side rated voltage(kV)

Arrangement 

Pre-fabricated substation

-YB 12 0.4/

1. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Wind pressure: 700Pa;

4. Humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

5. Pollution degree: ;

6. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

7. Occasions without fiercely shake and corrosiveness, as well as without flaming and explosive matter, the verticality is no

    more than 3 degree. 

Ambient condition

No. Item Unit High voltage unit Transformer Low voltage unit 

1 Rated voltage kV 12 12/0.4 0.4

3 Rated current A 630 100~2500

4 Rated cutting current kA 50 105~63

2 Rated capacity kVA 30~1600

6 Rated peak value withstand current kV(peak) 50 30/1

7 Rated closing current kA 50 63

5 Rated short time withstand current kA 20/3

Technical specification

Composition 

The covering material are: colored steel plate, cold rolled plate, stainless steel,

glass-fabric special cement, aluminum alloy and copper aluminum zinc plate.

The insulating medium of medium voltage switch device: can be SF6, air and

vacuum. Transformer can be oil and dry type. Low voltage comparment main

switch can be universal breaker, intelligent breaker type. 

Product feature

1. There are automatic temperature controlling device, exhaust blower, heating and dew resistant device in the substation.

2. Characteristic: Fastness, heat insulation, ventilation, good performance, guards against the micro-organsm, moisture proof,

    nice looking, convenient maintenance, occupies little ground and so on.

3. At the high voltage side, use breaking switch and current limited fuse as the protector for the transformer. When the current

    limited fuse was fused, the three-phase load breaking switch will cut off. The high voltage side also can adopt the vacuum

    breaker as the protector.

4. At the bottom of the transformer, the pony truss can be installed, which can pass in and out freely for the inspection.

5. The wiring and arrangement are various; In terms of different  environment and condition,  it can adopt di fferen t st ructu res

    and covering material.

-
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Main Programs

Program 1 Program 2

Program 3 Program 4

YB Series European Style Compact  Substation

Model 

Transformer rated capacity (kVA)

Low voltage side rated voltage (kV)

High voltage side rated voltage(kV)

Arrangement 

Pre-fabricated substation

-YB 12 0.4/

1. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 ;

2. Altitude: 1000m;

3. Wind pressure: 700Pa;

4. Humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

5. Pollution degree: ;

6. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

7. Occasions without fiercely shake and corrosiveness, as well as without flaming and explosive matter, the verticality is no

    more than 3 degree. 

Ambient condition

No. Item Unit High voltage unit Transformer Low voltage unit 

1 Rated voltage kV 12 12/0.4 0.4

3 Rated current A 630 100~2500

4 Rated cutting current kA 50 105~63

2 Rated capacity kVA 30~1600

6 Rated peak value withstand current kV(peak) 50 30/1

7 Rated closing current kA 50 63

5 Rated short time withstand current kA 20/3

Technical specification

Composition 

The covering material are: colored steel plate, cold rolled plate, stainless steel,

glass-fabric special cement, aluminum alloy and copper aluminum zinc plate.

The insulating medium of medium voltage switch device: can be SF6, air and

vacuum. Transformer can be oil and dry type. Low voltage comparment main

switch can be universal breaker, intelligent breaker type. 

Product feature

1. There are automatic temperature controlling device, exhaust blower, heating and dew resistant device in the substation.

2. Characteristic: Fastness, heat insulation, ventilation, good performance, guards against the micro-organsm, moisture proof,

    nice looking, convenient maintenance, occupies little ground and so on.

3. At the high voltage side, use breaking switch and current limited fuse as the protector for the transformer. When the current

    limited fuse was fused, the three-phase load breaking switch will cut off. The high voltage side also can adopt the vacuum

    breaker as the protector.

4. At the bottom of the transformer, the pony truss can be installed, which can pass in and out freely for the inspection.

5. The wiring and arrangement are various; In terms of different  environment and condition,  it can adopt di fferen t st ructu res

    and covering material.
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Anti-corrosion wooden covering Nonmetal covering

Colored steel plate covering 

Steel covering Stainless steel covering 

Aluminum alloy covering

No. Item Unit High voltage unit Transformer Low voltage unit 

8 Power frequency withstand voltage kV/min

Phase-earth and phase-phase:42/18

Across open contacts:48/1

11kV Cable AC withstand voltage
phase-earth:25/15

35/1 2.5/1

9 Lightning impulse withstand voltage kV(peak)
Phase-earth and phase-phase 75

Across open contacts:85
75

10 Protection degree

11 Noise level dB 55

IP33

It adopt the S9(11)-M fully sealing transformer and SC9 solid-cast transformer, the capacity is: 30, 50, 80, 100, 125, 160,

200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1000, 1250, 1600kVA.

ZBW Series Combination Compact Substation

The ZBW series combination compact substation is a outdoor three-phase

complete power distribution rated frequency is 50/60Hz, and the voltage at

the HV side is 3 5kV, LV side is 0.4kV. It can be used in the cities, vill ages

and towns, path, factories, oil field, mine, dock, as well as constructi ve work

places, for the accepting, converting and distributing. It has the features of

strong complete set, small volume, convenience installation, simple maintenance,

low cost, high automatic performance and safety running.

The combination substation can meet the technical requirement of: IEC62271-202

& GB/T17467-1998: high voltage / low voltage prefabricated substation, GB

1985-2004 high DC disconnecting switch and earthing switch, GB/T3309-19

89 the mechanism test of high voltage devi ce in air temperature, GB39 06-1

991 3~35kV DC metal sealing switch device, GB/T11022-1999 high switch

device and control device, as well as GB/T16927.1-1997 the part one of the

high voltage measurement technology General measurement requirement.

Summary 

Low voltage side rated voltage (kV)

High voltage side rated voltage (kV)

Transformer capacity (kVA)

Design No. 

Outdoor

Substation

Combination 

Z   B   W  -   /   35  -  

Model 

1. Altitude: 1000m;

2. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 ;

3. Wind speed: 34m/s (Wind pressure: 700Pa);

4. Ice thickness: 20mm;

5. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

6. Without fiercely shake and impulse;

7. Occasions without flammable,  explosive, serious pollution and chemical corrosion. 

Ambient condition 

1. The covering adopts the special glass-fabric cement (  plate), which has the features of anti-corrsion, long service

    life, and the insulating material inside it can prevent the solar radiation.

2. Inside the substation there are automatic cool-down device and dew  device. 

sheet steel

resistant

5. Composition of substation

    This combined substation is combined primary and secondary electric devices into a removable, fully sealing, anti humidity

    and dew substation. It can be installed and debugged in the factory, which can make the installation more convenience. The 

    rated voltage of the high voltage side is 40.5kV, and the low voltage is 12(0.4)kV, and the rated capacity of the transformer is 

    400~20000kVA. There are some types of substations: 35kV main substation, 35kV switch box, 10kV switc h box and so on.

    The cab le connects the substations, as well as 10kV incoming and outgoing wiring. The substation has the parts o f high switch

    room, low voltage room, relay protection room, capacity compensation and transformer room. And the high voltage capacity

    compensation and oil transformer above 4000kVA always adopts the outdoor installation. 

3. It can match to the integrated automatic device.

4. It can match to any communication device.

Product feature 
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Anti-corrosion wooden covering Nonmetal covering

Colored steel plate covering 

Steel covering Stainless steel covering 

Aluminum alloy covering

No. Item Unit High voltage unit Transformer Low voltage unit 

8 Power frequency withstand voltage kV/min

Phase-earth and phase-phase:42/18

Across open contacts:48/1

11kV Cable AC withstand voltage
phase-earth:25/15

35/1 2.5/1

9 Lightning impulse withstand voltage kV(peak)
Phase-earth and phase-phase 75

Across open contacts:85
75

10 Protection degree

11 Noise level dB 55

IP33

It adopt the S9(11)-M fully sealing transformer and SC9 solid-cast transformer, the capacity is: 30, 50, 80, 100, 125, 160,

200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1000, 1250, 1600kVA.

ZBW Series Combination Compact Substation

The ZBW series combination compact substation is a outdoor three-phase

complete power distribution rated frequency is 50/60Hz, and the voltage at

the HV side is 3 5kV, LV side is 0.4kV. It can be used in the cities, vill ages

and towns, path, factories, oil field, mine, dock, as well as constructi ve work

places, for the accepting, converting and distributing. It has the features of

strong complete set, small volume, convenience installation, simple maintenance,

low cost, high automatic performance and safety running.

The combination substation can meet the technical requirement of: IEC62271-202

& GB/T17467-1998: high voltage / low voltage prefabricated substation, GB

1985-2004 high DC disconnecting switch and earthing switch, GB/T3309-19

89 the mechanism test of high voltage devi ce in air temperature, GB39 06-1

991 3~35kV DC metal sealing switch device, GB/T11022-1999 high switch

device and control device, as well as GB/T16927.1-1997 the part one of the

high voltage measurement technology General measurement requirement.

Summary 

Low voltage side rated voltage (kV)

High voltage side rated voltage (kV)

Transformer capacity (kVA)

Design No. 

Outdoor

Substation

Combination 

Z   B   W  -   /   35  -  

Model 

1. Altitude: 1000m;

2. Ambient temperature: -25 ~+40 ;

3. Wind speed: 34m/s (Wind pressure: 700Pa);

4. Ice thickness: 20mm;

5. Relative humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

6. Without fiercely shake and impulse;

7. Occasions without flammable,  explosive, serious pollution and chemical corrosion. 

Ambient condition 

1. The covering adopts the special glass-fabric cement (  plate), which has the features of anti-corrsion, long service

    life, and the insulating material inside it can prevent the solar radiation.

2. Inside the substation there are automatic cool-down device and dew  device. 

sheet steel

resistant

5. Composition of substation

    This combined substation is combined primary and secondary electric devices into a removable, fully sealing, anti humidity

    and dew substation. It can be installed and debugged in the factory, which can make the installation more convenience. The 

    rated voltage of the high voltage side is 40.5kV, and the low voltage is 12(0.4)kV, and the rated capacity of the transformer is 

    400~20000kVA. There are some types of substations: 35kV main substation, 35kV switch box, 10kV switc h box and so on.

    The cab le connects the substations, as well as 10kV incoming and outgoing wiring. The substation has the parts o f high switch

    room, low voltage room, relay protection room, capacity compensation and transformer room. And the high voltage capacity

    compensation and oil transformer above 4000kVA always adopts the outdoor installation. 

3. It can match to the integrated automatic device.

4. It can match to any communication device.

Product feature 
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Main technical specification of transformer 

No. Item Unit Data

1 Rated voltage kV 11

4 Rated current A 630

3 Rated frequency HZ 50

5 Rated short circuit withstand current kA/s 20/3

2 Highest work voltage kV 12

Model Rated voltage Rated capacity (kVA) Rated voltage ratio (kV/kV)

SZ7 35 400-20000 35/11, 35/6.3, 35/0.4

zSZ9 35 400-20000 35/11, 35/6.3, 35/0.4

Technical specification of 35kV switchgear with ZN85-40.5(ZN23-40.5) vacuum circuit breaker

No. Item Unit Parameter 

1 Rated voltage kV 35

3 Rated current A 1250, 1600, 2000

4 Rated short circuit breaking  current kA 25, 31.5

5 Rated short circuit making current kA 63, 80

2 Max. working voltage kV 40.5

Technical specification of 12kV switchgear with vacuum circuit breaker

1 Rated voltage kV 11

4 Rated current A

3 Rated frequency Hz 50

5 Rated short circuit breaking  current (virtual value) kA

6 Rated short circuit making current (virtual value) kA

2 Max. working voltage kV 12

No. Name Unit VS1-12(ZN28-10)

630,1250 1250~3150 2500~3150

25 31.5 40

63 80 100

Technical specification of HXGN11-12 (F) with FRN21-12 vacuum circuit breaker 

6. Introduce of automatic device 

6.1 This substation is an intelligent design that the protection system adopts the substation microcomputer integrated automatic

      device.  And it can realize the separate functions of remote measurement, remote communication, remote control and remote

      adjustment, which can protect the relay, distance alarm, and set distance parameter, i.e. humidity, temperature. 

6.2 In addition, it can install the picture distance monitor device, which can deliver real time TV information by the video camera

      to the distance control room.

6.3 Transformer measurement control protection unit: complete the main transformer differential, differential current fast break,

      compound voltage over current, over load, as well as some protection function: measurement of main transformer's temperature,

      current, voltage, active power and reactive power. Control of circuit breaker under the load circuit.

6.4 Line measurement control protection unit: three-section current voltage, three-phase one time reclose, post acceleration, low

      frequency load decrease, and measurement of current, voltage, active power and reactive power.

6.5 Capacitor measurement control unit: Protect the over current, over voltage, low voltage, imbalance current, imbalance voltage.

      Measure the data of current, voltage, active power of capacitor and operating on the circuit breaker. 

6.6 Communication management unit: Managing the communication of the measurement control site and control system.

Technical specification  

 Technical specification of XGN15-12(L) ring main unit with FLRN48-12 SF6 load break switch 

Name Unit Data

1 Rated voltage kV 11

Rated short circuit withstand current (virtual value) kA/s 20/4

4 Rated current A 630

3 Rated frequency Hz 50

2 Highest work voltage kV 12

No.

5

Technical specification of high voltage insulate switch

Model Rated voltage (kV) Rated current (A)

1 GN27-35 35 400/630/1000

2 GN19-35 35 400/630/1000

3 GN19-12(C) 11 630/1000/1250/1600

Technical specification of transformer 

Model Rated voltage Voltage ratio (kV/kV) Capacity (kVA)

SC9 35 35/0.4 30, 50, 80

SC9 11 11/0.4 30, 50, 80

Technical specification of voltage transformer 

Model Rated voltage ratio (kV/kV)
Rated capacity (kV) Limited capacity 

(VA)0.2 0.5 1 6P

JDZ9-35 35/0.1 60 120 800

JDZ10-12B 11/0.1 25 50 90 300

JDZX9-35 40 80 100 600

JDZX10-10B 50 90 50 400

Technical specification of current transformer 

Rated 
primary 

current (A)

Rated 
secondary 
current (A)

Model 
Accuracy 

combination

Secondary load (VA)

0.2 0.5 10P10 10P20

LCZ-35(Q) 20~1000 5

0.2/0.5

0.2/10P10

0.5/10P20

10P10/10P20

10 50 50 25

LZZB9-35

LZZBJ9-12

LZZBJ12-12

600~2000

5

0.2/0.5/10P20

0.2/10P10/10P20

0.5/10P10/10P20

10P20/10P20

15 30 50 20

30 50 50 30

10~2500

0.2/10P10

0.5/10P10

10P10/10P20

10 10 20 10

10~200

300~600

800~3150

0.2/0.5/10P10

0.2/10P10/10P10

0.5/10P10/10P10

0.5/10P10/10P20

10 15 15 10

15 20 25 15

20 30 30 20

30~500

5

No.

Technical specification of lightning arrester 

HY5WZ-17/45 17 45

Model Rated voltage Residual peak (kV)

HY5WS-17/50 17 50

HY5WZ-51/134 51 134
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Main technical specification of transformer 

No. Item Unit Data
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4 Rated current A 630

3 Rated frequency HZ 50

5 Rated short circuit withstand current kA/s 20/3
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No. Item Unit Parameter 

1 Rated voltage kV 35

3 Rated current A 1250, 1600, 2000

4 Rated short circuit breaking  current kA 25, 31.5

5 Rated short circuit making current kA 63, 80

2 Max. working voltage kV 40.5
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1 Rated voltage kV 11

4 Rated current A

3 Rated frequency Hz 50

5 Rated short circuit breaking  current (virtual value) kA

6 Rated short circuit making current (virtual value) kA

2 Max. working voltage kV 12

No. Name Unit VS1-12(ZN28-10)

630,1250 1250~3150 2500~3150

25 31.5 40

63 80 100

Technical specification of HXGN11-12 (F) with FRN21-12 vacuum circuit breaker 

6. Introduce of automatic device 

6.1 This substation is an intelligent design that the protection system adopts the substation microcomputer integrated automatic

      device.  And it can realize the separate functions of remote measurement, remote communication, remote control and remote

      adjustment, which can protect the relay, distance alarm, and set distance parameter, i.e. humidity, temperature. 

6.2 In addition, it can install the picture distance monitor device, which can deliver real time TV information by the video camera

      to the distance control room.

6.3 Transformer measurement control protection unit: complete the main transformer differential, differential current fast break,

      compound voltage over current, over load, as well as some protection function: measurement of main transformer's temperature,

      current, voltage, active power and reactive power. Control of circuit breaker under the load circuit.

6.4 Line measurement control protection unit: three-section current voltage, three-phase one time reclose, post acceleration, low

      frequency load decrease, and measurement of current, voltage, active power and reactive power.

6.5 Capacitor measurement control unit: Protect the over current, over voltage, low voltage, imbalance current, imbalance voltage.

      Measure the data of current, voltage, active power of capacitor and operating on the circuit breaker. 

6.6 Communication management unit: Managing the communication of the measurement control site and control system.

Technical specification  

 Technical specification of XGN15-12(L) ring main unit with FLRN48-12 SF6 load break switch 

Name Unit Data

1 Rated voltage kV 11

Rated short circuit withstand current (virtual value) kA/s 20/4

4 Rated current A 630

3 Rated frequency Hz 50

2 Highest work voltage kV 12

No.

5

Technical specification of high voltage insulate switch

Model Rated voltage (kV) Rated current (A)

1 GN27-35 35 400/630/1000

2 GN19-35 35 400/630/1000

3 GN19-12(C) 11 630/1000/1250/1600

Technical specification of transformer 

Model Rated voltage Voltage ratio (kV/kV) Capacity (kVA)

SC9 35 35/0.4 30, 50, 80

SC9 11 11/0.4 30, 50, 80

Technical specification of voltage transformer 

Model Rated voltage ratio (kV/kV)
Rated capacity (kV) Limited capacity 

(VA)0.2 0.5 1 6P

JDZ9-35 35/0.1 60 120 800

JDZ10-12B 11/0.1 25 50 90 300

JDZX9-35 40 80 100 600

JDZX10-10B 50 90 50 400

Technical specification of current transformer 

Rated 
primary 

current (A)

Rated 
secondary 
current (A)

Model 
Accuracy 

combination

Secondary load (VA)

0.2 0.5 10P10 10P20

LCZ-35(Q) 20~1000 5

0.2/0.5

0.2/10P10

0.5/10P20

10P10/10P20

10 50 50 25

LZZB9-35

LZZBJ9-12

LZZBJ12-12

600~2000

5

0.2/0.5/10P20

0.2/10P10/10P20

0.5/10P10/10P20

10P20/10P20

15 30 50 20

30 50 50 30

10~2500

0.2/10P10

0.5/10P10

10P10/10P20

10 10 20 10

10~200

300~600

800~3150

0.2/0.5/10P10

0.2/10P10/10P10

0.5/10P10/10P10

0.5/10P10/10P20

10 15 15 10

15 20 25 15

20 30 30 20

30~500

5

No.

Technical specification of lightning arrester 

HY5WZ-17/45 17 45

Model Rated voltage Residual peak (kV)

HY5WS-17/50 17 50

HY5WZ-51/134 51 134
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YBZ -12 Intelligent Compact Substation

Compared to the traditional power supply, the box type substation has the

obvious superiority, but still has some deficiency, not only dozens of simulations

indicating instrument, the massive relays, which will bring enormous in convenient

for the production organization, the spare storage product debugging and the

maintenance, also the difficulty to control the complex logic. Regarding multi

box type substations, it can't realize the centralized management and the

sequencing operates, which will bring the hidden danger f or the movement.

Along with development of the modern industry, the integrated management

and intellectualized operation become more and more important, use modern

electronic technology, sensor technology, communication, computer network

technology to manager the monitor, the protection, the control, the electric power

measurement, the communication under the normal operation and the accident

condition.

Summary 

Rated capacity of transformer (kVA)

Rated voltage of low voltage side (kV)

Rated voltage of high voltage side (kV)

Arrangement 

Intelligent 

Prefabricated substation 

Y B Z - 12 0.4/

Model 

1. There are automatic temperature control and ventilative box, heat up and dew resistant devices in the box substation. 

2. The covering has the features of: Fastness, heat insulation, good performance, against the micro-organism, moisture-proof,

    good outlooks and the convenience maintenance.

3. The high voltage side always adopts the load break switch and current limited fuse to protect the transformer. When the fuse 

    acting, it can link the three-phase load switches. And the high voltage side also can adopt the vacuum circuit breaker as the 

    circuit protector.

4. The communication network has the features of real time response ability, high reliability, fine electromagne tic compatibility

    performance, and hierarchical structure. 

5. This automatic system adopts the intelligent modulations design, integrated ma nagement,  so its centr ality i s goo d, th e

    installment is simple, as well as the wiring.

6. The integrated protective device with high brightness LED of demonstration menu, it can add the dormancy function with liquid

    crystal display monitor. 

7. It has the strong anti interfere ability and electricity protection function, its parameter and electricity parameter can be set. 

8. It can realize the bidirectional communication according the automatic power monitor and control system. 

Product feature 

1. Ambient temperature: -50 ~+50 ;

2. Attitude: 2000m;

3. Wind pressure: 700Pa;

4. Humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

5. Pollution degree: ;

6. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

7. Occasions without  strong electromagnetic interferences, conductive dust, fiercely shake and corrosiveness, as well as without

    flaming and explosive matter.

Ambient condition 

The intellectualized pre-fabricated substation suits to the public city power distribution, industry and mining enterprise, oil field

wharf, residential area, construction, especially the heavy power load place, it can improve the power supply quality and strengthen

the energy management through the real-time monitoring.

Application 

-
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Compared to the traditional power supply, the box type substation has the

obvious superiority, but still has some deficiency, not only dozens of simulations

indicating instrument, the massive relays, which will bring enormous in convenient

for the production organization, the spare storage product debugging and the

maintenance, also the difficulty to control the complex logic. Regarding multi

box type substations, it can't realize the centralized management and the

sequencing operates, which will bring the hidden danger f or the movement.

Along with development of the modern industry, the integrated management

and intellectualized operation become more and more important, use modern

electronic technology, sensor technology, communication, computer network

technology to manager the monitor, the protection, the control, the electric power

measurement, the communication under the normal operation and the accident

condition.

Summary 

Rated capacity of transformer (kVA)

Rated voltage of low voltage side (kV)

Rated voltage of high voltage side (kV)

Arrangement 

Intelligent 

Prefabricated substation 

Y B Z - 12 0.4/

Model 

1. There are automatic temperature control and ventilative box, heat up and dew resistant devices in the box substation. 

2. The covering has the features of: Fastness, heat insulation, good performance, against the micro-organism, moisture-proof,

    good outlooks and the convenience maintenance.

3. The high voltage side always adopts the load break switch and current limited fuse to protect the transformer. When the fuse 

    acting, it can link the three-phase load switches. And the high voltage side also can adopt the vacuum circuit breaker as the 

    circuit protector.

4. The communication network has the features of real time response ability, high reliability, fine electromagne tic compatibility

    performance, and hierarchical structure. 

5. This automatic system adopts the intelligent modulations design, integrated ma nagement,  so its centr ality i s goo d, th e

    installment is simple, as well as the wiring.

6. The integrated protective device with high brightness LED of demonstration menu, it can add the dormancy function with liquid

    crystal display monitor. 

7. It has the strong anti interfere ability and electricity protection function, its parameter and electricity parameter can be set. 

8. It can realize the bidirectional communication according the automatic power monitor and control system. 

Product feature 

1. Ambient temperature: -50 ~+50 ;

2. Attitude: 2000m;

3. Wind pressure: 700Pa;

4. Humidity: daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

5. Pollution degree: ;

6. Earthquake intensity: 8 degree;

7. Occasions without  strong electromagnetic interferences, conductive dust, fiercely shake and corrosiveness, as well as without

    flaming and explosive matter.

Ambient condition 

The intellectualized pre-fabricated substation suits to the public city power distribution, industry and mining enterprise, oil field

wharf, residential area, construction, especially the heavy power load place, it can improve the power supply quality and strengthen

the energy management through the real-time monitoring.

Application 

-
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Integrated protective device BZBH-5000 parameter 

Item Parameter 

Rated parameter 

Measurement 
accuracy 

Remote control 

Ambient condition 

Communication channel 

Rated power voltage (V)

Rated current (A)

Rated voltage (V)

Frequency (Hz)

Current and voltage accuracy (class)

DC voltage, frequency sampling accuracy (class)

Active power, reactive power, apparent power, power factor (class)

Contact site (V)

Software anti shock time (ms)

Contact capacity 

Analogue input 

Digital input

Digital output 

Communication interface

Temperature scope ( )

Air pressure (kPa)

Transmit speed (bit/s)

Communication rule 

Communication medium 

Relative humidity (%)

220(AC)

1(AC)

220

50

0.5

0.5

0.5

220(AC)

20

5A(AC)

Total: 36 ways (extensible)

Total: 30 ways (extensible)

Total: 32 ways (extensible)

RS485GSM

-20~+70

50~90

66~108

9600

User-defined 

Wireless and wire 

4 Rated breaking current kA 20~31.5(circuit breaker) 15~63

7 Rated closing current kA 50~80(circuit breaker)

8

Power 
frequency 
withstand 
voltage 

kV/min Across open contacts:48/1 35/1 2.5/1

5 Rated short circuit 
withstand current kA/s 20~31.5(circuit breaker) 30/1

6
Rated peak 

withstand current 
kA(peak) 50~80(circuit breaker) 63

Phase-earth and phase-phase: 42/1

10k Connection cable DC withstand 
phase-earth / phase-phase

9 Lightning impulse 
withstand voltage 

kV(peak)
Phase-earth and phase-phase:75

Across open contacts:85

IP3310 Protective accuracy 

11 Noise class dB 55

75

Technical specification 

Technical specification of box 

Performance standard Unit High voltage element Transformer Low voltage unit 

1 Rated voltage kV 12 11/0.4 0.4

2 Rated capacity kVA 100~1600

3 Rated current A 630 144~2309

The capacity of the transformer: The S9(11)-M fully sealing transformer and SC9 dry transformer, and the capacity data

as below: 50, 80, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1000, 1250, 1600kVA.

No.

IP33 IP33

Power consumption 

Reliability 

Whole power consumption under normal work time (VA)

Average no fault work time (h)

<10

10000

ZXB Series Intelligent Railway Signal Double Power Compact Substation

Standard 

IEC62271-202 & GB/T17467-1998 High / low voltage prefabricated substation

High AC disconnecting switch and earthed switch

GB/T3309-1989 Cold mechanical test of high voltage device

GB3906-1991 3~35kV DC metal sealing switching plant

GB/T11022-1999 General standard technical specification of high voltage switching plant and control device

GB/T7251.1-1997

GB4208-1993

DL/T537-2002

The first part of High voltage complete switching plant and control 

device: formal test and partial formal test of complete equipment

Part 1 of high voltage test technology: general test requirement 

Covering grade (IP code) 

High / low voltage prefabricated substation use index

To meet the requirements of the fast development of the railway, the realization

of the distance monitor and self control of the railway information, the rel iability

power supply, the HEAG company had develop the ZXB intelligent railway

information bi-power substation, which can resolve the problems of disperse

power supply of railway information, difficult of operation and maintenance,

bad environment of the installation site, the difficult of distance control and

monitor. Consider the railway's self closed and electrical run-through circui t,

this product combined the high voltage ring main unit, transformer, low voltage

switchgear, double power monitor, power circuit fault self cut off system and low

voltage control and so on to a double-deck, sealing and antisepsis box, wh ich

can suit to the power supply of primary load of the concentrating control, large

substation electric concentrat ing linkage, automatic closedown and hump signal.

Summary 

1. The intelligent railway signal double power substation pole adopts the 3mm cold rolling steel plate, and the double-decked

    shutter which has good features of high mechanical strength, good heat insulation, dustproof, against the micro-organism,

    moisture-proof, good outlook, convenience maintenance. 

2. Accord to the requirement of the railway power supp ly, the substation can be divided into three parts: high voltage room, trans

    former room and low voltage room.

3. To assure the quality of the communication and avoid the signal power fault, there are clapboards between the low voltage

    room and transformer room, as well as there are heat insulation clapboards between the double-decked shutter. 

4. To maintenance the temperature in a permission scope, it uses natural and compulsive  wind to re lease the temperature for

    the railway signal double power substation.

5. The high voltage distribution unit and the high voltage ring main unit  are made up by the import spread aluminum zinc p late, 

    and it has three parts of wiring incoming and outgoing unit, signal PT unit and signal transformer wiring outgoing unit.

6. The low panel combined by standard network panels, it has self close low voltage panel, link up low voltage panel, automatic

    panel, self close terminal box and link up terminal box.

7. The transformer is S11-M series fully sealing oil distribution transformer and dry transformer.

8. Other characteristics: 

    8.1 The cable hole of incoming and outgoing wiring of high voltage and low voltage room is made by dismountable steel plate

          and protected by the cable sheath. 

    8.2 There are two steel channels for the transformer's pass in the transformer room, so t he transformer can  be ma intai ned

          and replaced by demolishing the bolt.

    8.3 There is a inter door inside the transformer door, so the running status of transformer can be observed by it.

    8 .4 The top of the substation is a incline design, the gradient is bigger than 5 degree, in order to avoid the accumulating of rain water.

    8 .5 There is a limit switch on the each transformer door, when the door was opened, the light wi ll turn on. Otherwise, it wi ll turn off .

    8.6 The low voltage outgoing loops are link to the terminal bus, so every operation of the outgoing cable connecting is operated

          on the terminal bus. 

    8.7 When the angle of the door open is at the 90 degree, at the same time, the wind-proof tension will fix up the door. 

    8 .8 There is pate on the door of each room, there is high voltage danger marking on the each side and also there is wiring mark ing

          on the low voltage loop switch and DC measuring meter.

    8.9 There is lightning arrester and surge absorber in the substation for the light avoiding. 

Product feature 

IEC62271-102

IEC60529 & Protection grade
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Integrated protective device BZBH-5000 parameter 

Item Parameter 

Rated parameter 

Measurement 
accuracy 

Remote control 

Ambient condition 

Communication channel 

Rated power voltage (V)

Rated current (A)

Rated voltage (V)

Frequency (Hz)

Current and voltage accuracy (class)

DC voltage, frequency sampling accuracy (class)

Active power, reactive power, apparent power, power factor (class)

Contact site (V)

Software anti shock time (ms)

Contact capacity 

Analogue input 

Digital input

Digital output 

Communication interface

Temperature scope ( )

Air pressure (kPa)

Transmit speed (bit/s)

Communication rule 

Communication medium 

Relative humidity (%)

220(AC)

1(AC)

220

50

0.5

0.5

0.5

220(AC)

20

5A(AC)

Total: 36 ways (extensible)

Total: 30 ways (extensible)

Total: 32 ways (extensible)

RS485GSM

-20~+70

50~90

66~108

9600

User-defined 

Wireless and wire 

4 Rated breaking current kA 20~31.5(circuit breaker) 15~63

7 Rated closing current kA 50~80(circuit breaker)

8

Power 
frequency 
withstand 
voltage 

kV/min Across open contacts:48/1 35/1 2.5/1

5 Rated short circuit 
withstand current kA/s 20~31.5(circuit breaker) 30/1

6
Rated peak 

withstand current 
kA(peak) 50~80(circuit breaker) 63

Phase-earth and phase-phase: 42/1

10k Connection cable DC withstand 
phase-earth / phase-phase

9 Lightning impulse 
withstand voltage 

kV(peak)
Phase-earth and phase-phase:75

Across open contacts:85

IP3310 Protective accuracy 

11 Noise class dB 55

75

Technical specification 

Technical specification of box 

Performance standard Unit High voltage element Transformer Low voltage unit 

1 Rated voltage kV 12 11/0.4 0.4

2 Rated capacity kVA 100~1600

3 Rated current A 630 144~2309

The capacity of the transformer: The S9(11)-M fully sealing transformer and SC9 dry transformer, and the capacity data

as below: 50, 80, 100, 125, 160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1000, 1250, 1600kVA.

No.

IP33 IP33

Power consumption 

Reliability 

Whole power consumption under normal work time (VA)

Average no fault work time (h)

<10

10000

ZXB Series Intelligent Railway Signal Double Power Compact Substation

Standard 

IEC62271-202 & GB/T17467-1998 High / low voltage prefabricated substation

High AC disconnecting switch and earthed switch

GB/T3309-1989 Cold mechanical test of high voltage device

GB3906-1991 3~35kV DC metal sealing switching plant

GB/T11022-1999 General standard technical specification of high voltage switching plant and control device

GB/T7251.1-1997

GB4208-1993

DL/T537-2002

The first part of High voltage complete switching plant and control 

device: formal test and partial formal test of complete equipment

Part 1 of high voltage test technology: general test requirement 

Covering grade (IP code) 

High / low voltage prefabricated substation use index

To meet the requirements of the fast development of the railway, the realization

of the distance monitor and self control of the railway information, the rel iability

power supply, the HEAG company had develop the ZXB intelligent railway

information bi-power substation, which can resolve the problems of disperse

power supply of railway information, difficult of operation and maintenance,

bad environment of the installation site, the difficult of distance control and

monitor. Consider the railway's self closed and electrical run-through circui t,

this product combined the high voltage ring main unit, transformer, low voltage

switchgear, double power monitor, power circuit fault self cut off system and low

voltage control and so on to a double-deck, sealing and antisepsis box, wh ich

can suit to the power supply of primary load of the concentrating control, large

substation electric concentrat ing linkage, automatic closedown and hump signal.

Summary 

1. The intelligent railway signal double power substation pole adopts the 3mm cold rolling steel plate, and the double-decked

    shutter which has good features of high mechanical strength, good heat insulation, dustproof, against the micro-organism,

    moisture-proof, good outlook, convenience maintenance. 

2. Accord to the requirement of the railway power supp ly, the substation can be divided into three parts: high voltage room, trans

    former room and low voltage room.

3. To assure the quality of the communication and avoid the signal power fault, there are clapboards between the low voltage

    room and transformer room, as well as there are heat insulation clapboards between the double-decked shutter. 

4. To maintenance the temperature in a permission scope, it uses natural and compulsive  wind to re lease the temperature for

    the railway signal double power substation.

5. The high voltage distribution unit and the high voltage ring main unit  are made up by the import spread aluminum zinc p late, 

    and it has three parts of wiring incoming and outgoing unit, signal PT unit and signal transformer wiring outgoing unit.

6. The low panel combined by standard network panels, it has self close low voltage panel, link up low voltage panel, automatic

    panel, self close terminal box and link up terminal box.

7. The transformer is S11-M series fully sealing oil distribution transformer and dry transformer.

8. Other characteristics: 

    8.1 The cable hole of incoming and outgoing wiring of high voltage and low voltage room is made by dismountable steel plate

          and protected by the cable sheath. 

    8.2 There are two steel channels for the transformer's pass in the transformer room, so t he transformer can  be ma intai ned

          and replaced by demolishing the bolt.

    8.3 There is a inter door inside the transformer door, so the running status of transformer can be observed by it.

    8 .4 The top of the substation is a incline design, the gradient is bigger than 5 degree, in order to avoid the accumulating of rain water.

    8 .5 There is a limit switch on the each transformer door, when the door was opened, the light wi ll turn on. Otherwise, it wi ll turn off .

    8.6 The low voltage outgoing loops are link to the terminal bus, so every operation of the outgoing cable connecting is operated

          on the terminal bus. 

    8.7 When the angle of the door open is at the 90 degree, at the same time, the wind-proof tension will fix up the door. 

    8 .8 There is pate on the door of each room, there is high voltage danger marking on the each side and also there is wiring mark ing

          on the low voltage loop switch and DC measuring meter.

    8.9 There is lightning arrester and surge absorber in the substation for the light avoiding. 

Product feature 

IEC62271-102

IEC60529 & Protection grade
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YB  American Type Compact Substation

Rated 
current 

(A)

Rated 
voltage 

(kV)

Impulse 
withstand 
voltage 

(kV)

Power 
frequency 
withstand 
voltage 

(1min.kV)

Rated 
short time 
withstand 
voltage 
(kA/s)

Short 
circuit 
closing 
current 

(kA)

Rated 
peak 

withstand 
voltage 

(kA)

Load 
operation 

times 

Mechanical 
operation 

times 

315 12 75 42 12.5/2 31.5 31.5 100 2000

630 12 75 42 16/4 40 40 100 3000

1. Performance parameter of load break switch 

The YB  compact substation is an important unit of the power supply

network. It has the features of controlling, protecting, power transforming and

power distributing for high voltage. The high voltage load break switch and fuse

are put i nto the transformer oil. So it has two kind structures that are : sing le

and sharin g substation with transformer. There are the oil thermometer,

pressure gauge , pressure  release valve, oil drain valve monitors in the fully

sealing oil box. The way of power supply is ring main unit mode, terminal mode

and bi-power mode. For the fact of the domest ic power supply network, our

company produces the insert type dry fuse, if the fuse fused, it won't affect to

the transformer oil. There are three kind of YB substation: standard

model, strengthen model, integrated model.

Summary 

Rated capacity of transformer (kVA)

Rated voltage of low high side (kV)

Rated voltage of high voltage side (kV)

Design No. 

Compact substation 

YB - -0.4/

Model 

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40 ;

2. Attitude: 1000m;

3. Wind speed: 34m/s(Wind pressure: 700Pa);

4. Humidity: Daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

5. Shake-proof: Level acceleration 0.4m/s, and the vertical acceleration 0.15m/s;

6. Gradient of installation place: 3 degree;

7. Occasions without fiercely shake and corrosiveness, as well as without flaming and explosive matter;

8. If you have other requirement not on the list, warmly welcome to contact us.

Ambient condition 

1. Compact structure, the volume is the same as 1/3~1/5 of European substation;

2. Fully sealing and fully insulated, needn't insulated gap;

3. The wiring management can be used in the ring main unit and terminal;

4. Low wastage, noise and temperature rise;

5. It has the strong capability of anti over load, short circuit and impulse;

6. Conforms to  the various requirements of low voltage outgoing;

7. There are two kinds of cable, 200A elbow plug and 600A "T" the stationary electric cable, which can match to the fully sealing device;

8. Zinc oxides arresters, 200A electric with load insert which can be used as disconnecting switch.

Product feature 

Technical specification

2. 12kV compact substation S9, S10, S11 series oil transformer performance level

No. 
Rated 

capacity 
(kV)

Rated voltage 

High 
voltage 

(kV)

Low 
voltage 

(kV)

Voltage 
adjustment 

scope
(%)

Connecting 
group No.

No load 
current

(%)

Consumption 

No load 

(W)

Load 
Assis-
tance 

voltage 

Noise 
(dB)

Tempe-
rature 
rising 

S9 S9 S10 S11 S9S10/S11 S10/S11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

30

50

63

80

100

125

160

200

250

315

400

500

630

800

1000

1250

1600

6

6.3/6.6

10 (0.69)

0.4 5 Yyn0

( 2 25) Dyn11

2.2

2.0

1.9

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.4

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.6

2.0

1.8

1.5

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.5

340

400

480

560

670

800

960

1200

1400

1700

1950

2400

130

170

200

250

290

270

310

375

455

540

650

775

920

1120

1320

1560

1880

400

475

570

680

800

980

1150

1360

1640

600

870

1040

1250

1500

1800

2200

2600

3050

3650

4300

5100

6200

7500

10300

12800

14500

3000

3600

4200

5000

6000

7400

9860

12000

14000

4

4.5

55

Top oil

temper-

ature 60

winding 65

Note: a. The high voltage tap-changer of transformer is 2 2.5%
          b. The low voltage of transformer is 0.69kV.

Outline Dimension 

Standard type / integrated type front view 

Standard type/strengthened type look down view

Standard

Capacity(kVA)    A    B     C      D      E       F       G

Capacity(kVA) A      B     C      D     E      F    G

 100-250  1900  1650  1250  650/800  600 1410/1560  1450

 100-250    2400  1650  1250   800   600  1560  1450

 400-500    2400  1750  1450   800   650  1640  1550

  400-500  1900  1750  1450  650/800  650 1490/1640  1550

  315     1900  1650  1350  650/800  650 1460/1610  1450

  315      2400  1650  1350   800   650  1610  1450

  630      2400  1750 1550 800 700 1730 1550

800 2400 1850 1550 800 700 1790 1650

100 2400 1850 1650 800 700 1790 1650

630 1900 1750 1550 650/800 700 1580/1730 1550

800 1900 1850 1550 650/800 700 1640/1790 1650

100 1900 1850 1650 650/800 700 1640/1790 1650

YB  Standard type outline dimension 

YB  Strengthened type outline dimension 

11/12

Strengthened
type
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YB  American Type Compact Substation

Rated 
current 

(A)

Rated 
voltage 

(kV)

Impulse 
withstand 
voltage 

(kV)

Power 
frequency 
withstand 
voltage 

(1min.kV)

Rated 
short time 
withstand 
voltage 
(kA/s)

Short 
circuit 
closing 
current 

(kA)

Rated 
peak 

withstand 
voltage 

(kA)

Load 
operation 

times 

Mechanical 
operation 

times 

315 12 75 42 12.5/2 31.5 31.5 100 2000

630 12 75 42 16/4 40 40 100 3000

1. Performance parameter of load break switch 

The YB  compact substation is an important unit of the power supply

network. It has the features of controlling, protecting, power transforming and

power distributing for high voltage. The high voltage load break switch and fuse

are put i nto the transformer oil. So it has two kind structures that are : sing le

and sharin g substation with transformer. There are the oil thermometer,

pressure gauge , pressure  release valve, oil drain valve monitors in the fully

sealing oil box. The way of power supply is ring main unit mode, terminal mode

and bi-power mode. For the fact of the domest ic power supply network, our

company produces the insert type dry fuse, if the fuse fused, it won't affect to

the transformer oil. There are three kind of YB substation: standard

model, strengthen model, integrated model.

Summary 

Rated capacity of transformer (kVA)

Rated voltage of low high side (kV)

Rated voltage of high voltage side (kV)

Design No. 

Compact substation 

YB - -0.4/

Model 

1. Ambient temperature: -10 ~+40 ;

2. Attitude: 1000m;

3. Wind speed: 34m/s(Wind pressure: 700Pa);

4. Humidity: Daily average 95%, monthly average 90%;

5. Shake-proof: Level acceleration 0.4m/s, and the vertical acceleration 0.15m/s;

6. Gradient of installation place: 3 degree;

7. Occasions without fiercely shake and corrosiveness, as well as without flaming and explosive matter;

8. If you have other requirement not on the list, warmly welcome to contact us.

Ambient condition 

1. Compact structure, the volume is the same as 1/3~1/5 of European substation;

2. Fully sealing and fully insulated, needn't insulated gap;

3. The wiring management can be used in the ring main unit and terminal;

4. Low wastage, noise and temperature rise;

5. It has the strong capability of anti over load, short circuit and impulse;

6. Conforms to  the various requirements of low voltage outgoing;

7. There are two kinds of cable, 200A elbow plug and 600A "T" the stationary electric cable, which can match to the fully sealing device;

8. Zinc oxides arresters, 200A electric with load insert which can be used as disconnecting switch.

Product feature 

Technical specification

2. 12kV compact substation S9, S10, S11 series oil transformer performance level

No. 
Rated 

capacity 
(kV)

Rated voltage 

High 
voltage 

(kV)

Low 
voltage 

(kV)

Voltage 
adjustment 

scope
(%)

Connecting 
group No.

No load 
current

(%)

Consumption 

No load 

(W)

Load 
Assis-
tance 

voltage 

Noise 
(dB)

Tempe-
rature 
rising 

S9 S9 S10 S11 S9S10/S11 S10/S11

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

30

50

63

80

100

125

160

200

250

315

400

500

630

800

1000

1250

1600

6

6.3/6.6

10 (0.69)

0.4 5 Yyn0

( 2 25) Dyn11

2.2

2.0

1.9

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.4

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.6

0.6

2.0

1.8

1.5

1.2

1.1

1.0

1.0

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.5

340

400

480

560

670

800

960

1200

1400

1700

1950

2400

130

170

200

250

290

270

310

375

455

540

650

775

920

1120

1320

1560

1880

400

475

570

680

800

980

1150

1360

1640

600

870

1040

1250

1500

1800

2200

2600

3050

3650

4300

5100

6200

7500

10300

12800

14500

3000

3600

4200

5000

6000

7400

9860

12000

14000

4

4.5

55

Top oil

temper-

ature 60

winding 65

Note: a. The high voltage tap-changer of transformer is 2 2.5%
          b. The low voltage of transformer is 0.69kV.

Outline Dimension 

Standard type / integrated type front view 

Standard type/strengthened type look down view

Standard

Capacity(kVA)    A    B     C      D      E       F       G

Capacity(kVA) A      B     C      D     E      F    G

 100-250  1900  1650  1250  650/800  600 1410/1560  1450

 100-250    2400  1650  1250   800   600  1560  1450

 400-500    2400  1750  1450   800   650  1640  1550

  400-500  1900  1750  1450  650/800  650 1490/1640  1550

  315     1900  1650  1350  650/800  650 1460/1610  1450

  315      2400  1650  1350   800   650  1610  1450

  630      2400  1750 1550 800 700 1730 1550

800 2400 1850 1550 800 700 1790 1650

100 2400 1850 1650 800 700 1790 1650

630 1900 1750 1550 650/800 700 1580/1730 1550

800 1900 1850 1550 650/800 700 1640/1790 1650

100 1900 1850 1650 650/800 700 1640/1790 1650

YB  Standard type outline dimension 

YB  Strengthened type outline dimension 

11/12

Strengthened
type

83 84



Standard type/strengthened type side view

Capacity(kVA)   A    B    C    D    E     F    G    M    N

 100-250 2400 1750 1250  800  600  1750 1560  950  550

  315   2400 1750 1350  800  650  1750 1610  950  550

YB  Integrated type outline dimension 

550

550

550

550

950

950

950

950

1640

1720

1790

1840

1750

1750

1750

1750

650

650

650

700

800

800

800

800

1450

1550

1550

1650

1850

1850

1950

1950

2400

2400

2400

2400

630

800

100

400-500

Integrated type side view

Integrated type planform

Strengthened type front view

Strengthened
type

Summary 

Product feature

1. Fully sealing structure.

2. Without maintaining, against dust, flood and corrosion and so on, suit to the situation of outdoor, water and any other serious

    location.

3. The structure is flexible, and there are 8 branches can be used for various connecting.

4. Small volume, compact structure, simple installation and convenience operation.

5. The 200A branch cable connector can be used as a load switch, which has a load insert, so it has the feature of disconnect switch.

6. Can connect to the fault indicator for fault examining of cable.

7. There are various box's materials can be chosen: Common steel matches the military green, mirror sur face stain less steel,

    stainless steel matches the military green and so on.

- /DFW 600 200

Outgoing rated current 200A

Incoming rated current 600A

Outgoing loop number

Incoming loop No.

Outdoor cable distribution box

DFW-12 Cable Distribution Box

Technical specification

Technical specification
Rated voltage

Max. Voltage of phase to phase

Max. Voltage of phase to earth

1 min power-frequency withstand voltage

15 min DC withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

Mini corona starting voltage

Rated current

200A loop specification 

12kV

14.4kV

8.3kV

42kV

52kV

75kV

11kV

200A

600A loop specification

12kV

14.4kV

8.3kV

42kV

52kV

75kV

11kV

600A

Rated thermal standing current 3.5kV/3s 20kA/2s

Rated dynamic standing current

Partial discharge

Loop resistance

Protection degree

10kA/0.2s

10PC/15kV

40

IP33

50kA/0.3s

10PC/15kV

40

IP33

The cable distribution box is a  excellent product to solve the  problem o f too

massive brunches. It has the feature of fully insulated and fully sealing, which

can decrease the fault ratio in the power supply line. 

The distribution is simple, convenience and flexible. In some situations, it can

replace the ring main unit. It also can be put into water and underground which

suit to the place of business center, industry garden, cities and so on. According

to the st ructure and the kind of cable connector, it can be divided as: American

cable distribution box, European cable distribution box and distribution box

with switch.

Model 
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Standard type/strengthened type side view

Capacity(kVA)   A    B    C    D    E     F    G    M    N

 100-250 2400 1750 1250  800  600  1750 1560  950  550

  315   2400 1750 1350  800  650  1750 1610  950  550

YB  Integrated type outline dimension 
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Integrated type side view

Integrated type planform

Strengthened type front view

Strengthened
type

Summary 

Product feature

1. Fully sealing structure.

2. Without maintaining, against dust, flood and corrosion and so on, suit to the situation of outdoor, water and any other serious

    location.

3. The structure is flexible, and there are 8 branches can be used for various connecting.

4. Small volume, compact structure, simple installation and convenience operation.

5. The 200A branch cable connector can be used as a load switch, which has a load insert, so it has the feature of disconnect switch.

6. Can connect to the fault indicator for fault examining of cable.

7. There are various box's materials can be chosen: Common steel matches the military green, mirror sur face stain less steel,

    stainless steel matches the military green and so on.

- /DFW 600 200

Outgoing rated current 200A

Incoming rated current 600A

Outgoing loop number

Incoming loop No.

Outdoor cable distribution box

DFW-12 Cable Distribution Box

Technical specification

Technical specification
Rated voltage

Max. Voltage of phase to phase

Max. Voltage of phase to earth

1 min power-frequency withstand voltage

15 min DC withstand voltage

Lightning impulse withstand voltage

Mini corona starting voltage

Rated current

200A loop specification 

12kV

14.4kV

8.3kV

42kV

52kV

75kV

11kV

200A

600A loop specification

12kV

14.4kV

8.3kV

42kV

52kV

75kV

11kV

600A

Rated thermal standing current 3.5kV/3s 20kA/2s

Rated dynamic standing current

Partial discharge

Loop resistance

Protection degree

10kA/0.2s

10PC/15kV

40

IP33

50kA/0.3s

10PC/15kV

40

IP33

The cable distribution box is a  excellent product to solve the  problem o f too

massive brunches. It has the feature of fully insulated and fully sealing, which

can decrease the fault ratio in the power supply line. 

The distribution is simple, convenience and flexible. In some situations, it can

replace the ring main unit. It also can be put into water and underground which

suit to the place of business center, industry garden, cities and so on. According

to the st ructure and the kind of cable connector, it can be divided as: American

cable distribution box, European cable distribution box and distribution box

with switch.

Model 
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Model Length A (mm) Width B (mm) Height H (mm) Weight (kg)
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